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Abstract
The LHCb Upgrade II will fully exploit the flavour-physics opportunities of the HL-LHC, and study
additional physics topics that take advantage of the forward acceptance of the LHCb spectrometer. The
LHCb Upgrade I will begin operation in 2020. Consolidation will occur, and modest enhancements of the
Upgrade I detector will be installed, in Long Shutdown 3 of the LHC (2025) and these are discussed here.
The main Upgrade II detector will be installed in long shutdown 4 of the LHC (2030) and will build on
the strengths of the current LHCb experiment and the Upgrade I. It will operate at a luminosity up
to 2× 1034 cm−2s−1, ten times that of the Upgrade I detector. New detector components will improve
the intrinsic performance of the experiment in certain key areas. An Expression Of Interest proposing
Upgrade II was submitted in February 2017. The physics case for the Upgrade II is presented here in
more depth. CP -violating phases will be measured with precisions unattainable at any other envisaged
facility. The experiment will probe b → s`+`− and b → d`+`− transitions in both muon and electron
decays in modes not accessible at Upgrade I. Minimal flavour violation will be tested with a precision
measurement of the ratio of B(B0→ µ+µ−)/B(B0s→ µ+µ−). Probing charm CP violation at the 10−5
level may result in its long sought discovery. Major advances in hadron spectroscopy will be possible,
which will be powerful probes of low energy QCD. Upgrade II potentially will have the highest sensitivity
of all the LHC experiments on the Higgs to charm-quark couplings. Generically, the new physics mass
scale probed, for fixed couplings, will almost double compared with the pre-HL-LHC era; this extended
reach for flavour physics is similar to that which would be achieved by the HE-LHC proposal for the
energy frontier.
c© 2019 CERN for the benefit of the LHCb collaboration. CC-BY-4.0 licence.
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1 Executive summary
1.1 Overview
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Figure 1.1: Timeline of accelerator and experiment operations over the decade 2021 to 2031. The periods
of operations of the LHC and HL-LHC are indicated and the long shutdowns (LS). The LHCb operational
periods are shown with gaps where the detector consolidation and upgrades discussed in this document
occur. The running period of Belle II, the other major international flavour-physics facility, is also shown.
It is widely recognised in the particle physics community that the complementary approaches
of the energy and intensity frontier must both be utilised in the search for physics beyond the
Standard Model. The European Strategy for Particle Physics in 2013 emphasised the need for
flavour physics as a key element of the programme. The LHCb experiment has demonstrated
emphatically that the LHC is an ideal laboratory for quark-flavour physics.
The LHCb Upgrade II programme [1] aims to make full use of the capabilities of a forward
acceptance detector during the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) operational period. Foremost
in the physics programme, are the possibilities of the experiment in its core areas of CP violation
and rare decays in flavour physics. Two chapters of the document are also dedicated to its
capabilities in forward and high-pT physics and in spectroscopy. Opportunities in other areas of
physics are described in an appendix.
The timeline of operations and major shutdowns of the LHC, HL-LHC, LHCb and Belle II
are illustrated in Fig. 1.1. The LHCb Upgrade I is currently under construction and will start
data taking in 2021 after LHC Long Shutdown 2 (LS2). LHCb Upgrade II will be installed
during LS4, with operations beginning in LHC Run 5 which is scheduled to start in 2031. This
Upgrade II experiment will operate at instantaneous luminosities of up to 2× 1034 cm−2 s−1, an
order of magnitude above Upgrade I. LHCb will accumulate a data sample corresponding to
a minimum of 300 fb−1. New attributes, installed in LS3 and LS4, will enhance the detector’s
capabilities to a wider range of physics signatures.
Consolidation of the LHCb Upgrade I detector is required during LS3. Preparatory work for
Upgrade II will be performed at this time making best use of the extended shutdown period.
These changes are known as Upgrade Ib. LHCb will continue data taking at an instantaneous
luminosity of 2× 1033 cm−2 s−1 until LS4.
The HL-LHC starts operations after LS3. It is expected that the Belle II experiment [2] will
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finish data taking at the same time, around 2025. It is thus highly likely that LHCb will be the
only large-scale flavour-physics experiment operating in the HL-LHC era.
The general concepts of the LHCb Upgrade II were presented in an Expression of Interest in
2017 [1]. The LHCC encouraged the collaboration to continue its studies, in particular both
to elaborate on the physics reach and also to hold further discussions with the LHC machine
experts to establish feasible running conditions. This physics-case document addresses the former
point. The HL-LHC team have prepared an independent report on the second topic [3], which
is briefly summarised in this document. The report identifies “a range of potential solutions
for operating LHCb Upgrade II at a luminosity of up to 2× 1034cm−2s−1 and permitting the
collection of 300 fb−1 or more at IP8 during the envisaged lifetime of the LHC”. The physics
landscape, machine considerations and detector upgrades are summarised in Chapter 2. The
LHCb Upgrade II has been discussed in a sequence of dedicated workshops from 2016–2018.
The workshops have had significant participation from the theoretical physics community and
we gratefully acknowledge their important contributions to this document.
1.2 Physics programme
The LHCb Upgrade II is being designed as the flavour physics experiment for the HL-LHC
era. The SM does not predict the values of the weak flavour couplings, and so all matrix
elements must be measured experimentally. However, the unitary nature of the CKM matrix,
and the assumptions of the SM, impose relations between the elements that are often expressed
graphically in the complex plane as the so-called unitarity triangle. Discrepancies among the
various measurements that can be made of the sides and angles of the unitarity triangle would be
strong indications of physics beyond the SM. The measurements of the weak phases are discussed
in Chapters 3 and 4. The angle γ of the unitarity triangle is of particular interest, because
it can be measured extremely cleanly and the theoretical uncertainty on its interpretation is
negligible. While it is currently one of the least well-known unitarity triangle parameters, being
measured with a 5◦ uncertainty, LHCb Upgrade II will allow this to be determined with an
order of magnitude higher precision, or better. The precision measurement of the B0s weak
mixing phase will be another highlight of the programme. The expected precision on φcc¯ss after
Upgrade II will be ∼ 3 mrad. This will be at the same level as the current precision on the
indirect determination based on the CKM fit using tree-level measurements.
A wide-ranging set of lepton universality tests in b → c`−ν` decays (charge conjugated
decays are implied throughout) can be performed at Upgrade II, exploiting the full range of
b hadrons, to probe new physics models. These and other prospects in semileptonic decays,
including measurements of the unitarity triangle sides, are reviewed in Chapter 5. The copious
semileptonic decays allow the high precision search for CP violation in B0 and B0s mixing. The
Upgrade II dataset will allow the CP asymmetries for both mesons to be measured to the level
of a few parts in 10−4, giving unprecedented new physics sensitivity.
Indirect CP violation in the charm system is predicted to be very small, O(10−4) or less in the
SM. In the absence of new physics contributions to charm CP violation, the LHCb Upgrade II
may well be the only facility with a realistic probability of observing this phenomena as it
will be able to reach a sensitivity of O(10−5), through multiple modes. A full programme of
direct CP -violation searches in charm will also be performed, with complementary approaches
and probing both new physics and Standard Model sensitive modes. Chapter 6 describes the
perspective in this field.
The study of rare decays is central to the LHCb programme with the statistics of Upgrade II
providing a wealth of opportunities, including in charm and strange decays, as described in
Chapter 7. A comprehensive measurement programme will be performed of observables in a wide
range of b→ s`+`− and b→ d`+`− transitions, employing both muon and electron modes. The
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LHCb Upgrade II is the only facility with the potential to distinguish between some plausible
new physics scenarios. Another notable target of the physics programme is the ratio of branching
fractions, B(B0→ µ+µ−)/B(B0s→ µ+µ−), which is a powerful observable to test minimal flavour
violation and will be probed at the 10% level with 300 fb−1.
The LHCb Upgrades, with their flexible fully software based trigger, will be general purpose
detectors in the forward region. Chapter 8 describes the strong programme in forward and
high-pT physics. The effective weak mixing angle, sin
2θeffW , and the W-mass are both fundamental
parameter of the Standard Model where LHCb’s design gives advantages or complementarity to
ATLAS and CMS. The excellent vertexing abilities and large samples sizes of LHCb Upgrade II
will give the experiment the important capability to constrain the Higgs to charm coupling, with
a precision which may exceed that of the other LHC experiments. Important results can also be
obtained in the field of dark sector and long-lived particle searches.
LHCb has had a transformative impact on the field of hadron spectroscopy. Chapter 9
describes measurements that can be made on the known states to determine their nature and
the opportunities for further particles to be observed. A pentaquark multiplet, pentaquarks
containing beauty quarks and doubly charmed tetraquarks are all amongst the states that can
be searched for with a sufficiently large dataset.
The summary section of Chapter 10 gathers together the estimated precision on modes which
will be highlights of the Upgrade II programme, including many of the decays that have been
mentioned here.
3
2 Introduction
2.1 Physics landscape
The successful operation of, and exploitation of data from, the Large Hadron Collider has
transformed the landscape of high energy physics, although not in the way that was widely
anticipated a decade ago. The discovery of the Higgs boson [4, 5] completes the Standard
Model (SM), leaving a self-consistent theory that in principle could be valid up to the Planck
scale. Although the Higgs mass is “unnatural” in the SM, requiring extreme fine-tuning of
quantum corrections, the new particles predicted in theories that address this hierarchy problem
(e.g. supersymmetry) have not yet been discovered.
The SM has also survived a large number of additional tests. Measurements of the Higgs
boson’s properties, including its quantum numbers and production and decay modes, are
consistent with SM predictions. Electroweak precision constraints on variables such as the W
boson and top quark masses and the effective weak mixing angle agree with the self-consistency
predicted in the SM. Studies of CP violation in the quark sector are consistent with the
predictions based on there being a sole source of matter-antimatter asymmetry, encoded in the
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa quark mixing matrix [6, 7]; all determinations of the properties of
the so-called Unitarity Triangle fit together within the SM. Searches for candidate dark matter
particles, either through production in LHC collisions or through interaction in extremely low
background detectors have yielded null results, providing stringent constraints on WIMP nuclear
cross-sections.
Nevertheless, there remain extremely clear arguments to continue to search for physics beyond
the SM. There are strong reasons to believe that the hierarchy problem may be resolved in a
theoretically attractive way, at a higher energy scale than yet has been probed by experiments.
There is a compelling need to understand the constitution of the 95% of the energy density of
the Universe that is not baryonic matter (68% dark energy, 27% dark matter). The origin of
the observed excess of matter over antimatter in the Universe also cannot be explained in the
SM, and addresses one of the most fundamental questions in science: “why are we here?” The
LHC and its high luminosity upgrade will continue, for about the next 20 years, to be our most
powerful tool to address these major challenges to our fundamental understanding of nature.
For this reason, the 2013 update of the European Strategy for Particle Physics stressed that
“Europe’s top priority should be the exploitation of the full potential of the LHC,” noting that
this will “provide further exciting opportunities for the study of flavour physics.”
The high confidence, expressed in the European strategy statement, in the potential for
flavour physics at the HL-LHC was justified by the tremendous achievements of the LHCb
experiment during Run 1 of the LHC (2010–12). The successful operation of LHCb during
this period vindicated the concept and design of a dedicated heavy flavour physics experiment
at a hadron collider. Among the several hundreds of publications based on the Run 1 data
sample, highlights include the first evidence (and then first observation, together with CMS)
of the very rare decay B0s → µ+µ− [8, 9], world-leading results on CP violation in beauty
and charm hadrons, significant improvements in precision on Unitarity Triangle angles, and
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observations of new hadronic states of matter including pentaquarks [10]. LHCb has continued
its successful operation during Run 2 (2015–18), during which the increased cross-sections due
to the higher collision energy and implementation of novel online data processing strategies have
led to significant increases in the samples available for analysis. The flexible data-collection
strategies of LHCb have also allowed the physics programme to be expanded in ways that
were completely unforeseen prior to data-taking, for example in studies of dark sectors, and by
collecting data from heavy ion and fixed target collisions.
The original LHCb detector was designed to be able to collect 8 fb−1 at an instantaneous
luminosity of up to 2× 1032 cm−2s−1. By the end of Run 2 this target will have been exceeded,
with the majority of the data collected at 4 × 1032 cm−2s−1, and therefore in a more intense
environment with higher pile-up. In order to be able to continue the LHCb physics programme,
a first LHCb upgrade was approved in 2012 [11]. The key concept of this upgrade is that the
current bottleneck of the level 0 (hardware) trigger is removed. By reading out the full detector
at the maximum LHC bunch crossing rate of 30 MHz and implementing all trigger decisions
in software, it is possible to increase the luminosity without suffering a compensating loss in
efficiency. By increasing the instantaneous luminosity by a factor of five, to 2× 1033 cm−2s−1,
and improving the trigger efficiency for most modes by a factor of two, the annual yields in most
channels will be an order of magnitude larger than at present. A total integrated luminosity
of around 23 fb−1 is anticipated by the end of Run 3 and 50 fb−1 by the end of Run 4 of the
LHC. The upgraded LHCb detector has been designed to meet these specifications, and will
withstand the occupancies with comparable performance to the current experiment. It was
already foreseen, in 2012, that further consolidation of the detector would be required before
Run 4, notably for the inner part of the electromagnetic calorimeter.
The first LHCb upgrade will be installed during the second LHC long shutdown (2019–20)
and commence operation in 2021. During Run 3, it will be collecting data at the same time
as the Belle II experiment [2] at the SuperKEKB asymmetric e+e− collider. Although Belle II
has a superficially similar flavour physics programme to that of LHCb, the rather different
collision environments lead to the two experiments having complementary strengths. For final
states composed of only charged tracks, LHCb will in general have much larger yields and lower
backgrounds; Belle II on the other hand tends to have better capability for channels involving
neutral particles or missing energy. LHCb can study all species of beauty hadrons, and the
large boost and excellent vertexing allow B0s oscillations to be resolved; Belle II can exploit the
e+e− → τ+τ− production mode to study essentially all properties and decays of the τ lepton.
Belle II is expected to collect e+e− collision data corresponding to 50 ab−1 at or around the
Υ (4S) resonance by 2025, when SuperKEKB will conclude operation; there are no current plans
for any subsequent upgrade.
Since the approval of the HL-LHC, and the associated plan to operate the LHC until the late
2030s, it has become clear that the integrated luminosity collected by the first LHCb upgrade
will not meet the European strategy goal of fully exploiting the LHC potential for flavour physics.
A further upgrade based on cutting-edge technologies could allow a further order-of-magnitude
increase in instantaneous luminosity, to achieve a total integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 or more.
The ultimate limit may be higher if the LHC inner triplet magnets can withstand a higher dose;
the HL-LHC capabilities are discussed in Section 2.2. The foundations for this next generation
experiment will be laid in the third LHC long shutdown between Run 3 and Run 4, and are
referred to as Upgrade Ib. This will occur coincident with the HL-LHC accelerator upgrade,
and is foreseen to consist of consolidation and modest enhancements to the detector. These
detector enhancements will improve the physics performance of the experiment, with running
continuing in Run 4 at the same luminosity as in Run 3. The major detector improvements of
Upgrade II will occur in the fourth long shutdown of the LHC. These will equip the detector for
the higher luminosity data-taking of Run 5 and beyond. The integrated luminosity projection
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Figure 2.1: Luminosity projections for the original LHCb, Upgrade I, and Upgrade II experiments as
a function of time. The red points and the left scale indicate the anticipated instantaneous luminosity
during each period, with the blue line and right scale indicating the integrated luminosity accumulated.
Figure 2.2: Schematic side-view of the Upgrade II detector.
for the experiment as a function of time is shown in Fig. 2.1 and a diagram of the proposed
detector design in Fig. 2.2.
The data sample collected by the end of the HL-LHC period will be more than a factor
thirteen higher than that collected in the pre-HL-LHC period, and at least a factor six higher
than that at the end of Run 4. This will lead to remarkable improvements in precision in the
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large number of observables that are not expected to be limited by systematic uncertainties.
The energy scale that is probed through precision measurements scales as the fourth root of the
sample size, so the step from the pre-HL-LHC to the post-HL-LHC, and post Belle II, period
corresponds to a factor of 1.9 or more in reach. Thus the impact of Upgrade II in flavour physics
will be comparable to that for on-shell new particle searches of increasing the LHC collision
energy from 14 TeV to 27 TeV, i.e. similar to the impact of the HE-LHC [12] concept at the
energy frontier. This extrapolation assumes that the current detector performance is maintained,
and is therefore an underestimate for topics where improvement is expected due to new detector
technologies, for example the elimination of the vertex detector RF foil or replacement by a
lower material alternative, the improved granularity of the electromagnetic calorimeter, or the
addition of low momentum hadron identification capability through the TORCH detector.
The method of testing the SM through precision measurements in flavour physics is fully
complementary to that of searching for on-shell production of new particles in high energy
collisions. Mixing and decay of beauty and charm hadrons occurs through weak interactions,
mediated by gauge bosons with masses many times larger than those of the hadrons themselves
(compare, for example, the W boson mass of 80 GeV/c2 with the B mass of around 5 GeV/c2).
Other, as-yet unknown particles could also contribute, in which case measured parameters
such as decay rates and CP violation asymmetries would be shifted from the SM predictions.
While direct searches for new particles are carried out in the TeV mass range at the LHC,
flavour physics measurements can probe much higher mass scales, considering a generic effective
Lagrangian shows that mixing and CP violation observables in the beauty and charm system
probe scales of up to 1000 to 10000 TeV [13].
The reach of measurements of flavour physics observables is limited only by precision, both
experimental and on the SM prediction. Rare processes, where the SM contribution is small
or vanishing and as such has low uncertainty, are therefore of special interest. In particular,
processes for which the SM contribution occurs through loop diagrams, i.e. flavour changing
neutral currents, are often considered golden channels for potential discoveries of physics beyond
the SM. These include B0–B0, B0s–B
0
s and D
0–D0 mixing processes as well as rare decays
including B → ``, B → X`` and B → Xγ (here ` is a lepton and X is a hadronic system).
Several anomalies recently reported by LHCb in these types of processes have led to specu-
lation that a discovery of physics beyond the SM may be not far off. However, even if these
anomalies are not confirmed, they serve as a good example of the potential of flavour physics at
Upgrade II to probe beyond the energy frontier. The angular distribution in B0 → K∗0µ+µ−
decays shows a deviation from the SM and branching fractions of B → Xµ+µ− decays appear
to be consistently below the SM predictions. Model-independent analyses indicate a consistent
possible explanation of the trends in terms of additional contributions, beyond those of the
SM, to the operators of the effective theory that describes these decays. Measurements of the
ratios of branching fractions of B → Xµ+µ− and B → Xe+e− decays are also below the SM
predictions that are close to unity and have small uncertainty due to the assumption of lepton
universality. Strikingly, there are also hints of lepton universality violation in charged-current
weak interactions, namely in ratios of the branching fraction of B → Xτν relative to that where
the τ is replaced by a µ or e lepton. Results from LHCb on these modes with neutrinos are
consistent with, and of comparable precision to, those from BaBar and Belle (for the other
modes mentioned above, LHCb is world-leading). None of these measurements is individually
above the 5σ threshold, so only a cautious interpretation can be made, but the consistency of
the results has led to several explicit models being proposed. These typically introduce new
particles such as leptoquarks or Z ′ bosons that may be either just within, or just out of, the
reach of the LHC. While it is too early to conclude on whether these particular models are likely
to be realised in nature, they demonstrate the discovery potential of flavour physics, underlining
the point that an LHCb Upgrade II is necessary to exploit fully the opportunities provided by
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the HL-LHC.
2.2 Machine aspects for high-luminosity running at the LHCb
interaction point
The potential for the HL-LHC to deliver the luminosity required by LHCb Upgrade II has been
studied and documented in a CERN accelerator note [3]. The HL-LHC baseline design [14]
is compatible with LHCb running at the Upgrade I luminosity of 2× 1033cm−2s−1. Running
above the nominal Upgrade I luminosity requires modifications to the HL-LHC optics and layout
in the LHCb Interaction Region (IR 8).
The luminosity performance achievable at LHCb for Upgrade II, and the impact on the
integrated luminosity in ATLAS and CMS has been studied. The modifications required to
the machine layout have also been investigated. These preliminary studies and beam dynamics
simulations have shown no fundamental limitations to the delivery of an integrated luminosity of
∼ 50 fb−1 per year at LHCb. They show a corresponding reduction of the integrated luminosity
in ATLAS and CMS of less than 3% as a result of the additional burn-off. The predictions for
LHCb use the standard HL-LHC operational scenario in Refs. [15, 16] where 160 proton-proton
physics collision days/year is assumed; it is foreseen by the accelerator division that this number
is conservative and will increase as there will be less special runs, notably ion running, and less
machine development than currently. The CERN accelerator note [3] concludes that “preliminary
investigations have identified a range of potential solutions for operating LHCb Upgrade II at a
luminosity of up to 2× 1034cm−2s−1 and permitting the collection of 300 fb−1 or more at IP8
during the envisaged lifetime of the LHC”.
2.2.1 Prospects for running LHCb at high luminosity
For fixed values of the HL-LHC beam parameters (number of bunches, filling scheme, bunch
population, bunch length) the luminosity delivered at LHCb will essentially depend on the
minimum β∗ and beam crossing angles achievable at the interaction point.
The minimum β∗ and crossing angle are constrained by available magnet strength, beam-
beam effects, and aperture considerations. A possible set of HL-LHC compatible parameters
have been identified and are listed in Table 2.1 together with the corresponding luminosity
performance, under the assumption that the beam lifetime is dominated by burn-off.
All the Upgrade II scenarios proposed in Table 2.1 are based on similar layouts. Operation
at high luminosity and with small β∗ will enhance beam-beam effects, which could have the
potential to reduce the dynamic aperture and therefore lower the integrated luminosities from
the values given in Table 2.1, and also degrade the performance at ATLAS and CMS. Detailed
simulations, benefiting from the ever-increasing knowledge of the performance of the current
machine, are underway to answer these questions [17,18].
In the scenarios where the beams cross in the horizontal plane, the spectrometer dipole adds
an internal crossing angle to the external one [19] resulting in different net crossing angles and
consequently the performance differs for the two magnet polarities. Collecting significant samples
with both magnet polarities is desirable for the LHCb physics programme as it facilitates the
study of some sources of systematic uncertainties in CP -violation measurements. Injecting the
beams with vertical crossing angles is not possible at LHCb because of aperture limitations from
the beam screens. However, a vertical crossing plane can be implemented: a horizontal crossing
angle can be used at injection and the crossing plane can be rotated before establishing collisions
in LHCb. Indeed, this scheme has already been used in operation in 2012 but it adds significant
operational complexity and beam dynamics constraints. The vertical crossing allows identical
interaction point (IP) characteristics (Luminosity, pile-up, and size of the beam spot) for each
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Table 2.1: HL-LHC baseline and Luminosity Scenario at LHCb, with different levelled luminosities,
crossing planes, and dipole polarities. The values provided assume standard HL-LHC beams
parameters and duty cycle. See Ref. [3] for more details. The yearly integrated luminosity for
ATLAS/CMS during Upgrade I LHCb operations is estimated to be 261.5 fb−1/y.
Parameter Unit Lumi scenario
Target levelled lumi 1034 cm−2s−1 1.0 2.0
β∗ m 1.5
Crossing plane H V H V
Magnet polarity − + ± − + ±
External x-ing angle µrad 400 300 320 400 300 320
Full x-ing angle at IP µrad 130 570 419 130 570 419
Virtual (Peak) luminosity 1034 cm−2s−1 2.16 1.57 1.79 2.16 1.57 1.79
Levelled pile-up 1 28 28 28 56 44.2 50.3
RMS luminous region (start) mm 52.7 39.5 44.7 52.7 39.5 44.7
Peak line pile-up density (start) mm−1 0.20 0.28 0.25 0.41 0.44 0.44
Eff. line pile-up density (start) mm−1 0.13 0.17 0.15 0.20 0.20 0.20
Fill duration h 8.0 8.0 8.0 7.7 8.0 7.9
Levelling time h 4.7 3.1 3.6 0.6 0 0
Integ. lumi. at LHCb fb−1/y 46.3 40.9 42.5 61.7 46.2 51.0
Integ. lumi. at ATLAS/CMS fb−1/y 257.1 257.7 257.5 255.1 257.0 256.4
detector magnet polarity to be achieved. However, the maximum integrated luminosity at
LHCb will be achieved by running with a horizontal crossing angle and without magnet-polarity
reversal. Additional scenarios based on flat optics (β∗‖ < β
∗
x) could be considered to overcome
some of the aperture limitations and further increase the luminosity [18] but they have not been
studied yet. At this stage, the important message is that multiple scenarios have been identified
that could deliver integrated luminosities in the range required by LHCb Upgrade II.
2.2.2 Energy deposition and shielding issues
A simulation of the LHC machine layout around LHCb, using the Fluka package [20], was
performed in order to assess the energy deposition in the different machine components [3].
This study and its conclusions were already outlined in the Upgrade II Expression of Interest in
2017 [1]. As a large half crossing angle (38µrad) was pessimistically assumed at that time, the
conclusions remain valid for the new scenarios presented in this document. In order to operate
at high luminosity, additional elements will be added to the machine layout at each side of the
LHCb IP, in particular:
• a TAS (Target Absorber) to protect the upstream inner triplet from quenching, and to
limit its radiation dose,
• a TAN (Target Absorber Neutrals) to shield the recombination dipoles D2 from high-energy
neutral particles,
• and a TCL (Target Collimator Long) to protect the cold magnets in the matching sections
from collision debris.
Additional items could still be required and the cost and installation work related to raising
the LHCb luminosity for Upgrade II are being investigated. A mini-TAN will already be
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installed during LS2 to allow for 2× 1033 cm−2s−1 operation. Thanks to its effective final design
and location it is possible that this could also suffice for the higher luminosity conditions of
Upgrade II, though this has still to be fully proven.
The lifetime of the triplet quadrupoles at LHCb is assumed to be identical to that of the
triplets currently in place at the high luminosity IPs. They are designed to withstand a dose
30MGy, corresponding to 300 fb−1 at the IP of ATLAS. Further energy deposition studies will
allow the design and the crossing angle scheme at LHCb to be optimised and consequently
potentially to extend the lifetime of the quadrupoles beyond that limit. The existing triplets at
ATLAS and CMS will be removed in LS3. A careful inspection of these triplets after removal
will also shed light on the radiation hardness of these components and the possibility of running
beyond their currently accepted lifetime. Conservatively, 300 fb−1 of integrated luminosity for
the LHCb Upgrade II is assumed for the physics projections reported in this document.
2.3 Expected detector developments
2.3.1 Tracking with timing detectors
At a luminosity of 2×1034 cm−2s−1, the maximum considered, the mean number of visible proton-
proton interactions per crossing would be 56, producing around 2500 charged particles within
the LHCb acceptance. Efficient real-time reconstruction of charged particles and interaction
vertices within this environment represents a significant challenge. To meet this challenge it is
foreseen to modify the existing spectrometer components to increase the granularity, reduce the
amount of material in the detector and to exploit the use of precision timing [1]. It is expected
that the performance of the Upgrade I detector will be maintained or improved in terms of
track-finding efficiency and momentum resolution.
2.3.1.1 The vertex detector
The LHCb upgrade physics programme is reliant on an efficient and precise vertex detector
(VELO) that enables real time reconstruction of tracks from all LHC bunch crossings in the
software trigger system. The Upgrade II luminosity poses significant challenges which necessitate
the construction of a new VELO with enhanced capabilities. Compared to Upgrade I there will
be a further order of magnitude increase in data output rates accompanied by corresponding
increases in radiation levels and occupancies. To cope with the large increase in pile-up, new
techniques to assign correctly each b hadron to the primary vertex from which it originates,
and to address the challenge of real time pattern recognition, are needed. These challenges will
be met by the development of a new 4D hybrid pixel detector with enhanced rate and timing
capabilities in the ASIC and sensor. Improvements in the mechanical design of the Upgrade II
VELO will also be needed to allow for periodic module replacement. The mechanical design
will be further optimised to minimise the material before the first measured point on a track
(which is dominated by the RF foil) and to achieve a more fully integrated module design with
thinned sensors and ASICs combined with a lightweight cooling solution. As well as improving
the VELO performance, quantified by the impact parameter resolution, these changes will also
be beneficial both in improving the momentum resolution of the spectrometer and reducing the
impact of secondary interactions on the downstream detectors.
Uniquely at the LHC, the physics programme of LHCb requires high efficiency to associate
correctly heavy flavour decay products to the parent primary vertex (PV). The principle behind
the use of timing information for PV association is illustrated for a single Upgrade II event in
Fig. 2.3. In this case, choosing the PV with which the b-hadron candidate forms the smallest
impact parameter significance (x-axis) leads to an incorrect assignment (labelled ‘B’ in Fig. 2.3).
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Figure 2.3: Example event containing a B0 → pi+pi− candidate under Upgrade II conditions,
illustrating the PV association challenge. Each PV is drawn as a 2D Gaussian distribution with
the appropriate values and uncertainties for both spatial (x-axis) and temporal (y-axis) metrics
used to associate the B meson to a single origin PV. In this case, adding the temporal information
allows the correct PV [‘A’, closest to (0, 0)] to be identified where the spatial information alone
would lead to the wrong choice (‘B’).
Adding time information resolves this problem by providing an additional metric (y-axis) to
improve the PV association performance, leading to the correct PV (‘A’) being assigned. Studies
show that without timing the Upgrade II PV mis-association levels may reach ∼ 20%, while
this can be reduced to ∼ 5% with a timing precision of 50–100 ps. Studies have also shown that
the track reconstruction efficiency and fake rate can be addressed by decreasing the pixel pitch
from the current 55µm at Upgrade II, particularly for the innermost region of the VELO. The
addition of timing will also have crucial benefits in track reconstruction since it allows to reduce
drastically combinatorics at an early stage, saving CPU resources. Timing information from the
VELO also provides a precise time origin for tracks for the rest of the experiment, which will be
helpful for other subdetectors with timing such as the TORCH.
The timing and rate capabilities required from the ASIC are ambitious but achievable
with the foreseen R&D timeline. Another possibility being considered is to have a ‘mixed’
solution where the inner region has a smaller pitch (emphasising resolution) and the outer region
has a larger pitch emphasising more precise timing. Studies of the performance of a possible
configuration are shown in Fig. 2.4.
2.3.1.2 Downstream tracking
Changes to the downstream tracking system are also foreseen. In Upgrade I this comprises a
silicon strip detector located upstream (UT) and three tracking stations located downstream of the
magnet (T-stations). For Upgrade I the T-stations are covered by a twelve-layer scintillating fibre
tracker (SciFi). This covers the full acceptance, corresponding to 30 m2 per layer. In conjunction
with the VELO, these stations provide a high precision momentum measurement. They also
measure the track directions of the charged particles as input to the particle identification
systems, notably the photon-ring searches in the RICH detectors. Two challenges must be met
in the design of the system for Upgrade II. First, the higher occupancies necessitate increased
detector granularity. Second, the rate of incorrect matching of upstream and downstream track
segments needs to be minimised. This can be achieved by optimisation of the UT, minimisation
11
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Figure 2.4: Fraction of B0 → pi+pi− candidates which are associated with an incorrect primary
vertex in Upgrade II conditions (L = 1.5×1034 cm−2s−1), under a range of time precisions for the
outer radial region (20 < r < 35 mm) of the VELO as described in the text. These performance
numbers should be compared with the 20% PV mis-association fraction corresponding to a
detector with no time information.
of detector material and use of timing information.
The high occupancies in Upgrade II necessitate replacing the inner part of the T-stations
with a high granularity silicon detector, with the large area covered by scintillating fibres as
shown in Fig. 2.5 (left). Based upon occupancy studies it is proposed to cover an area of 17 m2
per layer with silicon [1] for Upgrade II. As an intermediate step it is proposed to upgrade
the inner part of the SciFi during Upgrade Ib in LS3. The design of this new silicon detector,
known as the MIghTy tracker with inner and middle tracker elements, is at an early stage with
technologies based upon CMOS or HV-CMOS technology being considered. The occupancy
requirement can be met using pixels of size 100–200µm in x and up to 1 cm in y. The number
of detector layers needed is being studied with layouts between 6 and 12 planes being considered.
For Upgrade II, as in the VELO, the tracking system could benefit from being at least partially
equipped with timing information. This could be particularly useful in helping to match upstream
and downstream track segments.
2.3.1.3 Magnet stations
For Upgrade Ib in LS3 it is proposed to extend the spectrometer coverage for low momentum
tracks (for example the slow pion from the decay D∗+ → D0pi+) by instrumenting the internal
surfaces of the magnet with scintillating fibres, as shown in Fig. 2.5 (right). A spatial resolution
of the order of a mm is sufficient in the bending-plane to obtain the required momentum
resolution. The use of a stereo arrangement of layers will be implemented to achieve the required
y segmentation. Preliminary studies show that the pattern recognition will be able to cope with
the occupancy in Upgrade II conditions.
2.3.2 Particle identification
High quality particle identification (PID) is essential for almost all precision flavour measurements.
The excellent performance of the PID subdetectors of the current experiment will be maintained
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Figure 2.5: (left) The proposed layout of a station of the Upgrade II tracker with scintillating fibres
(blue), silicon middle tracker (black), and silicon inner tracker (yellow). (right) The LHCb dipole magnet,
with the white outline indicating the area to be covered by the Magnet Station. A symmetrical module
will cover the opposite face of the magnet.
for Upgrade II, and in some cases enhanced. A common theme of these developments will be
improved granularity and, for certain subdetectors, fast timing of the order of a few tens of
picoseconds, in order to associate signals with one, or a small number, of pp interactions in the
bunch crossing. Here a brief overview of initial plans and early R&D directions is presented. A
more extensive discussion can be found in the EoI [1].
2.3.2.1 Hadron identification: the RICH system and the TORCH
The RICH system of Upgrade II will be a natural evolution of the current detectors and those
being constructed for Upgrade I. There will be two counters, an upstream RICH 1 optimised
for lower momentum tracks, and a downstream RICH 2, both occupying essentially the same
footprint as now.
In order to cope with the increased track multiplicity it will be necessary to replace the
MaPMTs of Upgrade I with a new photodetector of higher granularity. Several candidate
technologies are under consideration, with SiPMs being a leading contender. Other possibilities
include vacuum devices such as MCPs, HPDs and MaPMTs. Fast timing is an additional
desirable attribute in order to reduce the computing time required for the pattern recognition.
Active R&D is being pursued into all of these options.
As well as reducing the occupancy it will be necessary to improve the Cherenkov angle
resolution by around a factor of three in both counters with respect to the specifications of
Upgrade I. This goal can be achieved by redesigning the optics, for which a preliminary design
already exists, ensuring that the response of the photodetectors is weighted towards longer
wavelengths, and taking advantage of the smaller pixel size.
There is an exciting possibility, under consideration, to enhance the low-momentum hadron-
identification capabilities of the experiment by installing a TORCH detector. Such a detector
measures time-of-flight through detecting internally reflected Cherenkov light produced in a thin
(∼1 cm) quartz plane with MCP photodetectors. A time resolution of 70 ps per photon and an
expected yield of ∼30 photons per track will allow for kaons to be positively identified in the
region below 10 GeV/c, where currently they can only be selected by using the RICH in ‘veto
mode’. Low-momentum proton identification would also become available. These improvements
would benefit flavour tagging, reconstruction of multi-body final states, physics with baryons
and spectroscopy studies. An R&D programme has been ongoing for several years which has
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Figure 2.6: (left) The small-scale TORCH module demonstrator showing the radiator and optics
mechanical vessel. (right) A promising multi-doped GAGG: Ce crystal which was recently irradiated and
tested in the ECAL R&D programme.
both developed the MCP technology and demonstrated proof-of-principle with a demonstrator
module which is show in Fig.2.6 (left). A suitable location for the TORCH within LHCb would
be upstream of RICH 2, and a half-sized prototype with this application in mind will soon be
constructed.
2.3.2.2 Electromagnetic calorimeter
The electron, photon and pi0 identification provided by the current electromagnetic calorimeter
(ECAL) has proved of great importance during Runs 1 and 2 of the LHC. A new and suitably
designed ECAL will be essential for obtaining high performance in certain key modes as well as
ensuring a broad physics programme at Upgrade II.
The principal challenges for the ECAL at Upgrade II will be threefold. Firstly, the radiation
environment will be extremely severe, with a total dose of around 200 Mrad foreseen for the
innermost modules (although falling off rapidly with distance from the beam pipe). Indeed,
severe degradation in performance is already expected for these modules in the innermost region
of the detector by the time of LS3, which will then require replacement. The choice of technology
must therefore be very radiation hard. Secondly, the very high luminosity of 1034 cm−2s−1
operation will lead to overlapping showers and a corresponding degradation in energy resolution
and shower finding efficiency. This problem can be tackled by reducing the Molie`re radius of the
converter and moving to a smaller cell size, for example 2×2 cm2 in the inner region. Finally, the
high number of candidates in every event, for example of pi0 mesons, will lead to an unacceptably
large combinatoric background. Hence fast timing information will be essential to associate the
candidates to individual pp interactions in the bunch crossing.
The baseline goal of the ECAL for Upgrade II is to solve the above challenges and provide a
performance that is at least as good as that of the current detector in Run 1 and Run 2 conditions.
Given that the modules of this existing detector will remain unchanged for Run 3, with only
modifications to the gains and readout electronics, it can be anticipated that its performance will
degrade in Upgrade I due to the increased cluster overlap and higher combinatoric background.
This degradation will be recovered at Upgrade II. Other attributes of the new detector, such
as excellent position resolution, and the possibility, under discussion, of accessing longitudinal-
shower information, will bring additional benefits to the physics programme.
A vigorous R&D programme has begun to investigate candidate technologies for the
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Upgrade II ECAL. Given the rapid variation of multiplicity and radiation flux with position it
may well be the case that the final detector will make use of multiple solutions. The mechanics
and geometry of the detector allows for this possibility provided that the constituent cells can
be grouped into modules of uniform dimensions (12×12 cm2). One option being pursued is a
homogeneous crystal calorimeter with longitudinal segmentation. Promising materials are being
investigated, see Fig. 2.6 (right), which offer good radiation hardness, excellent energy resolution
and very fast response. Another possibility is a sampling calorimeter, either Shashlik or SpaCal,
with a tungsten-alloy converter, with a crystal component for providing a fast-timing signal. An
alternative source of fast timing would be a preshower layer involving silicon pads.
Not all modules of the current ECAL will need to be replaced simultaneously. It has long
been known that some intervention will already be required on the innermost region in LS3 due
to radiation damage. The most important region to be overhauled is the central band across the
whole detector, which encompasses the current inner region of approximate vertical dimensions
1.5 m.
2.3.2.3 The muon system
Operating the current muon system in Upgrade I conditions would lead to a degraded performance
due to dead-time induced inefficiencies and an increased rate of ghost hits, all coming from the
higher background flux. The problem is most acute in the innermost region of the front two
stations: M2R1, M2R2, M3R1 and M3R2 (station M1, needed only for the hardware trigger,
will be removed). Modifications are therefore being implemented to recover the performance.
These improvements comprise a modification to the electronics to increase the granularity, the
replacement of certain detectors with new pad chambers, and additional shielding around the
beam pipe. This new system will perform well at luminosities of 2× 1033 cm−2s−1, but will not
be adequate for the even more severe conditions of Upgrade II.
At Upgrade II, extra shielding will be required to suppress the flux of punchthrough to a
manageable level. This can be achieved by replacing the HCAL by up to 1.7 m of iron, which
would provide an additional four interaction lengths compared to the current situation. (The
primary role of the HCAL is to contribute to the hardware trigger, which will no longer be
required in Upgrade I and II.) New detectors will be installed in the innermost region of all
stations, with a design possessing both high granularity and high rate capabilities. A promising
solution is the micro-resistive WELL detector (µ-RWELL [21]), a novel MPGD with good
prospects for satisfying these criteria. In the lower flux region µ-RWELL or new MWPC
detectors could be installed. R&D is ongoing to study all of these possibilities.
2.3.3 Trigger and data processing
At an instantaneous luminosity of up to 2 × 1034cm−2s−1, the LHCb detector is expected to
produce up to 400− 500 Tb of data per second, which will have to be processed in real time and
reduced by at least 4−5 orders of magnitude before recording the remainder to permanent storage.
The ongoing evolution of radiation-hard optical links and commercial networking technology,
combined with LHCb’s geometry, which places the readout cables outside the detector acceptance,
is expected to allow moving this volume of the data off the detector and into a processor farm by
the time of Upgrade II. The essential challenge facing data processing in Upgrade II is however
that with up to ∼ 55 interactions per bunch crossing, every bunch crossing will produce multiple
heavy-flavour hadrons in the LHCb detector acceptance. For this reason, a traditional trigger
strategy of selecting bunch crossings based on generally interesting inclusive topologies (for
example a displaced vertex) will no longer be able to significantly reduce the data rate even at
the earliest trigger levels. Instead, the Upgrade II data processing will be based around pile-up
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suppression, in which detector hits not associated with the individual pp interaction of interest
are discarded as early as possible in the processing chain.
Timing information allows for a particularly fast separation of reconstructed objects according
to the pp interaction that produced them, and the availability of precise timing information in
multiple subdetectors, as discussed above, is therefore crucial. It is equally important to fully
reconstruct the charged particle trajectories and neutral particle clusters produced in the LHCb
acceptance as early as possible in the processing chain, so that the matching of specific heavy
flavour signatures to pp interactions can be performed in an optimal way. LHCb has already
demonstrated the ability to perform a full offline-quality detector alignment, calibration, and
reconstruction in near-real-time in Run 2, as well as the ability to perform precision physics
measurements using this real-time data processing. Successfully scaling this problem to the much
more challenging conditions of Upgrade II will require LHCb to build a processor farm out of
whichever technology or technologies are most commercially viable in more than a decade from
now. Given the ongoing trend towards more and more heterogeneous computing architectures,
with CPU server farms increasingly supplemented with GPU or FPGA accelerators, it will be
critical to continue and further develop collaborations with computing institutes specialising
in the design of such hybrid architectures. R&D has been undertaken on downstream tracking
in FPGAs [1], and such partnerships have already borne fruit in the context of the ongoing
LHCb Upgrade I [22–24] and will be particularly important in ensuring that LHCb’s trigger and
reconstruction algorithms are optimally tuned to take best advantage of the most affordable
architecture.
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3 Time-dependent CP -violation mea-
surements
Many of the most important observables to test the SM in the B system are intrinsically related
to the phenomenology of flavour oscillations: that a B0(s) meson can mix into its antiparticle
B0(s) and vice versa. Since this is a loop process, currently unknown physics may influence
the B0(s)–B
0
(s) transition amplitudes and lead to deviations from the predictions for relevant
quantities assuming only SM contributions.
The mixing results in physical states, with well defined masses and lifetimes,
B0(s) H = pB
0
(s) + qB
0
(s) and B
0
(s) L = pB
0
(s) − qB0(s) , (3.1)
where p and q are complex coefficients that satisfy |p|2 + |q|2 = 1. The physical states are labelled
B0(s) H and B
0
(s) L to distinguish the heavier (H) from the lighter (L), and have mass difference
∆md (s) = mB0
(s) H
−mB0
(s) L
and width difference ∆Γd (s) = ΓB0
(s) L
− ΓB0
(s) H
.
The decay-time-dependent rates for a B meson that is initially (at time t = 0) known to be
in the B0(s) or B
0
(s) flavour eigenstate to decay into a final state f are [25,26]
dΓB0
(s)
→f (t)
dt
∝ e−Γd(s)t
[
cosh(
∆Γd(s)t
2
) +A
∆Γd(s)
f sinh(
∆Γd(s)t
2
) +
Cf cos(∆md(s)t)− Sf sin(∆md(s)t)
]
, (3.2)
dΓ
B
0
(s)→f (t)
dt
∝ e−Γd(s)t
[
cosh(
∆Γd(s)t
2
) +A
∆Γd(s)
f sinh(
∆Γd(s)t
2
)−
Cf cos(∆md(s)t) + Sf sin(∆md(s)t)
]
, (3.3)
where
A∆Γf ≡ −
2<(λf )
1 + |λf |2 , Cf ≡
1− |λf |2
1 + |λf |2
, Sf ≡ 2=(λf )
1 + |λf |2
. (3.4)
The quantity λf is defined in terms of the mixing parameters p and q, and the amplitudes A¯f
(Af ) for the decay of a B (B) hadron to a final state f ,
λf =
q
p
A¯f
Af
. (3.5)
If f is not a CP -eigenstate, similar expressions hold for the conjugate final state f¯ , with
parameters Cf¯ , Sf¯ and A
∆Γ
f¯
. The decay-time-dependent asymmetry is
Γ
B
0
(s)→f (t)− ΓB0(s)→f (t)
Γ
B
0
(s)→f (t) + ΓB0(s)→f (t)
=
Sf sin(∆md(s)t)− Cf cos(∆md(s)t)
cosh(
∆Γd(s)t
2 ) +A
∆Γd(s)
f sinh(
∆Γd(s)t
2 )
. (3.6)
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The quantities Sf , Cf and A
∆Γ
f can, for certain choices of final state f , be related to angles of
the unitarity triangle; in other cases they provide null tests of the SM.
The expressions of Eq. (3.2)–Eq. (3.3) are used for all decay-time-dependent analyses of two-
body B meson decays. For more complicated final states (containing three or more pseudoscalars,
or two or more vector particles) it is common to use an explicit expression for the variation
of the amplitudes A¯f and Af across the final state phase-space and to fit directly for the
CP -violating weak phases involved. It should also be noted that Eq. (3.1)–Eq. (3.3) assume that
CPT symmetry is conserved. Since this symmetry is fundamental to the SM, it should also be
tested as precisely as possible, as can be done with Upgrade II using the methods developed in
Ref. [27]. Another common assumption in decay-time-dependent analyses is that
∣∣∣ qp ∣∣∣ = 1, i.e.
absence of CP violation in mixing; this will also be precisely tested with Upgrade II as discussed
in Sec. 5.2.
3.1 Measurements of mass and width differences
The values of ∆md (s) and ∆Γd (s) strongly affect the sensitivity with which the parameters Sf ,
Cf and A
∆Γ
f can be measured. In the B
0
s system, the large value of ∆ms means that excellent
vertex resolution is necessary to resolve the flavour oscillations and hence to determine Sf and
Cf . Potential improvements to the vertex resolution, as discussed in Sec. 2.3.1, may therefore
improve the sensitivity to decay-time-dependent CP -violation effects in the B0s system beyond
that from simple scaling with luminosity.
The world-leading measurements of both ∆md and ∆ms are from LHCb [28,29], and can
be improved further assuming that good flavour tagging performance can be maintained (see
Sec. 3.2). This will not only reduce systematic uncertainties in CP -violation measurements but
will also provide a strong constraint on the length of one side of the unitarity triangle, although
progress here is mainly dependent on improvements in lattice QCD calculations.
Regarding the width differences ∆Γd and ∆Γs, an important difference is that ∆Γs is
relatively large while ∆Γd has been considered negligibly small in most analyses to date. The
size of ∆Γs allows A
∆Γ
f to be determined through either flavour-tagged or untagged analyses of
B0s decays (in the latter case, through the measurement of the effective lifetime), while in the
B0 system the A∆Γf parameters are usually unmeasurable.
The decay-time-dependent angular analysis of B0s → J/ψφ allows measurement of ∆Γs
simultaneously with CP -violation parameters. Therefore, improved knowledge of ∆Γs will be
obtained together with measurements of φcc¯ss , as discussed in Sec. 3.3.1. The ratio ∆Γd/Γd,
is typically measured from the difference in effective lifetimes between B0 decays to flavour-
specific, namely J/ψK∗0, and CP -eigenstate, namely J/ψK0S , final states [30]. Using 1 fb
−1 of
data, LHCb determined ∆Γd/Γd = −0.044 ± 0.025 ± 0.011 [31] with this approach; ATLAS
and CMS have also published competitive measurements [32, 33]. The expected statistical
uncertainty for Upgrade II, taking into account the larger centre-of-mass energy and the increase
in luminosity, is σ(∆Γd/Γd) ∼ 0.001. This can be compared with the SM prediction ∆ΓSMd /ΓSMd =
(0.00397± 0.00090) [34]. Thus, if systematic uncertainties can be controlled sufficiently, it will
be possible to measure a significantly non-zero value of ∆Γd even if it is not enhanced above its
SM prediction.
The challenge in controlling the systematic uncertainty is to understand precisely the decay-
time acceptance difference between the two decay topologies. However, if the B0 vertex position
is reconstructed identically, namely using only the J/ψ decay products, and only K0S mesons
decaying inside the VELO are considered, the largest source of systematic uncertainty should
cancel almost exactly and therefore not dominate the measurement. Similarly, the asymmetry in
production rate between B0 and B0 is expected to be precisely measured in independent control
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samples, and thus will not limit the achievable precision. In addition to the intrinsic interest in
determining ∆Γd, precise knowledge of its value will benefit many other studies of B
0 decay
modes, since any systematic uncertainties associated with the assumption that ∆Γd = 0 can be
removed.
Width differences between types of b hadron such as Γs − Γd are also of interest. In addition
to allow tests of the heavy-quark expansion framework used to make theoretical predictions
of such quantities, their precise knowledge is important to control systematic uncertainties
in measurements where a decay mode of one type of b hadron is used as a control channel
in studies of a decay of another. Detailed understanding of the acceptance is necessary for
such measurements, which can be achieved using topologically similar final states (see, for
example, Ref. [35]). These measurements are therefore expected to be significantly improved
with Upgrade II.
3.2 Flavour tagging at high pile-up
In order to measure the ∆m, Sf and Cf parameters, it is necessary to determine the initial
flavour of the B meson, i.e. to know whether it was produced as a B0(s) or B
0
(s) meson. This is
achieved through flavour tagging (FT) algorithms that exploit information from other particles
produced in the pp → bb¯X event. At LHCb, these algorithms fall into one of two categories:
those that involve measuring the flavour of the other b hadron produced in the event (referred to
as Opposite-Side tagging) [36,37] and those based on information from other particles associated
with the hadronisation of the signal b or b¯ quark (Same-Side tagging) [38, 39]. These algorithms
typically combine various sources of information using multivariant techniques, and provide as
output:
• a discrete decision indicating whether the initial flavour is more likely to be B or B, or if
it cannot be tagged (q = +1,−1, 0, respectively);
• an estimated probability, η, that the decision of q (if non-zero) is wrong, known as the
mistag fraction.
The outputs of Opposite-Side (OS) and Same-Side (SS) taggers can also be combined statistically
to form a single decision. The flavour tagging performance at LHCb depends strongly on
properties of the pp→ bb¯X event including the kinematics of the signal B meson and the pile-up
from other pp interactions in the same bunch crossing. Therefore the performance can differ
significantly between modes, making it is necessary to calibrate the tagging output with an
appropriate control sample, typically a flavour-specific B decay selected with similar criteria to
the signal mode.
The sensitivity of a measured CP asymmetry is directly related to the effective tagging
efficiency eff = tag × (1− 2ω)2, where tag is the fraction of candidates for which a non-zero
value of q is assigned and ω is the average calibrated value of η. Figure 3.1 shows the effective
tagging efficiency achieved in different experiments and, at LHCb, with different channels, as
well as the performance of the individual FT algorithms.
The challenging environment associated with pp collisions at LHCb, and the absence of the
quantum correlations associated with Υ (4S)→ BB decays, makes it impossible to achieve the
same FT performance as at e+e− colliders [41,42]. Moreover, it becomes increasingly difficult to
obtain good FT performance at higher instantaneous luminosity, due to the increased pile-up, as
shown in Fig. 3.2. The largest degradation occurs for OS taggers, due to the increased probability
to associate tracks with a different primary vertex. Since the pile-up during Upgrade II operation
will be much larger than the range considered in Fig. 3.2, it will be critical to counter this
effect through the inclusion of timing information in the detector. As discussed in Sec. 2.3.1,
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Figure 3.1: Effective tagging efficiency of (left) different HEP experiments and (right) LHCb flavour
tagging algorithms [40]. The white lines indicate contours of constant tagging power.
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Figure 3.2: Effective tagging efficiency of OS and SS kaon taggers, and their combination, (left) in bins
of pile-up vertices and (right) in bins of track multiplicity. These results are obtained from Upgrade I
simulation of B0s → D−s pi+ decays. The OS performances correspond to those obtained from combination
of the individual OS taggers.
if 50–100 ps time resolution can be obtained in the VELO, the PV misassociation rate can
be kept down to ∼ 5%, and comparable FT performance to that achieved with the current
detector can be expected. Further improvement in FT performance may be achieved by using
more sophisticated multivariate techniques, from better understanding of the hadronisation
processes, and from additional information from new instrumentation in the Upgrade II detector.
In particular, particle identification for low momentum tracks from the TORCH detector, and
additional acceptance for tracks through magnet side stations should both help. Therefore, it is
assumed in the remainder of this section that the FT performance from existing LHCb results
can be maintained for Upgrade II, although detailed simulation studies will be necessary for a
precise quantification.
3.3 Measurements of φs and φd in theoretically clean modes
3.3.1 φs from B
0
s → J/ψφ and related modes
Measurements of decay-time-dependent CP asymmetries in the B0s system using b → ccs
transitions are sensitive to the CKM phase βs ≡ arg [−(VtsV ∗tb)/(VcsV ∗cb)]. If penguin loop
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Figure 3.3: Left: Global HFLAV average of φs and ∆Γs from a variety of experiments [25]. Right:
Scaling of the statistical precision on φs from several tree-dominated B
0
s meson decay modes.
contributions to the decay can be neglected (see Sect. 3.3.3), then the experimentally observable
quantity is the phase, φcc¯ss = −2βs, which has a precise SM prediction of −36.4 ± 1.2 mrad
based upon global fits to experimental data [43]. Deviations from this value would be a clear
sign of physics beyond the SM, strongly motivating the need for more precise experimental
measurements.
The single most statistically sensitive measurement φcc¯ss is given by the flavour-tagged decay-
time-dependent angular analysis of the B0s → J/ψ (µ+µ−)φ(K+K−) decay [44]. This channel
has a relatively high branching fraction and the presence of two muons in the final state leads
to a high trigger efficiency at hadron colliders. Moreover, particle-identification criteria can be
used in LHCb to suppress backgrounds efficiently, resulting in high sample purity (signal to
background ratio of about 50 in the signal region of ±20 MeV/c2 around the nominal B0s mass).
The LHCb detector has excellent time resolution (∼ 45 fs) and good tagging power (∼ 4%), both
of which are crucial for a precision measurement. Angular analysis is necessary to disentangle the
interfering CP -odd and CP -even components in the final state, which arise due to the relative
angular momentum between the two vector resonances. In addition, there is a small (∼ 2%)
CP -odd K+K− S-wave contribution that must be accounted for. To do this correctly requires
detailed understanding of any variation of efficiency with angular variables and K+K− invariant
mass.
Figure 3.3 (left) shows the current global average value of φcc¯ss and ∆Γs, which are determined
simultaneously from fits to B0s → J/ψφ and, in the case of LHCb, B0s → J/ψpi+pi− data. The
precision of the world average is dominated by the LHCb measurement which itself is dominated
by the result using B0s → J/ψφ. The averages are consistent with SM predictions [34,43], but
there remains space for new physics contributions of O(10%). As the experimental precision
improves it will be essential to have good control over possible hadronic effects [45,46] that could
mimic the signature of beyond-the-SM physics (see Sect. 3.3.3).
Having multiple independent precision measurements is important since it allows not simply
to improve the precision of the average, but also to perform a powerful consistency check of
the SM. One important way in which this can be done is by allowing independent CP -violation
effects for each polarisation state in the B0s → J/ψφ. This has been done as a cross-check in
the Run 1 analysis [44], but this strategy will become the default in Upgrade II. Additional
information can be obtained from B0s → J/ψK+K− decays with K+K− invariant mass above
the φ(1020) meson, where higher spin K+K− resonances such as f ′2(1525) meson contribute [47].
Among other channels, competitive precision can be obtained with B0s → J/ψpi+pi− decays [48],
which have been found to be dominated by the CP -odd component. The B0s → D+s D−s [49]
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flavour tag. The data points are obtained from simulation with the expected sample size at 300 fb−1, and
assuming the current performance of the LHCb experiment. The solid curves represents the expected
asymmetries for φcc¯ss = −36.4 mrad [43] and sinφcc¯sd = 0.731 [53]), the values used in the simulation.
The height of the oscillation is diluted from sinφcc¯sd(s) due to mistagging, decay time resolution, and (for
B0s → J/ψφ) the mixture of CP -even and CP -odd components in the final state.
and B0s → ψ(2S)φ [50] modes have also been studied with LHCb, and give less precise but
still important complementary results. Other channels, which have not been exploited yet but
could be important in Upgrade II if good calorimeter performance can be achieved, include
B0s → J/ψφ with J/ψ → e+e− and B0s → J/ψη(′) with η′ → ρ0γ or ηpi+pi−, and η → pi+pi−pi0 or
γγ [51, 52].
The scaling of the φcc¯ss precision with integrated luminosity for individual decay modes
and for their combination is shown in Fig. 3.3 (right). These uncertainties are statistical only
and are scaled from existing results, taking into account the gain in trigger efficiency expected
for B0s → D+s D−s after Upgrade I. Maintaining the current performance will put stringent
constraints on the design of the detector as regards momentum and vertex position resolution as
well as particle identification performance. A key ingredient is the flavour tagging that is very
sensitive to event and track multiplicity, as discussed in Sec. 3.2. Systematic uncertainties are
mainly based on the sizes of control samples, and are therefore expected to remain subdominant
even with very large samples. Therefore, it is expected that the small value of −2βs predicted in
the SM can be measured to be significantly non-zero in several channels.
The expected precision on φcc¯ss after Upgrade II will be ∼ 4 mrad from B0s → J/ψφ decays
alone and ∼ 3 mrad from all modes combined. This will be at the same level as the current
precision on the indirect determination based on the CKM fit using tree-level measurements
(this in turn is expected to improve with better measurements of other CKM matrix parameters).
Figure 3.4(left) shows the signal-yield asymmetry as a function of the B0s decay time, folded at
the frequency of B0s oscillations, for B
0
s → J/ψφ decays from a simulated data set corresponding
to 300 fb−1, and clearly shows that a visible CP -violation effect will be observable. The excellent
precision on φcc¯ss that can be achieved with Upgrade II gives exciting potential to observe
deviations from the SM prediction, and in their absence will be used to impose severe constraints
on possible beyond-the-SM contributions.
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3.3.2 φd from B
0 → J/ψK0
S
and related modes
Decay modes such as B0 → J/ψK0S are for the B0 system what B0s → J/ψφ is to the B0s system.
In the limit that only tree-level b → cc¯s amplitudes contribute, the CP violation parameters
of the decay-time distribution are given by CJ/ψK0S
= 0 and SJ/ψK0S
= −ηCP sin(2β), where ηCP
is the CP eigenvalue of the final state (−1 for J/ψK0S ) and β ≡ arg [−(VcdV ∗cb)/(VtdV ∗tb)] is the
angle of the unitarity triangle. Here we denote the measured quantity as sinφcc¯sd for consistency
with the B0s case and to allow for the possibility of non-negligible penguin contributions, as
discussed in the next section. The CKM fit gives a SM prediction of sin 2β = 0.740 +0.020−0.025 [54,55],
consistent although in slight tension with the current world average sinφcc¯sd = 0.699± 0.017 [25].
The world average is dominated by results from BaBar, Belle and LHCb using B0 → J/ψK0S
decays. The single most precise measurement is from Belle (sinφcc¯sd = 0.670± 0.029± 0.013 [56]),
with which the LHCb result has competitive uncertainty (0.731 ± 0.035 ± 0.020 [53]). With
50 fb−1 of data from Upgrade I, LHCb will reach a precision on sinφcc¯sd of about 0.006 with
B0 → J/ψK0S decays. The Belle II experiment is expected to achieve a precision of about 0.005
after accumulating 50 ab−1 [57]. After Upgrade II, LHCb will be able to reach a statistical
precision of below 0.003. Figure 3.4(right) shows the signal-yield asymmetry as a function of the
B0 decay time for B0 → J/ψK0S decays from a simulated data set corresponding to 300 fb−1.
The impact of this measurement on the unitarity triangle fit is shown in Fig. 10.2.
The majority of systematic uncertainties on sinφcc¯sd depend on the size of control samples,
and are therefore not expected to be limiting. At this level of precision, however, it will be
necessary to understand possible biases on the result due to CP violation in K0–K0 mixing
and from the difference in the nuclear cross-sections in material between K0 and K0 states,
and therefore some irreducible systematic uncertainties are unavoidable. It is notable that the
leading sources of systematic uncertainty are different between Belle II and LHCb, so that having
measurements from both experiments will be important. As for the φcc¯ss case, continued good
flavour tagging performance (discussed in Sec. 3.2) and improved understanding of subleading
contributions to the decay amplitudes (discussed in Sec. 3.3.3) will be required.
3.3.3 Control of penguin pollution
The b→ cc¯s transition involves not only tree-level contributions, but also gluonic and electroweak
penguins, as well as exchange and penguin annihilation topologies, which are collectively referred
to as “penguin pollution”. With increasing precision in the Upgrade II era, control of higher
order corrections to φcc¯sd and φ
cc¯s
s measurements will become mandatory. Estimations of these
corrections [58, 59] and strategies to determine them directly from data using SU(3) flavour
symmetry have been proposed [45,60–63]. For example, the decay B0 → J/ψρ0 proceeds through
the same leading and higher order diagrams as the decay B0s → J/ψφ, when the quarks s and d
are interchanged and the φ meson is replaced by a ρ meson. But in B0 → J/ψρ0 decays, the
penguin pollution is not suppressed with respect to the tree amplitude, making it easier to
measure and providing a good approximation of the expected contributions in the golden mode
B0s → J/ψφ.
These strategies have already been tested using B0 → J/ψρ0 [64] and B0s → J/ψK∗0 [65]
decays. The best constraint on penguin pollution in φcc¯ss is currently obtained from the
B0 → J/ψρ0 channel, benefiting from the fact that SJ/ψρ0 and CJ/ψρ0 have been measured,
giving a constraint on φd
J/ψρ0 . Following Ref. [64], the bias on φs is
∆φcc¯ss ≈ −
(
φd
J/ψρ0 − 2β
)
(3.7)
where  = |Vus|2 /(1−|Vus|2) = 0.0534 and 2β is mainly determined by B0 → J/ψK0S as discussed
in Sec. 3.3.2. Since 2β is (and will continue to be) determined precisely, the sensitivity on ∆φcc¯ss
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will be driven by the precision on φd
J/ψρ0 . Scaling the uncertainties obtained from Ref. [64],
the expected statistical precision on φd
J/ψρ0 will be . 1◦ with 300 fb−1. It is expected that
systematic uncertainties, such as those from modelling the S-wave component in B0 → J/ψpi+pi−
decays, can be kept under control, so that the uncertainty due to penguin pollution is expected
to be . 1.5 mrad. Thus, this is not expected to limit the sensitivity of the φs measurement
with B0s → J/ψφ. However, if significant effects of penguin pollution become apparent it may
complicate the combination of results from different modes, since a separate correction will be
required for each. For some modes such as B0s → J/ψf0(980) this may be challenging, since the
identification of the states in the SU(3) multiplet is not trivial; for B0s → D+s D−s however only
the U-spin subgroup is needed to relate the decay to B0 → D+D− which can be used to control
penguin pollution [66–69].
Similar strategies can be applied using B0s → J/ψK0S and B0 → J/ψpi0 decays to control
the penguin contributions in φcc¯sd [63,70,71]. A first analysis of B
0
s → J/ψK0S decays has been
performed [72] as a proof of concept for constraining ∆φcc¯sd with larger datasets. The CP
violation parameters in B0 → J/ψpi0 have been previously measured by BaBar and Belle [73,74],
and the Belle II experiment is expected to reach a sensitivity to SJ/ψpi0 of ∼ 0.03, which should
be sufficient to keep penguin pollution under control. LHCb can also study B0 → J/ψpi0 decays,
although the presence of a neutral pion in the final state makes the analysis more challenging
and there is currently no public result from which to extrapolate the sensitivity. Improving the
capabilities of the ECAL will enhance prospects for studying this mode.
It should be stressed that the methods to constrain penguin pollution rely on SU(3) symmetry,
and the approximations associated with the method and inherent in Eq. (3.7) must also be
investigated. This can be done by studying the full set of modes related by SU(3), namely
B0(s) → J/ψ
{
pi0, η, η′,K0,K0
}
and B± → J/ψ {pi±,K±} for the vector-pseudoscalar final state
and B0(s) → J/ψ
{
ρ0, ω, φ,K∗0,K∗0
}
and B± → J/ψ {ρ±,K∗±} for the vector-vector final state.
Several of these modes have not yet been measured, but with the data sample of Upgrade II it
should be possible to measure all branching fractions and CP asymmetry parameters, allowing a
full theoretical treatment and more detailed understanding of subleading contributions.
3.3.4 φd from B
0 → Dpi+pi−
The decay B0 → D0pi+pi− is a b→ cud quark-level process that proceeds via tree-level processes
only. When the neutral D meson is reconstructed in a final state accessible to both D0 and
D0 decays, such as a CP eigenstate, the direct decay can interfere with that via mixing, i.e.
B0 → B0 → D0pi+pi− → DCPpi+pi−, and can therefore be used to measure φd = 2β without any
penguin pollution. In the SM, the value of φd is independent of the method used to determine
it, so a difference between measurements from different quark-level transitions could indicate
new physics effects [75–78]. A precise measurement of φd from b→ cud transitions is therefore
well motivated.
BaBar and Belle have performed measurements using B0 → D(∗)h0 with both D decays
to CP eigenstates [79] and to the three-body K0Spi
+pi− final state [80, 81], where h0 is a light
neutral meson such as pi0. The combined results are sinφd = 0.71± 0.09 and cosφd = 0.91± 0.25
including all uncertainties [25]. While B0 → Dh0 can also be studied at LHCb, it is more
attractive to measure the same quantities using the B0 → Dpi+pi− mode (here D indicates an
admixture of D0 and D0 states). The Dalitz-plot structure of the decay B0 → D0pi+pi− has
been previously studied [82–84], and the models obtained from these studies could be used in
a decay-time-dependent amplitude analysis using the D → K+K− and D → pi+pi− channels
to determine φd [85, 86]. In practice it will be more convenient to perform a simultaneous fit
including also the D0 → K+pi− mode, which acts as a control mode to determine the amplitude
model, flavour-tagging response and decay-time acceptance.
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An estimate of the achievable sensitivity has been made using pseudoexperiments. The
expected statistical precision for sinφd and cosφd are ±0.06 and ±0.10, respectively, for the
LHCb Run 1 and 2 data samples combined. Extrapolating this to 300 fb−1 gives ±0.007 for
sinφd and ±0.017 for cosφd. Further experimental studies are needed to understand the impact
of systematic uncertainties, although the use of the D0 → K+pi− control sample is expected to
minimise effects from many potential sources of systematic bias. In case model uncertainties
become a limiting factor, a model-independent version of the method can be used instead [87].
Thus, it is expected that a penguin-free measurement of φd can be achieved with sensitivity
better than Belle II, and comparable to that with B0 → J/ψK0S .
A similar approach can be used to measure φs using B
0
s → D0K+K− decays [88]. However,
the expected yields are approximately 50 times smaller than for the B0 → D0pi+pi− channel,
and there is no existing amplitude model for the decay. Therefore it is not possible to reliably
estimate the sensitivity based on current results [89].
3.4 Prospects with charmless B decays
3.4.1 φss¯ss from B
0
s → φφ
The B0s → φφ decay is forbidden at tree level in the Standard Model (SM) and proceeds
predominantly via a gluonic b→ sss loop (penguin) process. Hence, this channel provides an
excellent probe of physics beyond the SM that may contribute to the penguin diagram [90–92].
This mode is well suited for study at LHCb, as both φ mesons can be reconstructed through
their decay to K+K−. Observables of interest include triple-product asymmetries as well as
the CP -violating phase φss¯ss that can be measured from a polarisation-dependent decay-time-
dependent angular analysis. Due to a cancellation of the small phase in B0s–B
0
s mixing with that
in the decay amplitude, φss¯ss is expected to be zero to a good approximation and hence different
to the phase measured in modes such as B0s → J/ψφ. Calculations using QCD factorisation
provide a SM upper limit of |φssss | < 0.02 rad [90–92]. The latest LHCb result, based on 5 fb−1
of data, is φssss = −0.07± 0.13 (stat)± 0.03 (syst) rad [93,94].
The measured and extrapolated statistical sensitivities for φssss and similar CP -violating
phases measured in other decay modes are shown in Fig. 3.5. A statistical uncertainty on φssss
of 0.011 rad can be achieved with 300 fb−1 of data collected at Upgrade II. As for other mea-
surements of CP violation parameters through decay-time-dependent analyses, many systematic
uncertainties are evaluated from control samples, and are therefore expected to scale accordingly
with integrated luminosity. Among the others, there is an important uncertainty associated with
knowledge of the angular acceptance, which is determined from simulation. This therefore relies
on good agreement between data and simulation, which can be validated using control channels
such as B0 → φK∗0. Thus the determination of φssss is expected to remain statistically limited
even with the full Upgrade II data sample.
3.4.2 φdd¯ss from B
0
s → (K+pi−)(K−pi+)
The B0s → K∗(892)0K∗(892)0 decay, which in the Standard Model (SM) is dominated by a
gluonic penguin b→ dds diagram, has been discussed extensively in the literature as a benchmark
test for, and an excellent probe for physics beyond, the SM [60,95–100]. A specific feature of
this channel is the possibility to control the theoretical uncertainty on the SM prediction for the
CP -violating phase φdd¯ss , which is expected to be close to zero, by studying the U-spin related
channel B0 → K∗(892)0K∗(892)0. Both decays can be studied at LHCb by reconstructing the
K∗0 mesons in their decay to K±pi∓, giving the final state (K+pi−)(K−pi+).
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of φs statistical sensitivity from different decay modes.
LHCb has recently published the first measurement of φdd¯ss [101] using Run 1 data. In this
groundbreaking analysis, it was realised that a significant gain in sensitivity can be obtained
by including the full B0s → (K+pi−)(K−pi+) phase space in the Kpi-mass window from 750
to 1600 MeV/c2, since the fraction of B0s → K∗(892)0K∗(892)0 in this region is only fV V =
0.067±0.004±0.024 (the other contributions are from Kpi S-wave and the K∗2 (1430)0 resonance).
The result, φdd¯ss = −0.10± 0.13± 0.14 rad, is compatible with the SM expectation.
The current result has statistical and systematic uncertainties of comparable size, but both
are expected to be reducible with larger data samples. The largest systematic uncertainty,
corresponding to the treatment of the acceptance, is mostly driven by the limited size of the
simulation samples — due to the large phase space investigated in this analysis, very large
simulation samples are required. In order to produce significantly larger samples it will be
necessary to exploit rapid simulation production mechanisms, since increases in available CPU
power are not expected to keep pace with the size of the data samples. Another important
systematic uncertainty due to the modelling of the Kpi resonant and non-resonant components
can be reduced by incorporating results of state-of-the-art studies of the Kpi system, but some
component of this may be irreducible. Other systematic uncertainties are mainly based on
control samples. Therefore it is expected that the limiting systematic uncertainty will be not
larger than σ(syst.) ∼ 0.03 rad.
The measured and extrapolated statistical sensitivities for φdd¯ss are given in Table 3.1,
both for the average over the B0s → (K+pi−)(K−pi+) system and for the exclusive B0s →
K∗(892)0K∗(892)0 decay. The sensitivities for B0s → (K+pi−)(K−pi+) are also included in
Fig. 3.5. In the current analysis, the same weak phase is assumed for all contributions, but as the
precision increases it will be possible to determine φdd¯ss separately for each, including possible
polarisation dependence in the B0s → K∗(892)0K∗(892)0 decay. The systematic uncertainty
related to modelling of components is expected to be smaller when focusing on the K∗(892)
resonance, since its lineshape is well known. Moreover, by making similar studies with the
B0 → (K+pi−)(K−pi+) mode, it will be possible to obtain all necessary inputs for the U-spin
analysis of each component separately, leading to good control of the theoretical uncertainty on
the prediction for φdd¯ss .
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Table 3.1: Statistical sensitivity on φss¯ss and φ
dd¯s
s .
Decay mode
σ(stat.) [rad]
3 fb−1 23 fb−1 50 fb−1 300 fb−1
B0s → φφ 0.154 0.039 0.026 0.011
B0s → (K+pi−)(K−pi+) (inclusive) 0.129 0.033 0.022 0.009
B0s → K∗(892)0K∗(892)0 − 0.127 0.086 0.035
3.4.3 CP violation in B0 → pi+pi− and B0s → K+K−
The B0→ pi+pi− and B0s→ K+K− decays receive contributions from both tree-level b → u
transitions and b→ s(d) penguin diagrams. The study of CP violation in these decays is thus
a powerful test of, and a search for physics beyond, the CKM picture of the SM [102–106].
Relying on the U-spin symmetry between the hadronic parameters entering the B0→ pi+pi− and
B0s→ K+K− decay amplitudes, strategies have been proposed to exploit the full potential of
these decays [104–107]. Combining the CP asymmetries of the B0→ pi+pi− and B0s→ K+K−
decays with the branching fractions and CP asymmetries of the B0→ pi0pi0 and B+→ pi+pi0
decays, constraints on the CKM phases γ and −2βs can be set. From measurements of the CP
asymmetries of B0→ pi+pi− and B0s→ K+K− decays with a subset of the LHCb Run 1 data [108],
an uncertainty of 0.15 rad in the determination of −2βs has been achieved, accounting also for
U-spin breaking effects [109]. The uncertainty on −2βs is mainly driven by the uncertainty on
the CP asymmetry of the B0s→ K+K− decay, with only a very mild dependence on the size
of nonfactorisable U-spin breaking effects. Information from the semileptonic B0→ pi−`+ν and
B0s→ K−`+ν decays can be used to reduce the theoretical uncertainties on the determination of
−2βs down to 0.01 rad [110,111].
LHCb has measured the CP violation parameters in B0→ pi+pi− and B0s→ K+K− decays
(Cpi+pi− , Spi+pi− , CK+K− , SK+K− and A
∆Γ
K+K−) using the full sample of pp collisions collected
during Run 1 corresponding to 3.0 fb−1 of integrated luminosity [112]. The results are reported
in Table 3.2, together with the projections of the statistical uncertainties to larger samples.
The scaling of statistical uncertainties assumes the same detector performances as in Run 1, in
particular regarding the flavour tagging, the decay-time resolution and the particle identification
performance, which are particularly important for the determination of these observables. The
main sources of systematic uncertainties are due to limited knowledge of: the variation of the
selection efficiency as a function of the b meson decay time, the parameters Γs and ∆Γs, and the
calibration of the decay-time resolution. The evaluation of these uncertainties is based on the
study of control modes, and hence they are expected to decrease in a statistical manner as the
available sample size grows.
3.4.4 α from B decays to pipi, ρρ and pi+pi−pi0
For over a decade, it has been common for conference speakers to introduce the angle γ as the
least precisely measured of the three unitarity triangle angles. However, the uncertainty on the
world average for γ is now around 4◦, slightly below that for α, which is 5◦ [25]. As discussed
in this document, LHCb has a strong programme to continue to improve the determination
of both β and γ, and hence it is important to continue to reduce the uncertainty also on
α ≡ arg [−(VtdV ∗tb)/(VudV ∗ub)] in order to make precision tests of the SM in the CKM sector.
The method discussed in the previous subsection to determine γ and −2βs from B → pipi
and B0s→ K+K− decays is an extension of the well-known isospin analysis to determine α from
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Table 3.2: Current LHCb measurements of Cpi+pi− , Spi+pi− , CK+K− , SK+K− and A
∆Γ
K+K− using
the full sample of pp collisions collected during Run 1, where the first uncertainty is statistical
and the second systematic. The projection of statistical precisions for each variables are also
reported.
Data sample Cpi+pi− Spi+pi− CK+K− SK+K− A
∆Γ
K+K−
Run 1 (3 fb−1 [112]) −0.34± 0.06± 0.01 −0.63± 0.05± 0.01 0.20± 0.06± 0.02 0.18± 0.06± 0.02 −0.79± 0.07± 0.10
σ (stat.)
Run 1-3 (23 fb−1) 0.015 0.013 0.015 0.015 0.018
Run 1-6 (300 fb−1) 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.005
B → pipi decays alone [113–115] (the unitarity relation α+ β + γ = pi is used implicitly). The
main input from LHCb will be world-leading measurements of the CP -violating parameters in
B0→ pi+pi− decay, but important input can also be obtained on the B+→ pi+pi0 decay, using
the method pioneered in Ref. [116] for B+→ K+pi0 decays. Clearly good performance of the
electromagnetic calorimeter will be critical for such a measurement. Progress on the B0→ pi0pi0
mode, which is currently limiting the precision of the α determination from B → pipi decays,
will mainly come from the Belle II experiment.
The situation is quite different for the B → ρρ system, which currently provides the strongest
constraints on α. Although the presence of two vector particles in the final state makes the
analysis more complicated in principle [113,117–119], the observed dominance of longitudinal
polarisation and the smaller penguin contribution compared to B → pipi lead to good sensitivity
being achieved. The rarest of the three isospin-partner modes is the B0→ ρ0ρ0 decay, which
has a final state of four charged tracks following ρ0 → pi+pi− decays, making it well suited
for study at LHCb. Indeed, this decay was first observed by LHCb, and a time-integrated
angular analysis on Run 1 data was performed [120]. With larger data samples it will be possible
not only to improve the measurements of the branching fraction and longitudinal polarisation
fraction, but to make precise determinations of the CP -violating parameters. Consequently, the
determination of α from B → ρρ decays will benefit from the additional information inherent
in Sρ0ρ0 , compared to the case for the B → pipi system for which Spi0pi0 is barely measurable
(Belle II plans to measure Spi0pi0 using candidates involving a pi
0 Dalitz decay, but only rather
limited sensitivity is possible).
For B0 → ρpi decays, it is possible to determine α from a decay-time-dependent amplitude
analysis of B0 → pi+pi−pi0 decays alone, without the need to include other channels in the
analysis [121]. This is possible since amplitudes for the decays B0 → ρ+pi−, ρ−pi+ and ρ0pi0
interfere in different regions of the Dalitz plot, so that their relative phases can be measured.
First measurements have been published by BaBar and Belle [122–124], but do not yet provide
strong constraints on α. LHCb has not yet published any result on this channel, but it is
expected that large yields will be available, and that it should be possible to control backgrounds
with good understanding of pi0 reconstruction. It is worth noting that a significant proportion
of the photons from neutral pions produced at the B decay vertex convert into e+e− pairs in
the LHCb detector material, with approximately half of these conversions occurring before the
magnet. Tracks from these converted photons provide additional information with which to
constrain the B decay vertex and the neutral pion momentum, resulting in improved resolution
and background rejection.
An important source of systematic uncertainty for amplitude analyses, such as that for
B0 → pi+pi−pi0 decays, is likely to be due to lack of knowledge of the resonant structure. Studies
of the B+→ pi+pi+pi− decay will provide useful information that can help to minimise this
uncertainty [125]. Moreover, for all α measurements at subdegree precision, isospin-breaking
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effects such as electroweak penguin contributions must also be considered [115].
3.4.5 CP violation in B0s → K0Sh+h− and B0s → h+h−pi0
Charmless three-body decays of B0(s) mesons provide further opportunities for studies of CP
violation in penguin-dominated transitions, and are sensitive to contributions from physics
beyond the SM (BSM) scenarios [75–78]. Thus, measurements of the CKM phases β, βs and γ in
these modes may differ from their SM benchmark values. A good example is the determination
of β using the B0 → φK0S channel, obtained from decay-time-dependent amplitude analysis of
B0 → K+K−K0S decays. Results from BaBar and Belle [126,127] show that SφK0S is consistent
with expectation, but with a large uncertainty. Improved measurements are anticipated from
Belle II, but LHCb will also have a relevant reach since large yields of B0 → K0Sh+h− decays
are available [128]. For the B0 → K0Spi+pi− mode, a decay-time-integrated analysis has been
performed resulting in the first observation of CP violation in the B0 → K∗+pi− channel [129];
with more data this analysis can be updated to include decay-time-dependence and determine
also CP -violating parameters for the B0 → ρ0K0S and f0(980)K0S channels.
While both LHCb and Belle II will study B0 → K0Sh+h− decays, only LHCb can make
measurements of CP -violating parameters of the counterpart B0s decays. Preliminary sensi-
tivity studies of a decay-time-dependent flavour-tagged Dalitz-plot analysis of B0s→ K0Spi+pi−
decays [130] indicate that the precision achievable on φduus with the full Run 1 + Run 2 dataset
is approximately 0.4 rad. Extrapolation to 300 fb−1 indicates potential for a precision of around
0.07 rad. Similar studies for the B0s→ K0SK±pi∓ decay mode can be performed, which requires
a more complicated analysis since both K0SK
−pi+ and K0SK+pi− final states are accessible to
both B0s and B
0
s decays with comparable magnitude. Although currently the precision of such
measurements are dominated by the statistical uncertainty [131], the expected yields of more
than 106 signal decays for 300 fb−1 will allow a complete understanding of the B0s→ K0SK±pi∓
phase space.
Studies of B0(s) → h+h−pi0 decays will provide further sensitivity. For example, resonant
contributions of the type K∗±h∓ will decay to the final state K±h∓pi0 in addition to K0Spi±h∓,
and therefore a combined analysis of both can provide additional information that helps to test
the SM prediction [132–135]. Large yields will be available and the improved capabilities of the
ECAL will allow background to be controlled. Two particularly important features of these
decays are that background from B → V γ decays, where V → h+h−, must be suppressed and
that it must be possible to resolve B0 and B0s decays to the same final state. Thus, it will be
important to have both good γ–pi0 separation and good mass resolution.
3.5 Measurements of γ from B0s → D∓s K± and B0 → D∓pi±
Measurement of decay-time-dependent CP violation in B0s → D∓s K± and B0 → D∓pi± decays
provide information on the combination of the CKM angles γ − 2βs and γ + 2β, respectively.
Information on the angle γ can be therefore determined by using independent determinations of
the value of β(s) as input.
Sensitivity to CP violation, and hence to the combination of the CKM angles, depends on
the ratio between the suppressed b¯→ u¯cq¯ (q = d, s) and the favoured b¯→ c¯uq¯ decay amplitudes:
rD(s)h ≡ |A(B0(s) → D+(s)h−)/A(B0(s) → D−(s)h+)|, where h = pi,K. This ratio is sizeable (≈ 0.4)
for B0s → D∓s K± decays, and small (≈ 0.02) for B0 → D∓pi± decays. Thus, for B0s → D∓s K±
decays it is possible to determine all five of the observables Cf , Sf , Sf¯ , A
∆Γ
f and A
∆Γ
f¯
in a
flavour-tagged decay-time-dependent analysis (Cf = −Cf¯ due to absence of CP violation in
decay in these tree-dominated modes). In the B0 → D∓pi± case, however, Cf is indistinguishable
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from unity, and so only Sf and Sf¯ can be measured bearing in mind that ∆Γd is negligible. In
addition to rD(s)h and the weak-phase combination γ − 2βs or γ + 2β, these observables depend
also on the strong-phase difference between the suppressed and favoured amplitudes, denoted
δD(s)h.
Using Run 1 data, LHCb has determined the B0s → D∓s K± coefficients from a sample of
about 6000 signal decays [136]. From the measured parameters, a value of γ of (128 +17−22)
◦ (modulo
180◦) is determined, using as input −2βs = −0.030 ± 0.033 rad [25]. The result is dominated
by statistical uncertainties thanks to the wide use of data-driven methods to determine the
decay-time acceptance and resolution, and to calibrate the flavour tagging. The systematic
uncertainties are, in decreasing order of importance, related to background from b-hadron decays,
to uncertainty on the value of ∆ms, to the calibration of the decay-time resolution and to the
flavour tagging. The first contribution can be significantly reduced by a tighter signal selection
or by using a different fitting approach; the remaining contributions are expected to scale with
the statistics accumulated due to their data-driven nature.
In the case of B0 → D∓pi± decays, the smallness of the ratio of amplitudes rDpi, which
limits the sensitivity to Sf and Sf¯ , is compensated for by a large signal yield. About 480 000
flavour-tagged signal decays are available in the Run 1 LHCb data sample [137]. Analysis of
this sample gives measurements of Sf and Sf¯ that are more precise than those from BaBar and
Belle [138, 139]. Also in this case the precision is limited by the statistical uncertainty. The
dominant sources of systematic uncertainty, such as due to knowledge of ∆md and of background
subtraction, are expected to be reducible with larger samples.
Since B0 → D∓pi± decays there are only two observables, Sf and Sf¯ , that depend on three
unknown quantities, rDpi, δDpi and 2β + γ, external input must be used to obtain a constraint on
2β + γ. A common approach is to determine rDpi from the branching fraction of B
0 → D+s pi−
decays, assuming SU(3) symmetry,
rDpi = tan θc
fD+
fDs
√
B(B0 → D+s pi−)
B(B0 → D−pi+) , (3.8)
where tan θc is the tangent of the Cabibbo angle and
fDs
fD+
is the ratio of decay constants. Using
the obtained value of rDpi = 0.0182± 0.0012± 0.0036, where the second uncertainty accounts for
possible nonfactorisable SU(3)-breaking effects [140], the intervals | sin(2β + γ)| ∈ [0.77, 1.00]
and γ ∈ [5, 86]◦ ∪ [185, 266]◦ are obtained, at the 68% confidence level. The interval of γ is
calculated using β = (22.2± 0.7)◦ [25]. The uncertainties on rDpi and β have negligible impact
on these intervals, as the dominant uncertainties are from the Sf and Sf¯ measurement.
The expected statistical sensitivities for the CP violation parameters in B0s → D∓s K± and
B0 → D∓pi± decays are shown in Table 3.3. These are based on scaling of yields, and as
such assume that the same detector performance as achieved in Run 1 can be maintained. In
particular, the sensitivity depends strongly on the performance of the particle identification,
decay time resolution and flavour tagging. The results can be complemented by studies of the
related B0s → D∗∓s K± and B0 → D∗∓pi± channels. In particular, the D∗∓pi± mode has an all
charged final state, and with a possible gain in the acceptance of slow pions from D∗ decays
from the addition of magnet side stations, comparable precision to that for B0 → D∓pi± may be
possible.
The corresponding expected sensitivities of γ from B0s → D∓s K± decays are about 4◦, 2.5◦
and 1◦ after collecting 23, 50 and 300 fb−1, respectively. It is more challenging to estimate
the constraints on sin(2β + γ) and γ from B0 → D∓pi± decays, since the precision of the
external value of rDpi will become the dominant source of systematic uncertainty. Theoretical
advancements on understanding the nonfactorisable SU(3)-breaking effects are thus required.
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Table 3.3: Expected statistical uncertainties on parameters of B0s → D∓s K± and B0 → D∓pi±
decays.
B0s → D∓s K± B0 → D∓pi±
Parameters Run 1 23 fb−1 50 fb−1 300 fb−1 Run 1 23 fb−1 50 fb−1 300 fb−1
Sf , Sf¯ 0.20 0.043 0.027 0.011 0.02 0.0041 0.0026 0.0010
A∆Γf , A
∆Γ
f¯
0.28 0.065 0.039 0.016 – – –
Cf 0.14 0.030 0.017 0.007 – – –
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4 Time-integrated CP -violation mea-
surements
Measurements of decay-time-integrated CP violation in the B system complement decay-time-
dependent measurements in testing the SM picture of quark mixing and the unitarity of
the CKM matrix. They are particularly important in giving the most precise possible tree-
level measurement of the angle γ ≡ arg [−(V ∗ubVud)/(V ∗cbVcd)] of the CKM unitarity triangle,
which is unique in not depending on a top-quark coupling. Within the SM, the irreducible
theoretical uncertainty on tree-level measurements of γ is |δγ/γ| ≤ 10−7 [141], This means that
with Upgrade II statistics, the measurement of γ from decay-time-integrated CP violation in
B → DK decays will be the most precise standard candle of the CKM picture and the unitarity
triangle apex, against which all other CKM observables can be compared. Crucially, Upgrade II
will allow for precision measurements of γ in many individual final states, particularly those with
high multiplicity or neutral particles, which will have complementary experimental systematic
uncertainties with the currently dominant modes. Such an overconstrained measurement of γ
will give us particular confidence when confronting the experimental picture of CP violation
with the CKM expectation.
The theoretical cleanliness of the determination of γ in the SM is based on the fact that only
tree-level processes contribute, and that it is expected that there is no new physics contribution
to such amplitudes. However, if this assumption is dropped, Upgrade II offers the opportunity,
arising from the different decay topologies in B0 and B± decays, to probe for new physics effects
within tree-level decays themselves. It is important to underline that there is still considerable
scope for new-physics effects in tree-level decays [142], which would be signified by modifications
to the tree-level Wilson coefficients C1 and C2. These can be probed at the few percent level
with the Upgrade II dataset. Furthermore, with the inclusion of decay-time-dependent methods
(discussed in Sec. 3.5) such as B0s → D∓s K± and B0 → D∓pi± and very accurate knowledge of γ,
one can obtain penguin-free measurements of φs and β. Upgrade II will also enable high-precision
measurements of decay-time-integrated CP violation in three-body decays of B mesons and in
the decays of b baryons and Bc mesons. As with other areas of the LHCb physics programme
involving baryons, Upgrade II may be a truly unique opportunity to systematically and precisely
establish the picture of CP violation. Furthermore, many of these three-body and baryonic
measurements proceed through loop-level transitions and are therefore sensitive to NP, but
a proper interpretation of any observed CP violation requires a precise understanding of the
hadronic phases entering these transitions, which will only be possible by a global analysis of
the possible transitions enabled by the Upgrade II statistical reach.
From an experimental point of view, the main challenges and opportunities arising from
Upgrade II are similar and can be illustrated using B → DK decays as an example. These
proceed via both b→ cu¯s and b→ uc¯s transitions, whose phase difference has a CP -violating
(γ) and CP -conserving (δB) part. The ratio of these amplitudes = rBe
i(δB±γ) and the general
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rate equation (for B± mesons) is,
Γ
(
B± → D[→ f ]K) = ∣∣∣rDe−iδD + rBei(δB±γ)∣∣∣2 = r2D + r2B + 2κrDrB cos(δB − δD ± γ) . (4.1)
Here, rD and δD are the amplitude ratio and CP -conserving phase difference between the
CP -conjugate final states of the D decay, D → f and D → f¯ . For two-body B and D decays,
the coherence factor, κ = 1, while for multibody decays, κ reduces as the interference is diluted
by incoherence amongst contributing intermediate hadronic resonances. In both cases, the
efficiency-corrected time-integrated signal yields in each final state are interpreted in terms
of the above physical observables, notably the CP -violating phase γ. Since the bulk of the
sensitivity to γ comes from the difference in rates of the B and B processes, a precise control of
asymmetries in charged-particle identification and detection is crucial. Based on our knowledge
of the present detector, these systematic uncertainties will scale with integrated luminosity
through the Upgrade II period. An excellent vertex resolution is equally important to separate
the hadronic final states from combinatorial backgrounds, and will benefit from the expected
reduction in the vertex detector material in Upgrade II , while the upgrade of the calorimeter will
greatly expand LHCb’s capabilities for modes with neutrals in the final state. For baryonic states,
the addition of the TORCH system may be particularly helpful in allowing for low-momentum
separation of protons and kaons; this will also reduce the physics backgrounds from baryonic
decays which are often hard to model in other analyses due to their poorly known absolute
branching fractions. Finally, the addition of magnet-side stations (see Sect. 2.3.1) may lead to
important signal-yield improvements, particularly for high-multiplicity final states where there
is a non-negligible probability of creating at least one low-momentum particle.
4.1 Determination of the γ angle from tree-level decays
4.1.1 B → DK GLW/ADS
The simplest B → DK topology is B± → DK±, where the D is reconstructed in a two charged-
track final state. In this case, the ratio of b→ uc¯s to b→ cu¯s amplitudes, rDKB ≈ 0.10 [25]. This
is enough to generate O(10%) direct CP violation in CP -eigenstates decays D → K+K−, pi+pi−
that are equally accessible from the D0 and D0. This is an example of the GLW method [143]
for which Eq. 4.1 simplifies with rD = 1 and δD = 0. The ADS method [144] makes full use of
Eq. 4.1 and is best exemplified by the case f = pi±K∓, where rD ≈ 0.06. The similar magnitude
of rB and rD gives large interference effects and high sensitivity to the phase information.
Such modes have been observed and studied during Run 1 and Run 2 [145,146]; all ADS/GLW
asymmetries are statistically limited. The systematic uncertainties are small and arise predom-
inantly from sources that will naturally decrease with increasing data, notably knowledge of
instrumentation asymmetries. Methods for measuring and correcting for the B-meson production
asymmetry and the K±/pi± reconstruction asymmetries are established using calibration samples;
such samples will continue to be collected. The dominant systematic uncertainties for GLW
decays are due to background contributions from Λ0b → Λ+c K− decays and charmless decays,
while the dominant uncertainty for ADS decays arises from the B0s → D0K−pi+ background.
All will be better determined with dedicated studies as the sample size increases.
The ADS/GLW technique is being expanded to the other B → DK decays which share the
same quark-level transition. An analysis of GLW observables in B± → D∗0K± decays has been
developed for the case where the D∗0 vector meson is not fully reconstructed [146]. This partial
reconstruction has larger background uncertainties but these will improve with more data as
dedicated studies of the background are performed. Furthermore, ADS/GLW analyses have been
developed and published in quasi-two-body modes, B± → DK∗± [147] and B0 → DK∗0 [148].
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Figure 4.1: Extrapolation of γ sensitivity from the ADS/GLW analyses where disfavoured
ambiguities are ignored. The expected Belle II γ precision at an integrated luminosity of 50
ab−1 is shown by the horizontal grey lines.
As in the case of B± → D(∗)0K± decays, these modes have no limiting systematic and they will
make competitive contributions with the LHCb Upgrade datasets.
Under the assumption that systematic uncertainties decrease in parallel with the statistical
uncertainties, that is ∝ 1/√L, the future precision on γ is predicted in Fig. 4.1. In isolation,
one ADS/GLW analysis suffers from the trigonometric ambiguities in Eq. 4.1, but the multiple
solutions are generally separated and resolved in combination with otherB → DK results. Fig. 4.1
uses central values and uncertainties in the published analyses of B± → DK±, B± → DK∗±
and B0 → DK∗0 decays. For B± → D∗0K± both the partial and full reconstruction techniques
are used in this study albeit with unpublished central values and uncertainties.
4.1.2 B → DK GGSZ
Measurements of γ in which the D meson is reconstructed using the three-body, self-conjugate
D → K0Spi+pi− and D → K0SK+K− final states provide powerful input to the overall determi-
nation of γ, as they select a single, narrow solution (see Fig. 4.5). Referred to as the GGSZ
method [149,150], sensitivity to γ is obtained by comparing the distributions of D → K0Sh+h−
decays across the Dalitz plane for opposite-flavour initial-state B+ and B− mesons. The par-
tial decay rates as a function of Dalitz position depend mainly on the amplitudes of the D0
decay, with only small deviations introduced from interference and CP -violation. These devia-
tions are most conveniently probed through the measurement of the CP -violating observables
x± = rB cos(δB ± γ) and y± = rB sin(δB ± γ). For this it is necessary to have a good under-
standing of the magnitudes of the D0 and D0 decay amplitudes, as well as the strong-phase
differences between them, δD.
The description of δD has historically been treated in two ways. One approach is to
use an amplitude model determined from flavour-tagged D → K0Sh+h− decays. This relies on
assumptions about the nature of the intermediate resonances that contribute to the D → K0Sh+h−
final state, and choices made about these contributions to the amplitude model lead to systematic
uncertainties which are not certain to scale with luminosity in the Upgrade II period. An
alternative method divides the data into bins according to the Dalitz plane coordinates, and
can then make use of direct measurements of the strong-phase differences averaged over each
bin [149,150]. One such set of binning definitions for the D → K0Spi+pi− decay mode, obtained
by optimising the sensitivity to γ, is shown in Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: (Left) Bin definitions for D → K0Spi+pi− as a function of m2− and m2+, the invariant
masses squared of the K0Sh
− and K0Sh+. Figure from Ref [151]. (Right) Asymmetry between
yields for B± → DK± decays, with D → K0Spi+pi− in bin i (for B+) and −i (for B−). The
data points are obtained from simulation with the expected sample size at 300 fb−1, assuming
the current performance of the LHCb experiment. The black histogram shows the predicted
asymmetry based on the current world average values of γ and relevant hadronic parameters, the
red dots show the result of a single pseudoexperiment, while the red bands show the expected
uncertainties from an ensemble. The green bands show the corresponding uncertainties with the
current LHCb data set.
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Figure 4.3: Expected evolution of γ sensitivity with the GGSZ method with (red crosses) current
CLEO inputs and with (blue ×-marks) √N improvements on their uncertainty.
Specifically, the values of ci and si, which correspond to amplitude-weighted average values
of cos(δD) and sin(δD) in each Dalitz bin i, are required. These can be measured in a model-
independent manner by using quantum-correlated D0D0 pairs from ψ(3770) decays, as was done
previously with data taken at the CLEO-c experiment [152]. This allows the determination of γ
to also be carried out in a completely model-independent fashion, the price for which is a small
loss in sensitivity from binning the data, and a systematic uncertainty which depends on the
precision with which the strong-phase measurements can be determined.
The model-independent method is therefore expected to be the baseline in Upgrade II ,
and its uncertainty is currently statistically dominated. Although systematic uncertainties will
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already become significant compared to the statistical uncertainty in Run 3, studies performed
so far give confidence that the systematic uncertainties will generally scale with the statistical
reach well into the Upgrade II period.
The largest systematic uncertainty is due to the precision of the external strong-phase inputs
coming from the CLEO-c data which currently contribute approximately 2◦ to the overall
uncertainty on γ [153]. The impact of this uncertainty on GGSZ measurements is estimated in
Fig. 4.3 which compares a
√
N improvement with the expected yield increase and the projected
uncertainty if the current external information on ci and si is not improved. It can be seen that
this starts to approach a limit originating from the fixed size of the quantum-correlated charm
input from CLEO-c. This contribution will naturally decrease with larger B± → D0K± samples,
however, as the B decays themselves also have sensitivity to ci and si. Studies performed using
pseudoexperiments with different size quantum correlated D samples and LHCb B data suggest
that the optimal sensitivity is only reached when the size of the input D sample is at least as big
as the overall B sample. More precise measurements with data already recorded by the BESIII
experiment will be able to reduce the external contribution to the uncertainty by around 50%
but analysis of future larger datasets with BESIII and at LHCb will be vital in order to avoid
the external input compromising the ultimate sensitivity to γ.
The current second largest source of systematic uncertainty comes from the knowledge of
the distribution of D decays over the Dalitz plane in the flavour-specific B final state, with
reconstruction and efficiency effects incorporated. These are determined with a flavour-specific
control decay mode B0 → D∗±µ∓νµX, where the D∗− decays to D0pi− and X represents any
unreconstructed particles. The ultimate systematic uncertainty is particularly sensitive to
data-simulation agreement and size of simulated samples because of a need to model unavoidable
differences in the signal and control modes. Fast simulation techniques which are being deployed
and further developed at LHCb will therefore be crucial for keeping up with the large data
samples, while a fully software-based trigger will allow for a better alignment of the signal and
control channel selections compared to today. Uncertainties from sources such as low mass
backgrounds can be expected to remain subdominant with higher statistics, as further studies
will give better understanding to their rates and shapes. Some additional complications will
present themselves as the yields will eventually be high enough that it will become necessary to
take into account effects induced from asymmetries in the K0S system, and eventually through
mixing in the D0 system. However these are tractable problems, and studies have already been
done to understand when these effects will become important.
4.1.3 Prospects with modes involving neutrals
There are many prospects for adding orthogonal information on γ by applying the ADS/GLW
and GGSZ techniques to modes that have an additional pi0 meson. The first use of pi0 mesons
in a γ analysis occurred with the Run 1 ADS/GLW analysis of B± → DK± decays with
D → Kpipi0, KKpi0, pipipi0 final states [154]. The Kpipi0 and pipipi0 modes have branching fractions
3 and 10 times larger than their two-body equivalents. However, the net pi0 reconstruction and
selection efficiency in these decays is low, around 3% with the current calorimeter. Also the
analysis is complicated by a combinatorial background arising from random pi0 association, which
will certainly worsen in Upgrade I . Improvements to the Upgrade II calorimeter granularity
and energy resolution will therefore be crucial in achieving the ultimate sensitivity with these
modes especially by improving the pi0 mass resolution. Enhancements in the reconstruction of
pi0 mesons reconstructed from a single cluster due to the small spatial separation of their decay
photons in the calorimeter, and the ability to separate such candidates from single photons, will
also be important.
An important mode under development for the upgrade era is B± → D∗0K± decays, with
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D∗0 → D0pi0 and D∗0 → D0γ decays. These twin modes provide an excellent sensitivity to
γ as an exact phase difference between the two D∗0 modes can be exploited [155]. For this
case, the efficient distinction of pi0 and γ calorimeter objects is critical as the two D∗0 modes
exhibit opposite CP asymmetries. The initial studies show small, but clean signals with potential
sensitivity to γ comparable to the partial reconstruction technique described in Sec. 4.1.1. As
long as the fully and partially reconstructed datasets are kept statistically independent, the final
sensitivity from B± → D∗0K± decays will be around 0.5◦ as seen in Fig. 4.1.
A GGSZ-like analysis of B± → D[→ K0spipipi0]K± decays has recently been proposed for
Belle II, where a sensitivity approaching that of the D → K0spipi GGSZ analysis is expected [156].
With improved pi0 efficiency, LHCb Upgrade II can exploit this mode competitively. Lastly, higher
pi0 efficiency will merit the analysis of B± → DK∗±[→ K±pi0] decays. The pi0 reconstruction
efficiency is typically a factor 3-4 lower than that of the K0S so the K
0
Spi
± mode is preferred.
However the B± → DK±pi0 Dalitz analysis for γ should share many advantages of the isospin-
conjugate decays B0 → DK+pi− analysis (discussed next) but with reduced B0s feed down and
large asymmetries in the ADS-like region of the Dalitz space.
4.1.4 Prospects with high-multiplicity modes
A variety of high-multiplicity B and D modes are already being established and will play
an important role in a future determination of γ. The most developed multibody B de-
cay channel is B0 → DK+pi− decays, where the D meson is found in an ADS/GLW-like
(Kpi, KK, pipi, K3pi, ...) or GGSZ-like (K0Spipi, K
0
SKK, ...) final states. These modes are less
abundant than the equivalent B± modes but the fact that both the b→ cu¯s and b→ uc¯s transi-
tions proceed by colour-suppressed amplitudes means the GLW asymmetries can be very large.
Furthermore, understanding the pattern of asymmetry across the B0 Dalitz plane quashes the
trigonometric ambiguities. This multibody technique will eventually surpass the quasi-two-body
analysis introduced in Sec. 4.1.1. This analysis has been established with the KK and pipi
modes using Run 1 data in Ref. [157] after the development of the B0 → D0K+pi− amplitude
model [158]. Although the statistical sensitivity to CP violation using Run 1 data alone was not
significant, the method remains promising for future analysis given the high value of rB in this
mode (∼ 0.25). The extension to B0 → D[→ K0Spi+pi−]K+pi− decays is of particular importance
as it allows for a so-called ‘double Dalitz’ model-independent analysis to be performed [26,159].
Extrapolating yields from a Run 1 B0 → D0K∗0 analysis to a dataset corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of 23 fb−1, sensitivity studies indicate that a precision on γ of 3◦ can be
expected [160], thus by extension, a sub-degree precision is expected for Upgrade II. Another
high-multiplicity mode that holds promise is B± → DK±pi+pi−, which has been studied with
Run 1 data with two-body D decays [161], though due to the unknown Dalitz structure of the
B decay a much larger dataset is needed to fully exploit this mode.
Another exciting extension to the standard ADS technique uses B± → D[→ piKpipi]K±
decays where the five-dimensional (5D) Dalitz volume of the D decay is split into bins. In
each bin, ADS/GLW relations derived from in Eq. 4.1 can be measured. Excellent sensitivity
to γ is achieved as long as the D-system parameters (rD, δD, κ) in each bin are known. An
optimal binning scheme is soon to be defined from the amplitude analysis of D0 → piKpipi
and D0 → Kpipipi decays [162]. The expected sensitivity is shown in Fig. 4.4. An additional
irreducible uncertainty from the D system measurements of < 1◦ is expected.
Other multibody D decays are under development with reciprocal charm-system measure-
ments underway: a B± → D[→ 4pi]K± analysis can build on the D-system knowledge gathered
in Ref. [163]; an ADS analysis of B± → D[→ K0SKpi]K± decays has been demonstrated with
Run 1 [164]; and work on B± → D[→ KKpipi]K± decays [165] is envisaged.
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Figure 4.4: Projected sensitivity for a binned analysis of B± → D[→ piKpipi]K± decays.
4.2 Ultimate γ sensitivity and considerations on external inputs
to the analyses
The best sensitivity to γ is achieved through a combination of measurements, as highlighted in
Fig. 4.5 (left), where the contributions from three different methods are shown. The GLW method
provides four narrow solutions for γ whilst the ADS and GGSZ methods have poorer sensitivity
but, importantly, give a single solution. Combining this information makes it possible to pick
out the most consistent narrow solution. Furthermore, the various methods are complementary
because their dominant sources of systematic uncertainty have different origins. A detailed
description of the LHCb combination strategy is given in Ref. [166]. The latest LHCb γ
combination, which dominates the world average, gives γ = (74.0+5.0−5.8)
◦ [167].
Projections for the expected precision of the LHCb γ combination are shown in Fig 4.6,
estimating the uncertainty on γ to be 1.5◦ and 0.35◦ with 23 fb−1 and 300 fb−1 data samples,
respectively. The LHCb projections assume that the statistical uncertainty scales with the
data sample size and include the effect of the increased centre-of-mass energy, increased trigger
performance and increased integrated luminosity. Most of the systematic uncertainties are driven
by the size of the data samples and corresponding simulation samples. The overall sensitivity
is predominantly driven by the GLW modes which provide the narrowest solutions for γ. The
dominant systematic uncertainty for these modes will depend on knowledge of both the shape
and rate of the background from Λ0b → Λ+c K− as well as uncertainties arising from particle
identification calibration and instrumental charge asymmetries. In order to obtain the best
possible precision on γ it will be necessary to ascertain the correlation of these uncertainties
between the different GLW modes. The ultimate sensitivity to these modes from Belle II will
be considerably less than that at LHCb, however detailed analysis from both experiments will
provide an important cross check. For decays with neutrals in the final state, particularly the
CP -odd GLW mode with D0 →K0Spi0, the LHCb detector has considerable disadvantages over
Belle II. However these would be mitigated by an improved electromagnetic calorimeter for the
LHCb Upgrade Ib and Upgrade II. The GGSZ modes are a powerful way to unambiguously
resolve the multiple solutions of the GLW method and furthermore offer considerable standalone
sensitivity to γ. Accurate knowledge of the selection efficiency across the Dalitz plane is vital for
these modes and contributes a considerable systematic uncertainty. This will naturally reduce
with larger datasets as it is obtained via semi-leptonic B0 → D∗+µ−νµX control modes but
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y-axis for rDKB ). The scan is produced using a pseudo-experiment, centred at γ = 70
◦, rDKB = 0.1, with
B± → DK± decays only.
requires large simulation samples. More precise measurement of important external parameters,
particularly ci and si from BESIII, will be required to reduce the uncertainty associated with
the model independent GGSZ method. The uncertainties of inputs from charm threshold data
collected by CLEO-c will begin to limit the sensitivity by the end of Run 2, so it is essential
to work together with BESIII to provide updated measurements for the suite of charm decays
and D → K0Sh+h− in particular. Provided that the charm inputs are improved sub-degree level
precision on γ is attainable. Understanding the correlations between different B decay modes
that all use these external parameters will be vitally important as they are likely to contribute
one of the largest overall systematic uncertainties in the combination. A comparison between
the current LHCb GGSZ and GLW/ADS measurements [146,151] with their future projections
at 300 fb−1 is shown in Fig. 4.5 (right). The order of magnitude increase in precision is very
apparent and the importance of the combination clear, given the multiple ambiguous solutions
for GLW/ADS measurements is not resolved with increased luminosity.
The GGSZ modes are considered the golden modes at Belle II and drive the overall uncertainty
on γ which is expected to reach 1.5◦ with a data sample of 50 ab−1. This is comparable to
the sensitivity that the LHCb γ combination will achieve with a data sample corresponding
to approximately 23 fb−1. Subsequently input from Belle II will still contribute towards the
world average by the end of LHCb’s Upgrade I but LHCb will dominate γ measurements with
Upgrade II (300 fb−1) contributing entirely towards a world average precision of ∼ 0.35◦. The
impact of this measurement on the unitarity triangle fit is shown in Fig. 10.2. It should be
emphasised that this projection includes only the currently used strategies, and does not include
improvements from other approaches. A comparison between the projected uncertainties for
LHCb and the world average as a function of integrated luminosity is shown in Fig. 4.6.
4.3 Amplitude analysis of B+ → h+h+h− decays
The decays of charged B mesons to three-body final states containing charged pions and kaons
have elicited much recent interest due to the observation [168] of extremely large CP -violating
asymmetries. While the phase-space integrated asymmetries are of order a few percent, the
asymmetries as a function of the position in phase space are considerably larger, even approaching
±1 in some areas, as illustrated in Fig. 4.7. The pattern in which the CP asymmetries vary is
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Figure 4.7: Asymmetry in the number of background-subtracted and efficiency-corrected candi-
dates as a function of position in phase space for (a) B+ → K+K+K−, (b) B+ → K+pi+pi−,
(c) B+ → pi+pi+pi−, and (d) B+ → K+pi+K− decays [168].
also intriguing. While some of the asymmetries appear to be associated with well established
resonances, such as the ρ(770)0 meson, there are others in regions of the phase space where there
are no such structures. It may be that additional strong phase differences are being generated
by rescattering processes, the effects of which should be particularly apparent at the opening
of thresholds. Furthermore, it is possible that new physics processes could be contributing
and perhaps enhancing the size of the asymmetries. It is vital therefore to perform amplitude
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analyses to try to disentangle the different contributions and hence to better understand the
mechanisms behind these asymmetries. Such amplitude analyses are currently ongoing at LHCb
and have previously been performed for a subset of modes, albeit with much smaller event
samples, at the B factories [126,169–172].
Extrapolating the observed yields in Ref. [168] to the data sample expected to be collected at
the end of Upgrade II gives signal yields of between 1.2 and 36 million depending on the final state.
These can be compared to an extrapolation of the yields obtained by the B factories [171,173]
to the expected 50 ab−1 sample to be collected by Belle II, which gives approximately 47,000
to 660,000 events for the same range of modes. The far larger yields, combined with the much
better signal to background ratios, mean that LHCb will continue to dominate the precision
in these modes. Even with such large data samples, model-independent analyses of the CP
asymmetries as a function of phase space can, with appropriate reduction of the bin sizes, avoid
becoming systematically limited. The results of these analyses can be compared with predictions
from theoretical models, for example as developed in Ref. [174]. Such theoretical models for
charmless hadronic B decays are in their relative infancy at present and it is hard to predict
how far they can develop on the timescale of the Upgrade II. However, it is clear that significant
advances will be needed in order for these asymmetry measurements to be related back to CKM
parameters.
There are numerous methods that allow the extraction of CKM information by combining
amplitude measurements made in different decay channels, in particular the B0(s) → K0Sh+h−,
B0(s) → h+h−pi0, and B+ → h+h+h− families. Some such methods exploit the interference
between various K∗pi or ρK contributions, which can be related using isospin symmetry [132–135,
175,176]. Constructing such relations enables the determination of the angle γ, up to corrections
for contributions from electroweak penguins. These methods are particularly promising when
using decays such as B0s → K0Spi+pi− and B0s → K−pi+pi0, since here the electroweak penguin
contributions are expected to be negligible. Other methods use the whole Dalitz plot amplitude
and relate numerous decays via flavour symmetries [177–179] or exploit interference between
the charmless decays and those that proceed via intermediate charmonium states such as
B+ → χc0pi+ [180,181].
Amplitude analyses cannot benefit from cancellations of systematic effects to the same degree
as the binned measurements of asymmetries, and are more likely to become systematically
limited. On the other hand, the extremely large B+ → h+h+h− signal samples will allow new
information to be extracted. In particular, by performing coupled-channel analyses of these decay
modes, contributions from pi+pi− ↔ K+K− rescattering processes can be better understood and
constrained. The development of such new, improved models will also be of enormous benefit to
analyses of many other decay modes, such as the closely related B → K0Sh+h− and B → h+h−pi0
families mentioned above and discussed in more detail in Secs. 3.4.4 and 3.4.5. This will help to
reduce the corresponding uncertainty on the CKM phases that can be determined from those
channels.
The class of very rare hadronic decays such as B+→ K+K+pi− and B+→ pi+pi+K− [182]
proceed via diagrams that are extremely suppressed in the SM and hence have predicted
branching fractions of order 10−14–10−11 [183]. However, many BSM scenarios predict significant
enhancements to these decays [184, 185] to levels of between 10−9–10−6. Preliminary studies
indicate that sensitivities better than 10−9 can be achieved in an Upgrade II scenario assuming
similar detector performance to the present one can be maintained. Of particular importance is
the use of particle identification criteria to suppress the backgrounds from the favoured decays
such as B+→ K+pi+pi− that have branching fractions of order 10−5, and the addition of TORCH
may play a particularly important role in this.
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4.4 CP violation in b-baryon decays
In contrast with the study of CP violation in beauty-meson decays, the sector of beauty
baryons remains almost unexplored. Previous to the LHC era, only a measurement of direct
CP asymmetries in Λ0b→ pK− and Λ0b→ ppi− decays was available with O(0.1) precision [186].
Thanks to the large production cross-section of beauty baryons in pp collisions at the LHC, the
LHCb experiment is the only experiment capable of expanding our knowledge in this sector, as
these decays are not accessible at the e+e− KEK collider. Hence, even though a handful of CP
asymmetries of Λ0b decays have been measured so far by LHCb [187–190], the landscape of CP
violation in the decays of beauty baryons is expected to change rapidly in the next few years.
The first observation of CP violation in a baryon decay is already within the reach of LHCb
with the data collected during the Run 2 of the LHC, considering that a first evidence for CP
violation in baryon decays has been reported in Λ0b→ ppi−pi+pi− decays [191].
The unprecedented number of beauty baryons available with the data sample expected to be
collected in the LHCb Upgrade II phase, will allow a precision measurement programme of CP
violation observables in b-baryon decays to be pursued, analogously to b-meson decays. A very
interesting example is the study of decays governed by b→ u and b→ c tree-level transitions,
like the decays Λ0b→ D0Λ and Λ0b→ D0pK−. These decays can be used to measure the angle
γ of the unitarity triangle [192–194] in a similar way to what can be done with B0→ DK+pi−
decays. The LHCb experiment reported the first observation of the Λ0b→ D0(K−pi+)pK−, based
on a signal yield of 163± 18 using a sample of pp collisions corresponding to 1 fb−1 of integrated
luminosity at a centre-of-mass energy of 7 TeV [195]. Extrapolating to Upgrade II approximately
95000 signal decays are expected. However, extrapolating the sensitivity to γ is not easy,
since it strongly depends on the values of the hadronic parameters involved in the process. In
addition, even though the determination of γ from the analysis of these decays is expected to be
theoretically very clean, the possible polarisation of Λ0b baryons produced in pp collisions has to
be taken into account and might represent a limiting factor for high-precision measurements.
Another very interesting sector is that of beauty baryons decaying to final states without a
charm quark. These decays receive relevant contributions from b→ d, s loop-level transitions,
where new physics beyond the SM may appear. Also in this case, similar quantities to those
measured with B-meson decays are available. For example, statistical precisions of O(10−3)
and O(10−2) are expected for the CP asymmetries of Λ0b→ ph− and Λ0b→ Λh+h− decays (with
h = K, pi), respectively. Very large signal yields are also expected in several multibody final
states of Λ0b and Ξb decays: about 10
6 Λ0b→ ppi−pi+pi− and Λ0b→ pK−K+K− decays, and about
105 Ξ0b→ pK−pi+K− decays [191,196]. Such a signal yield will allow very precise measurements
of CP -violating quantities to be made over the phase space of these decays, characterised by a
rich set of resonances. Unfortunately, as for the charmless decays of B mesons, the interpretation
of these quantities in terms of CKM parameters is still unclear from the theoretical point of
view. Hence, more theoretical work is crucial to exploit the full potential of beauty baryons.
Experimentally, the main issues are the determination of particle-antiparticle production
asymmetries and detection asymmetries that could mimic CP -violation effects. This task is
generally more difficult for heavy baryons, with respect to B mesons, since methods used
for measuring meson production asymmetries [197] cannot be applied. In addition, different
interactions of baryons and antibaryons with the detector material are difficult to calibrate.
Nonetheless, several quantities can be measured in b-baryon decays that are sensitive to different
manifestations of CP violation and are largely unaffected by experimental effects. A few examples
are the difference of CP -violating asymmetries of particles decaying to a similar final state,
∆ACP [198], triple-product asymmetries (TPA) [191] and energy-test (ET) [199]. It is important
to note that TPA and ET are important tools for discovery of CP violation in multibody decays,
while an amplitude analysis is required to study the source of CP violation.
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5 Measurements of unitarity triangle
sides and semileptonic decays
Tree-level charged-current semileptonic decays of the type b→ c`ν and b→ u`ν play a critical
role in the search for new physics through quark flavour mixing. That is because these decays
can provide a theoretically clean determination of the CKM matrix elements |Vub| and |Vcb|,
which are essential ingredients in global fits that assume the unitarity of the CKM matrix.
These measurements have had rather a long and puzzling history, in which those made with
inclusive and exclusive final states have differed by over three standard deviations. Given these
controversies it is clear that precision measurements with the full suite of b hadron species, only
accessible to LHCb, will be crucial to provide the maximum confidence if a discrepancy appears
in the unitarity triangle fits.
Semileptonic decays, being flavour specific, provide a unique probe of B0q , where q = s, d,
meson mixing phenomena. In particular, CP violation in B0q meson mixing can be expressed
through the semileptonic asymmetries
aqsl =
Γ(B0q → f)− Γ(B0q → f¯)
Γ(B0q → f) + Γ(B0q → f¯)
≈ ∆Γq
∆Mq
tanφq12, (5.1)
where f is a flavour-specific final state that is only accessible through the decay of the B0q state.
Mixing is required to mediate the transition B0q → B0q → f , and its conjugate. Semileptonic
decays of the type B0q → D−q µ+νµX are well suited because (i) they are immune to any unknown
CP violation in decay and (ii) they have large branching ratios. These asymmetries are precisely
predicted to be tiny in the SM [34,200], while being highly sensitive to new mixing amplitudes
in NP scenarios.
In the SM, the B→ D(∗)µν and B→ D(∗)τν decays differ only through the effect of the
lepton mass on the available phase space. The ratio of their decay rates,
R(D(∗)) ≡ B→ D
(∗)τν
B→ D(∗)µν , (5.2)
is theoretically extremely clean, since most form factor uncertainties cancel, while being sensitive
to a range of NP models with preferential couplings to the third generation. At the time of
writing, the world averages for these quantities are in ∼ 4σ tension with the SM expectation [25].
This situation will be clarified with more precise measurements in the relatively near future. If
the discrepancy with the SM expectation persists, new observables with a range of different
decay modes are needed to distinguish between different NP explanations.
5.1 Determination of |Vub| and |Vcb|
LHCb is well suited to measuring ratios of b → u`ν to b → c`ν decays rates, in which the
unknown b production cross sections, and to some extent also efficiency corrections, cancel.
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Figure 5.1: The factor by which the effective integrated luminosity would be increased in an
analysis of B0s→ K−µ+νµ decays, as a function of the thickness of the RF foil. This factor is
defined with respect to the vertex resolution of the current detector. It is determined using
pseudoexperiments in which the B0s→ K−µ+νµ signal yield is determined through a likelihood
fit to the corrected mass distribution. The other variables (primarily the first hit radius and
resolution) affecting the vertex resolution are fixed to the Upgrade I values, which should be
possible to maintain for Upgrade II as discussed in Sect. 2.3.1. The improvement in these
variables, with respect to the current detector, is the reason that the blue trend line would cross
the lower horizontal line at a larger foil thickness than that of the real (current) detector (while
crossing the upper horizontal line at the Upgrade I thickness of 250 µm).
LHCb reported a first study of the decays Λ0b→ pµ−νµ and Λ0b→ Λ+c µ−νµ with Run 1 data,
which resulted in a determination of |Vub|/|Vcb| [201], exploiting precise lattice QCD calculations
of the decay form factors [202,203].
LHCb Upgrade II presents an exciting opportunity for new measurements of this type. An
excellent example is the analogous analysis with B0s→ K−µ+νµ and B0s→ D−s µ+νµ decays. The
relatively large spectator s quark mass allows the form factors of these decays to be computed
with lattice QCD to higher precision than decays of other b species. There are also good prospects
to extend the approach of [201], with a single q2 bin, to perform a differential measurement in
many fine bins of q2 [204], which clearly demands substantially larger sample sizes. Furthermore,
there are several reasons to expect that, compared to the study of Λ0b decays [201], far larger
integrated luminosities are required for the ultimate precision with B0s decays. Firstly the
B0s→ K−µ+νµ signal rate is roughly one order of magnitude smaller compared to Λ0b→ pµ−νµ.
Secondly the B0s→ K−µ+νµ decay is subject to backgrounds from all b hadron species whereas
Λ0b→ pµ−νµ is primarily contaminated by other Λ0b decays. Thirdly the B0s→ K−µ+νµ decay
rate is further suppressed with respect to Λ0b→ pµ−νµ at the higher q2 values at which the
lattice QCD uncertainties are smallest.
Upgrade II will also include several potential gains in detector performance which are highly
relevant to the reconstruction of decays like B0s→ K−µ+νµ. The key variable which distinguishes
the signal from background processes is the corrected mass, which depends on the reconstructed
line-of-flight between the PV and the B0s decay vertex. It is the resolution on this direction
which dominates the corrected mass resolution. The removal, or further thinning, of the RF
foil is therefore a really appealing prospect, since this would reduce the multiple scattering
contribution to the corrected mass resolution. Fig. 5.1 shows the potential gain in effective
integrated luminosity that can be achieved through a reduction of the RF foil thickness. Hence,
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in the limit the RF foil could be removed entirely, then there would be almost a 1.6 increase in
effective integrated luminosity. This analysis only considers the effect of the improved corrected
mass resolution, while further improvements are expected in the selection efficiency, purity and
q2 resolution.
The dominant systematic uncertainty in the Λ0b analysis [201] (material budget and its effect
on the charged hadron reconstruction efficiency) can be tightly constrained with new methods,
the performance of which will be greatly enhanced by any reduction in the RF foil, as discussed
in Sect. 5.2. The lattice QCD form factors are most precise at large q2 values, which correspond
to low momentum kaons that are not efficiently identified with the RICH approach of the current
detector. The low momentum PID performance of the proposed TORCH detector would greatly
enhance our capabilities with B0s→ K−µ+νµ decays at high q2.
The combination of these detector improvements with the Upgrade II dataset is expected
to reduce the experimental systematic uncertainties to the 0.5% level on |Vub|/|Vcb|. External
branching ratio uncertainties will also be greatly reduced at the BESIII experiment. For example
B(D+s → K+K−pi+) will be determined to the 1% level, translating to a ∼ 0.5% uncertainty on
|Vub|/|Vcb|. This combined with the differential shape information of the signals and continued
improvements to the lattice calculations will lead to a |Vub|/|Vcb| measurement uncertainty of
less than 1% with the Upgrade II dataset.
Upgrade II will allow several currently inaccessible decays, not least those of the rarely
produced B+c mesons, to be studied in detailed. A prime example is the decay B
+
c → D0µ+νµ,
which is potentially very clean from a theory point of view, due to the heavy charm spectator.
Approximately 30,000 reconstructed decays can be expected with the 300 fb−1 Upgrade II dataset,
which could lead to a competitive measurement of |Vub| in this currently unexplored system.
Purely leptonic decays such as B+ → µ+µ−µ+νµ will also become competitive, with similar
signal yields, and can provide information on the B-meson light cone distribution amplitude
which is a crucial input to the widely used theoretical tool of QCD factorisation.
The standalone determination of |Vcb| will also be increasingly important as other measure-
ments get more precise, as it will become the limiting factor in many SM predictions such as
the branching fraction of B0s → µ+µ− [205]. The current uncertainty is inflated due to the
disagreement between measurements from inclusive and exclusive final states and currently
appears to critically depend on the parameterisation used to fit the form factors [206, 207].
LHCb has already performed a measurement of the differential rate of the decay Λ0b → Λ+c µν,
allowing a determination of the form factors of that decay [208]. A first determination of the
absolute value of |Vcb|, exploiting theoretical predictions for the ratios of semileptonic decay
widths between different b hadron species [209], is in progress. The LHCb Upgrade II dataset
would provide large samples of exclusive b→ c`ν decays, with the full range of b hadron species,
with which incredibly precise shape measurements could be performed, as a crucial ingredient to
reach the ultimate precision of |Vcb|.
5.2 Semileptonic asymmetries adsl and a
s
sl
The observable defined in Eq. 5.1 would require flavour tagging to be measurable. Including
the effect of an unknown production asymmetry, ap, the time-dependent untagged asymmetry is
defined as:
Aqsl(t) ≡
N − N¯
N + N¯
=
aqsl
2
−
[
ap +
aqsl
2
]
·
[
cos ∆Mqt
cosh ∆Γqt/2
]
, (5.3)
where N and N¯ denote the number of observed decays to the f and f¯ final states, respectively.
A decay-time-dependent fit can disentangle the B0d− B¯0d production asymmetry from adsl [210]. In
the B0s case the time-integrated asymmetry is employed [211]. Owing to the large value of ∆Ms
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the term containing ap is suppressed to a calculable correction of a few ×10−4, after integrating
over decay time. These approaches have been applied in the measurements with the Run 2
dataset that are listed in Table 5.1. These are already the world’s best single measurements of
these parameters. However these measurements are far from any uncertainty floor in the SM
predictions, while being sensitive to a vast number of anomalous NP contributions to Γq12 and
M q12.
The following briefly reviews the dominant sources of uncertainty on the current LHCb
measurements, and considers strategies to fully exploit the potential of the Upgrade II. All
uncertainties are as evaluated on aqsl (i.e. all sources of raw asymmetry, and their uncertainties,
are scaled by a factor of two as expected from Eq. 5.3).
Statistical precision: The statistical uncertainty on assl straightforwardly extrapolates to
2.1× 10−4. In the case of adsl it should be noted that stringent fiducial cuts and weights
were imposed on the signal sample to control certain tracking asymmetries that were not
well known at the time. By the time of the subsequent assl measurement, a new method
with J/ψ → µ+µ− decays had been developed, and others are in the pipeline. A factor of
two further increase in yields is therefore assumed, which extrapolates to an uncertainty of
1.1× 10−4.
Detection asymmetries: The single largest contributor is the K−pi+ asymmetry in adsl. This
asymmetry was determined with a single method using D+ decays to the K−pi+pi+
and K0Spi
+ final states, with a precision of around 2.0 × 10−3 [210]. Thanks to trigger
improvements, a factor of two increase in the effective yield of the most limiting K0Spi
+
final state [212] can be anticipated. This will extrapolate to an uncertainty of 1.1× 10−4.
With improvements in the reconstruction of downstream tracks in the first HLT stage,
we may also be able to exploit K0Spi
+ final states with K0S decays downstream of the
VELO. Further methods have since been proposed using partially reconstructed D∗+
decays and D0 → K−K+ decays. The partial reconstruction method will be greatly
improved by the reduction of material before the first VELO measurement point. The
systematic uncertainties in these approaches will be controlled by using ultra high statistics
fast simulations to track the kinematic dependencies in the asymmetries. We target
an uncertainty of 1.0× 10−4 including systematic uncertainties. The equivalent K+K−
asymmetry in the assl measurement will be smaller and more precisely controlled. The
µ+pi− asymmetry will be controlled by a combination of J/ψ → µ+µ− decays, partially
reconstructed D∗+ decays, D0 → h−h+ decays, and high statistics fast simulations.
Background asymmetries: These measurements are challenging because the
B0q → D−q µ+νµX final states can be fed by the decays of other b hadron species.
This dilutes the relation between the raw asymmetry and aqsl and leads to a cocktail of
production asymmetry corrections. We assume that these backgrounds can be statistically
subtracted by extending the signal fits to include the D−q µ+ corrected mass dimension.
It is assumed that the background asymmetry uncertainties can be controlled to the
1.0× 10−4 level.
Other considerations: We must assess the impact of having unequal sample sizes in the two
polarities. This can be partially compensated for by assigning weights to one polarity [213].
We note that the choice of crossing angles should be carefully considered [214]. While we
do not account for them in the current estimation, we utilise other D+q decay modes to
better align the detection asymmetries between assl and a
d
sl. For example, D
+ → K−K+pi+
and D+ → K0Spi+ decays can be used, taking advantage of possible improvements in the
trigger efficiency for K0S decays in Upgrade II. While the former decay is singly Cabibbo
suppressed, its CP asymmetry could be measured using promptly produced D+ mesons.
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Table 5.1: Current theoretical and experimental determinations of the semileptonic asymmetries
adsl and a
s
sl.
Sample (L) δassl[10−4] δadsl[10−4]
Run 1 (3 fb−1) [210,211] 33 36
Run 1-3 (23 fb−1) 10 8
Run 1-3 (50 fb−1) 7 5
Run 1-5 (300 fb−1) 3 2
Current theory [34,200] 0.03 0.6
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Figure 5.2: Current and future landscape for the semileptonic asymmetries. The grey vertical
band indicates the current B-Factory average for adsl [25]. The blue ellipse represents the current
LHCb Run 1 measurements [210,211]. The red ellipse, which is arbitrarily centred, delineates
the Upgrade II projected precision. The black ellipse shows the SM prediction, the uncertainty
of which is barely visible with these axes.
In summary the Upgrade II dataset should allow both asymmetries to be measured to the level of
a few parts in 10−4, as listed in Table 5.1, which will give unprecedented new physics sensitivity,
and is still far from saturating the current theory uncertainties in the SM predictions. Figure 5.2
shows the prospective Upgrade II measurement, arbitrarily centred at a value that differs from
the SM prediction at the 10−3 level.
5.3 Lepton-flavour universality tests with b→ clν transitions
5.3.1 R(D) and R(D∗) with muonic and hadronic τ decays
LHCb has made measurements of R(D(∗)) using both muonic (τ+ → µ+νν) and hadronic
(τ+ → pi+pi−pi+ν) decays of the tau lepton [215–217]. Due to the presence of multiple neutrinos
these decays are extremely challenging to measure. The measurements rely on isolation techniques
to suppress partially reconstructed backgrounds, B meson flight information to constrain the
kinematics of the unreconstructed neutrinos, and a multidimensional template fit to determine the
signal yield. Figure 5.3 shows how the absolute uncertainties on the LHCb muonic and hadronic
R(D∗) measurements are projected to evolve with respect to the current status. The major
uncertainties are the statistical uncertainty from the fit, the uncertainties on the background
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Figure 5.3: The projected absolute uncertainties on R(D∗) and R(J/ψ) (see Sect. 5.3.2) from
the current sensitivities (at 3 fb−1) to 23 fb−1, 50 fb−1, and 300 fb−1.
modelling and the limited size of simulated samples. A major effort is already underway to
commission fast simulation tools. The background modelling is driven by a strategy of dedicated
control samples in the data, and so this uncertainty will continue to improve with larger data
samples. From Run 3 onward it is assumed that, taking advantage of the full software HLT,
the hadronic analysis can normalise directly to the B0 → D∗−µ+νµ decay, thus eliminating
the uncertainty from external measurements of B(B0 → D∗−pi+pi−pi+). It is assumed that all
other sources of systematic uncertainty will scale as
√L. With these assumptions, an absolute
uncertainty on R(D∗) of 0.003 will be achievable for the muonic and hadronic modes with the
300 fb−1 Upgrade II dataset.
On the timescale of Upgrade II, interest will shift toward new observables beyond the
branching fraction ratio [218]. The kinematics of the B→ D∗τν decays is fully described by the
dilepton mass, and three angles which are denoted χ, θL and θD. LHCb is capable of resolving
these three angles, as can be seen in Fig. 5.4. However, the broad resolutions demand very large
samples to extract the underlying physics. The decay distributions within this kinematic space
are governed by the underlying spin structure, and precise measurements of these distributions
will allow the different helicity amplitudes to be disentangled. This can be used both to constrain
the spin structure of any potential new physics contribution, and to measure the hadronic
parameters governing the B→ D∗τν decay, serving as an essential baseline for SM and non-SM
studies. The helicity-suppressed amplitude which presently dominates the theoretical uncertainty
on R(D(∗)) is too strongly suppressed in the B→ D(∗)µν decays to be measurable, however this
can be accessed in the B→ D(∗)τν decay directly. If any potential new physics contributions are
assumed not to contribute via the helicity-suppressed amplitude then the combined measurements
of B→ D(∗)µν and B→ D(∗)τν decays will allow for a fully data-driven prediction for R(D(∗))
under the assumption of lepton universality, eliminating the need for any theory input relating to
hadronic form factors. However, these measurements have yet to be demonstrated with existing
data. This exciting programme of differential measurements needs to be developed on Run 1
and 2 data before any statement is made about the precise sensitivity, but it offers unparalleled
potential to fully characterise both the SM and non-SM contributions to the b→ cτν transition.
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Figure 5.4: Angular resolution for simulated B→ D∗µν (black) and B→ D∗τν (red) decays,
with τ+ → µ+νν. This demonstrates our ability to resolve the full angular distribution, with
some level of statistical dilution.
5.3.2 Prospects with other b hadrons
As measurements in R(D∗) become more statistically precise, it will become increasingly more
important to provide supplementary measurements in other b-hadron species with different
background structure and different sources of systematic uncertainties. For example, the
B0s→ D+s τ−ν and B0s→ D∗+s τ−ν decays will allow supplementary measurements at high yields,
and do not suffer as badly from cross-feed backgrounds from other mesons, unlike, for example,
B0→ D∗+τ−ν, where the B+ and B0s both contribute to the D∗+µX or D∗+pi−pi+pi−X final
states. Furthermore, the comparison of decays with different spins of the b and c hadrons can
enhance the sensitivity to different NP scenarios [208,219]. No published measurements exist for
the B0s case yet, but based on known relative efficiencies and assuming the statistical power of
this mode tracks R(D(∗)), we expect less than 6% relative uncertainty after Run 3, and 2.5%
with the Upgrade II data, where limiting systematic uncertainties are currently expected to
arise from corrections to simulated pointing and vertex resolutions, from knowledge of particle
identification efficiencies, and from knowledge of the backgrounds from random combinations
of charm and muons. It is conceivable that new techniques and control samples could further
increase the precision of these measurements.
Methods are currently under development for separating the B0s→ D∗+s `−ν and B0s→ D+s `−ν
modes, and given the relative slow pion (D∗+→ D0pi+) and soft photon (D∗+s → D+s γ) efficiencies,
the precision in B0s→ D+s τν decays can be expected to exceed that in B0s→ D∗+s τν, the reverse
of the situation for R(D(∗)). An upgraded ECAL would extend the breadth and sensitivity of
R(D∗(∗)+s ) measurements possible in the Upgrade II scenario above and beyond the possible
benefits of improved neutral isolation in R(D) or R(D+s ) measurements.
Of particular interest are the semitauonic decays of b baryons and of B+c mesons. The
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former provides probes of entirely new Lorentz structures of NP operators which pseudoscalar to
pseudoscalar or vector transitions simply do not access. The value of probing this supplementary
space of couplings has already been demonstrated by LHCb with its Run 1 measurement of |Vub|
via the decay Λ0b→ pµ−ν, which places strong constraints on right-handed currents sometimes
invoked to explain the inclusive-exclusive tensions in that quantity. By the end of Run 3, it is
expected that the relative uncertainty for R(Λ+c ) will reach below 4%, and 2.5% by the end
of Upgrade II. A further exciting prospect is lepton universality tests with b → u`ν decays,
with ` = µ, τ , which have been beyond experimental reach thus far. For example the decay
B+ → pp¯`ν offers a clean experimental signature. Our capabilities with this decay could benefit
from the enhanced low momentum proton identification with the TORCH subdetector.
Meanwhile, the B+c → J/ψτ−ν decay is an entirely unique state among the flavoured mesons
as the bound state of two distinct flavors of heavy quark, and, through its abundant decays to
charmonium final states, provides a highly efficient signature for triggering and reconstruction
at high instantaneous luminosities. Measurements of B+c → J/ψ`ν decays involve a trade-
off between the approximately 100 times smaller production cross-section for B+c verses the
extremely efficient J/ψ→ µ+µ− signature in the LHCb trigger. For illustration, in Run 1, LHCb
reconstructed and selected 19 000 B+c → J/ψµ−ν decays, compared with 360 000 B0→ D∗+µ−ν
decays. This resulted in a measurement of R(J/ψ ) = 0.71± 0.17± 0.18 [220]. As a result of the
smaller production cross-section, the muonic measurements have large backgrounds from h→ µ
misidentification from the relatively abundant B→ J/ψXh decays, where Xh is any collection
of hadrons, and so they are very sensitive to the performance of the muon system and PID
algorithms in the future. Here it is assumed that it will be possible to achieve similar performance
to Run 1 in the upgraded system.
To project the sensitivity for B+c → J/ψτ−ν based on Ref. [220], it is assumed that all the
systematic uncertainties can be reduced with the size of the input data except for those that
were assumed not to scale with data for the previous predictions. For these, we assume that
they can be reduced up until they reach the same absolute size as the corresponding systematic
uncertainties in the Run 1 muonic R(D∗) analysis. In addition, it is assumed that sometime in
the 2020s lattice QCD calculations of the form factors for this process will allow the systematic
uncertainty due to signal form factors to be reduced by an additional factor of two. This results
in a projected absolute uncertainty for the muonic mode of 0.07 at the end of Run 3 and 0.02 by
the end of Upgrade II, as can be seen in Fig. 5.3. Measurements in the hadronic mode can be
expected to reach similar sensitivities.
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6 Mixing and CP violation in charm
The mixing of neutral D mesons probes flavour changing neutral currents between up-type
quarks, which could be affected by beyond-the-SM physics in fundamentally different ways to
the down-type quarks that make up the K0, B0 and B0s systems.
A fully software trigger will allow LHCb to take full advantage of the enormous production
rate of charm hadrons at the HL-LHC, and collect the largest sample, by far, of charm decays
ever recorded: two orders or magnitude more than Belle II in the key channels discussed here.
The flavour-tagged sample will be further boosted for Upgrade II by the addition of magnet
stations (see Section 6.1.1).
CP violation in mixing-related phenomena are predicted to be very small, O(10−4) or less in
the SM [221, 222]: there are thus excellent prospects for observing new physics contributions
beyond the SM level. In the absence of new physics contributions to charm CP violation, the
LHCb Upgrade II may well be the only facility with a realistic probability of observing these
phenomena as it will be able to reach a sensitivity of O(10−5). The LHCb programme is also
robust, as strong sensitivity is obtained in a range of modes with complementarity in their
dominant systematic uncertainties. The use of the doubly Cabibbo-suppressed D0→ K+pi−
(Sect. 6.1.1) and D0→ K+pi−pi−pi+ decays (Sect. 6.1.2), D0→ K0Spi+pi− (Sect. 6.1.3) and AΓ in
Cabibbo suppressed D0→ h+h− CP eigenstates (Sect. 6.1.4) are all discussed here. Sect. 6.1.5
and Fig. 6.3 summarise the remarkable impact that Upgrade II will have on charm indirect CP
violation.
Effects of CP violation in decay are less cleanly predicted, and could be as large as
O(10−3) [223] in charm, close to the current levels of sensitivity. If current hints [224] are
confirmed, or if other signals emerge with future data, it will be possible to launch a compre-
hensive survey of such effects in charm decays. The higher yields of the two-body D0→ h+h−
(Sect. 6.2.1) modes, and the ability to probe the interfering structures in the phase space of
multi-body decays, such as D+(s)→ h+h+h− (Sect. 6.2.1) and D0→ h+h−h+h− (Sect. 6.2.3),
provide interestingly complementary programmes. The potential for LHCb to study neutral
modes (Sect. 6.2.4), and perform a thorough exploration of the largely unstudied charm-baryon
sector (Sect. 6.2.5) are also discussed.
6.1 Neutral D-meson mixing and indirect CP violation
The precision measurement of the mixing parameters and above all the discovery of CP violation
in the D0 system, and the precise determination of its parameters, will be the key goals of
Upgrade II.
The neutral D mesons mix to form mass eigenstates |D1〉 = p|D0〉 + q|D0〉 and |D2〉 =
p|D0〉 − q|D0〉 with masses M1, M2 and widths Γ1, Γ2, respectively. The complex-valued
parameters q and p are normalised such that |p|2 + |q|2 = 1. We use the phase convention
CP |D0〉 = +|D0〉 implying that, in the limit of CP symmetry with p = q, D1 is the CP -
even eigenstate and D2 is the CP -odd state. We define the dimensionless mixing parameters,
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Figure 6.1: The momentum spectra in LHCb simulation of slow pions from the decayD∗+→ D0pi+
that leave hits in the UT. The slow pions observed in the SciFi in Upgrade I and those that will
be added by the Magnet Stations (MS) for Upgrade II are indicated.
x = (M1 − M2)/Γ and y = (Γ1 − Γ2)/(2Γ), where Γ = (Γ1 + Γ2)/2 is the average width.
The deviation of |q/p| from unity parameterises CP violation in mixing. The relative phase
φ = arg(qAf/(pAf )) between q/p and the ratio of D
0 and D0 decay amplitudes to a common
final state f , Af/Af , is sensitive to CP violation in the interference between mixing and decay.
Within the SM φ is approximately independent of the decay-mode.
6.1.1 Measurements with D0→ K∓pi±
The mixing and CP -violation parameters in D0–D0 oscillations can be accessed through the
comparison of the decay-time-dependent ratio of D0→ K+pi− to D0→ K−pi+ rates with the
corresponding ratio for the charge-conjugate processes.
The neutral D-meson flavour at production can be determined from the charge of the
low-momentum pion (slow pion) produced in the flavour-conserving strong-interaction decay
D∗+→ D0pi+. This flavour-tagging technique is used throughout many measurements in this
chapter. These low-momentum pions are strongly deflected by the magnetic field in the
experiment. The addition of the Magnet Stations (see Sect. 2.3.1) will allow the momentum and
charge of previously lost pions to be determined. As illustrated in Fig. 6.1 the flavour-tagged
charm sample can be increased by 40% in size by the inclusion of Magnet Station information.
The D∗+→ D0(→ K−pi+)pi+ process, which is dominated by a Cabibbo-favoured amplitude,
is denoted as right-sign (RS). Wrong-sign (WS) decays, D∗+→ D0(→ K+pi−)pi+, arise from
the doubly Cabibbo-suppressed D0→ K+pi− decay and the Cabibbo-favoured D0→ K+pi−
decay that follows D0–D0 oscillation. Since the mixing parameters are small, |x|, |y|  1, the
CP -averaged decay-time-dependent ratio of WS-to-RS rates is approximated as [225–227]
RKpi(t) ≈ RKpiD +
√
RKpiD y
′
Kpi (Γt) +
x′2Kpi + y
′2
Kpi
4
(Γt)2 , (6.1)
where t is the D proper decay time. The parameter RKpiD is the ratio of suppressed-to-favoured
decay rates at t = 0. The parameters x′Kpi and y
′
Kpi depend linearly on the mixing parameters,
x′Kpi ≡ x cos δKpi +y sin δKpi and y′Kpi ≡ y cos δKpi−x sin δKpi, through the strong-phase difference
δKpi between the suppressed and favoured amplitudes. If CP violation occurs, the decay-rate ratios
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Table 6.1: Extrapolated signal yields, and statistical precision on the mixing and CP -violation
parameters, from the analysis of promptly produced WS D∗+→ D0(→ K+pi−)pi+ decays. Signal
yields of promptly produced RS D∗+→ D0(→ K−pi+)pi+ decays are typically 250 times larger.
Sample (L) Yield (×106) σ(x′2Kpi) σ(y′Kpi) σ(AD) σ(|q/p|) σ(φ)
Run 1–2 (9 fb−1) 1.8 1.5× 10−5 2.9× 10−4 0.51% 0.12 10◦
Run 1–3 (23 fb−1) 10 6.4× 10−6 1.2× 10−4 0.22% 0.05 4◦
Run 1–4 (50 fb−1) 25 3.9× 10−6 7.6× 10−5 0.14% 0.03 3◦
Run 1–5 (300 fb−1) 170 1.5× 10−6 2.9× 10−5 0.05% 0.01 1◦
R+(t) and R−(t) of mesons produced as D0 and D0, respectively, are functions of independent
sets of parameters, RKpi±D , (x
′±
Kpi)
2 and y′±Kpi. The parameters R
Kpi+
D and R
Kpi−
D differ if the ratio
between the suppressed and favoured decay amplitudes is not CP symmetric, indicating direct
CP violation, which is commonly described by the asymmetry AKpiD = (R
Kpi+
D −RKpi−D )/(RKpi+D +
RKpi−D ). Violation of CP symmetry either in mixing or in the interference between mixing
and decay amplitudes generates differences between (x′±Kpi)
2 = |q/p|±2(x′Kpi cosφ± y′Kpi sinφ)2
and y′±Kpi = |q/p|±1(y′Kpi cosφ ∓ x′Kpi sinφ). The CP -violation parameters (|q/p| and φ) can be
determined in the analysis without the need of external inputs.
The latest measurement from LHCb [228] uses Run 1 and early Run 2 (2015–2016) data,
corresponding to a total sample of about L = 5 fb−1 of integrated luminosity. Assuming CP
conservation, the mixing parameters are measured to be x′2Kpi = (3.9±2.7)×10−5, y′Kpi = (5.28±
0.52)× 10−3, and RKpiD = (3.454± 0.031)× 10−3. Studying D0 and D0 decays separately shows
no evidence for CP violation and provides the current most stringent bounds on the parameters
AKpiD and |q/p| from a single measurement, AKpiD = (−0.1± 9.1)× 10−3 and 1.00 < |q/p| < 1.35
at the 68.3% confidence level.
In Table 6.1 the signal yields and the statistical precision from Ref. [228] are extrapolated
to the end of Run 2 and to the end of Upgrade II, assuming that the central values of the
measurements stay the same. This assumption is particularly important for the CP -violation
parameters, as their precision may depend on the measured values.
Systematic uncertainties are estimated using control samples of data and none of them are
foreseen to have irreducible contributions that exceed the ultimate statistical precision, if the
detector performance (particularly in terms of vertexing/tracking and particle identification
capabilities) is kept at least in line with what is currently achieved at LHCb.
6.1.2 Measurements with D0→ K∓pi±pi+pi−
Like D0→ K−pi+ and D0→ K+pi−, the decays D0→ K−pi+pi−pi+ and D0→ K+pi−pi−pi+ are a
pair of RS and WS decays with high sensitivity to charm mixing. However, the rich amplitude
structure across the five dimensional phase space that describes these decays offers unique
opportunities (and challenges) in these four-body modes.
In a phase-space integrated analysis using 3fb−1 of data, LHCb made the first observation of
mixing in this decay mode, and measured the quantities RK3piD = (3.21± 0.014) · 10−3, as well as
RK3picohery
′
K3pi = (0.3± 1.8) · 10−3, 14(x2 + y2) = (4.8± 1.8) · 10−5 [229]; the parameter RK3picoher is the
coherence factor, which takes into account the effect of integrating over the entire four-body
phase space [230,231].
The unique power of multibody decays lies to a large extent in the fact that the strong-phase
difference between the interfering D0 and D0 amplitudes varies across phase space. This can
only be fully exploited through analyses of phase space distributions (either in bins or unbinned),
rather than a phase-space-integrated approach. Such a “phase space resolved” approach allows a
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Table 6.2: Extrapolated signal yields, and sensitivity to the mixing and CP -violation parameters,
from the analysis of D0→ K+pi−pi−pi+ decays (statistical uncertainties, only).
Sample (L) Yield (×106) σ(x′Kpipipi) σ(y′Kpipipi) σ(|q/p|) σ(φ)
Run 1–2 (9 fb−1) 0.22 2.3× 10−4 2.3× 10−4 0.020 1.2◦
Run 1–3 (23 fb−1) 1.29 0.9× 10−4 0.9× 10−4 0.008 0.5◦
Run 1–4 (50 fb−1) 3.36 0.6× 10−4 0.6× 10−4 0.005 0.3◦
Run 1–5 (300 fb−1) 22.5 0.2× 10−4 0.2× 10−4 0.002 0.1◦
direct measurement of x′Kpipipi and y
′
Kpipipi (rather than only to x
′2 and y′ as in the 2-body case),
and crucially provides high sensitivity to the CP -violating variables φ and |q/p|.
However, the same phase variations that make multibody decays so powerful, are also a major
challenge, as they need to be known in order to cleanly determine the mixing and CP -violation
parameters of interest. In principle, the relevant phases can be inferred from an amplitude
model such as that obtained from 3fb−1 of LHCb data [162]. Such models may introduce
unacceptable theoretical uncertainties for the precision era of LHCb Upgrade II unless there are
significant innovations in the theoretical description of four-body amplitudes. Model-independent
approaches will also be applied. These use quantum-correlated events at the charm threshold
to infer the required phase information in a model-unbiased way. BESIII is working closely
with LHCb [232] to provide the necessary model-independent input for D0→ K+pi−pi−pi+ across
different regions of phase space for measurements of the γ angle (see Chapter 4) as well as charm
mixing and CP -violation measurements.
Simulation sensitivity studies with model-dependent approaches give a useful indication of the
precision that can be achieved. A recent such study [233] uses LHCb’s latest D0→ K+pi−pi−pi+
amplitude model [162]. Table 6.2 gives the yields and sensitivities scaled from this study,
illustrating the impressive sensitivity of this decay mode. The study is based on promptly
produced D∗+ mesons decaying in the flavour-conserving decay mode D∗+→ D0pi+. Several
systematic uncertainties require improvements in the analysis method in order to scale with
increasing sample sizes. However, given the huge potential of this channel, sufficient effort is
expected to be dedicated to this challenge, such that adequate methods can be developed, and
the necessary input from threshold measurements is both generated at BESIII and exploited
optimally at LHCb. Indeed, once these are in place, this channel has the potential for probing
O(10−5) CP violation, assuming the current world average value of x.
6.1.3 Amplitude analysis of D0→ K0
S
h+h−
The self-conjugate decayD0→ K0Spi+pi− includes both the Cabibbo-favoured and doubly Cabibbo-
suppressed as well as CP -eigenstate processes reconstructed in the same final state. This allows
the relative strong phase between these contributions to be determined from the data, and in
turn enables both the mixing parameters x and y and the CP -violation parameters |q/p| and φ
to be directly measured without need for external input. As a result, this channel provides the
dominant constraint on the parameter x in the global fits.
The mixing and CPV parameters modulate the time-dependence of the complex amplitudes,
which also depend on the two-dimensional phase-space of the decay. As such, the measurement
relies on both a precise understanding of the detector acceptance effects as a function of phase-
space and decay time, and on an accurate description of the evolution of the underlying decay
amplitudes over the Dalitz plane. As discussed in the previous section both model-dependent
and model-independent approaches using quantum-correlated DD¯ pairs from ψ(3770) decays
can be applied.
Previous measurements from the CLEO [234], BaBar [235], and Belle [236] collaborations
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Table 6.3: Extrapolated signal yields, and statistical precision on the mixing and CP violation
parameters, for the analysis of the decay D0→ K0Spi+pi−. Candidates tagged by semileptonic B
decay (SL) and those from prompt charm meson production are shown separately.
Sample (lumi L) Tag Yield σ(x) σ(y) σ(|q/p|) σ(φ)
Run 1–2 (9 fb−1)
SL 10M 0.07% 0.05% 0.07 4.6◦
Prompt 36M 0.05% 0.05% 0.04 1.8◦
Run 1–3 (23 fb−1)
SL 33M 0.036% 0.030% 0.036 2.5◦
Prompt 200M 0.020% 0.020% 0.017 0.77◦
Run 1–4 (50 fb−1)
SL 78M 0.024% 0.019% 0.024 1.7◦
Prompt 520M 0.012% 0.013% 0.011 0.48◦
Run 1–5 (300 fb−1)
SL 490M 0.009% 0.008% 0.009 0.69◦
Prompt 3500M 0.005% 0.005% 0.004 0.18◦
have used the model-dependent approach, with the Belle measurement having the best precision
to date, x = (0.56+0.20−0.23)%, y = (0.30
+0.16
−0.17)% (assuming CP symmetry), and |q/p| = 0.90+0.18−0.16,
φ = (−6± 12)◦. The one published LHCb result was based on 1 fb−1 of Run 1 data [237], and
used a model-independent approach with strong phases taken from a CLEO measurement [152]
to determine x = (−0.86 ± 0.56)%, y = (0.03 ± 0.48)%. This analysis used around 2 × 105
D∗+→ D0pi+, D0→ K0Spi+pi− decays from 2011, which suffered from low K0S trigger efficiencies
that were significantly increased for 2012 and beyond, and will benefit further from software
trigger innovations in the Upgrade era.
At LHCb these decays can be reconstructed either through semileptonic decays such as
B−→ D0µ−ν¯µ (where the muon charge is used to tag the initial D0 flavour), or through prompt
charm production (where the charge of the slow pion in the decay D∗+→ D0pi+ tags the
initial flavour). The two channels have complementary properties and both will be important
components of future mixing and CP violation analyses at LHCb.
The prompt charm yields are significantly larger than for the semileptonic channel, due
to the increased production cross-section; however, triggering signal candidates is much more
efficient, and introduces fewer non-uniformities in acceptance, for the semileptonic channel. The
estimated future yields are presented in Table 6.3. Also shown are projected statistical precisions
on the four mixing and CP -violating parameters, which have been extrapolated from complete
analyses of the Run 1 data for both SL and prompt cases.
The dominant systematic uncertainties on mixing parameters in this channel come from two
main sources. Firstly, the precision with which the non-uniformities in detector-acceptance versus
decay time and as a function of phase space can be determined; secondly, the knowledge of the
strong-phase evolution across the Dalitz plane. For the Run 2 analysis, both contributions are
significantly lower than the statistical precision, while in the longer term new approaches will be
necessary to further reduce these systematic uncertainties. Trigger and event selection techniques
should be adapted to emphasise uniform acceptance, even if this comes at the cost of significant
efficiency loss. New techniques, such as the bin-flip method [238], can further reduce dependence
on the non-uniform acceptance, although at the cost of degraded statistical precision on the
mixing and CP -violation parameters. In the model-dependent approach many of the model
systematic uncertainties may reduce or vanish with increased integrated luminosity, as currently
fixed parameters are incorporated into the data fit, and the data become increasingly capable of
rejecting unsuitable models provided that there is suitable evolution in the model descriptions.
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For the model-independent approach, the uncertainty from external inputs (currently from
CLEO-c, later from BESIII) will also reduce with luminosity as the LHCb data starts to provide
constraining power. There are no systematic uncertainties which are known to have irreducible
contributions that exceed the ultimate statistical precision.
For the CP violation parameters additional sources of systematic uncertainty come from the
knowledge of detector-induced asymmetries. In particular, there is a known asymmetry between
K0 and K0 in their interactions with material. The limitation here will be the precision with
which the material traversed by each K0S meson can be determined. The Upgrade II detector
will be constructed to minimise material, and to allow precise evaluation of the remaining
contributions. This channel thus has comparable power on CP violating parameters, but with a
simpler two-dimensional phase space and complementary detector systematic uncertainties, as
the four-body decay discussed in the previous section.
6.1.4 Measurement of AΓ
A further sensitive probe of indirect CP violation in the charm sector is given by the time
evolution of decays of D0 mesons into CP eigenstates. Due to the smallness of the charm mixing
parameters, the CP asymmetry as a function of decay time can be written as
ACP (t) =
Γ(D0(t)→ f)− Γ(D0(t)→ f)
Γ(D0(t)→ f) + Γ(D0(t)→ f) = A
dir
CP +
t
τD
AindirCP +O
((
t
τD
)2)
' AdirCP −
t
τD
AΓ,
(6.2)
where Γ(D0(t)→ f) and Γ(D0(t)→ f) indicate the time-dependent decay rates of an initial D0
or D0 decaying to a final state f at decay time t, τD = 1/Γ is the average lifetime of the D
0
meson, and AdirCP is the asymmetry related to direct CP violation. The parameter AΓ is related
to indirect CP violation (' −AindirCP ) and is defined as
AΓ ≡ Γˆ(D
0→ h+h−)− Γˆ(D0→ h+h−)
Γˆ(D0→ h+h−) + Γˆ(D0→ h+h−) (6.3)
where Γˆ, the effective lifetime, is defined by
1/Γˆ =
∫
tΓ(t) dt∫
Γ(t) dt
. (6.4)
Neglecting contributions from subleading amplitudes, AΓ is independent of the final state f .
It is therefore possible to measure indirect CP violation by either measuring the two lifetimes
separately, or by the time evolution of the asymmetry.
Neglecting CP violation in mixing, it can be shown that AΓ ≈ −x sinφ, implying that
|AΓ| < |x| <∼ 5 × 10−3 [25],thus setting the scale of the size of the effect that needs to be
measured. While this means that the quantity to be measured is necessarily small, the large
yields available in the Cabibbo-suppressed modes f = pi+pi− or f = K+K−, and tagging from the
D∗± decay, allow precise measurements provided the systematic uncertainties can be controlled
with a high degree of precision. Tagging based on semileptonic decays of a parent beauty hadron
is also possible and has been used in a published LHCb measurement [239], but contributes
significantly lower yields.
Most potential systematic effects are essentially constant in t and therefore cause little uncer-
tainties in the observed decay time evolution of the asymmetry. However, second-order effects
and detector–induced correlation between momentum and proper decay time are sufficient to
produce spurious asymmetries, that must be appropriately corrected. In addition, contamination
from secondary decays is a first-order effect in time that must be suppressed, and its residual bias
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Table 6.4: Extrapolated signal yields, and statistical precision on indirect CP violation from AΓ.
Sample (L) Tag Yield K+K− σ(AΓ) Yield pi+pi− σ(AΓ)
Run 1–2 (9 fb−1) Prompt 60M 0.013% 18M 0.024%
Run 1–3 (23 fb−1) Prompt 310M 0.0056% 92M 0.0104 %
Run 1–4 (50 fb−1) Prompt 793M 0.0035% 236M 0.0065 %
Run 1–5 (300 fb−1) Prompt 5.3G 0.0014% 1.6G 0.0025 %
accounted for. Both corrections are dependent on the availability of a large number of favoured
D0 → K−pi+ decays as calibration, and can be expected to scale with statistics; collection of this
sample with the same trigger as for the signal modes is therefore a crucial tool for performing
this measurement with high precision in the future.
The Run 1 LHCb measurement of this quantity gave consistent results in the two h+h−
modes, averaging AΓ = (−0.13± 0.28± 0.10)× 10−3 [240], which is still statistically dominated.
For the reasons mentioned above, this precision is at the threshold of becoming physically
interesting, making it a high-priority target to pursue with more data. It seems highly likely
that LHCb Upgrade II will be the only experiment built in the foreseeable future that will be
able to do this.
Table 6.4 shows expected yields and precisions attainable in LHCb Upgrade II, under the
same assumptions on efficiencies adopted in the previous sections; this must include provisions
for acquiring and storing 5× 1010 Cabibbo-favoured decays. The ultimate combined precision is
1× 10−5.
6.1.5 Summary of indirect CP violation
A comparison of the potential precision of the analyses presented in the previous sections is
shown in Fig. 6.2, and compared with the expected precision from Belle II. The expected LHCb
constraints on φ are translated into asymmetry constraints (Aind.CP ≈ x sin(φ)) by multiplying
by the current HFLAV average of x and neglecting the uncertainty on this. This comparison
assumes that x is non-zero, φ not overly large, and x will be determined comparatively well in
the future. This comparison neglects the additional constraining power from |q/p|.
The analyses presented in the previous sections are also combined to establish the sensitivity
to the CP -violating parameters |q/p| and φ. The combination is performed using the method
described in Ref. [166]. At an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 the sensitivity to |q/p| is expected
to be 0.001 and that to φ to be 0.1◦. This remarkable sensitivity is contrasted with the HFLAV
world average as of 2017 in Fig. 6.3. We thus conclude that the LHCb Upgrade II will have
impressive power to characterise new physics contributions to CP violation and is the only
foreseen facility with a strong potential of probing the Standard Model contribution.
6.2 Direct CP violation
LHCb has a comprehensive programme of searches for direct CP violation in charm. Neutral D
mesons, where indirect CP violation can also contribute, and charged D±s meson decays, where
only direct effects can occur, are both studied. The higher statistics of two-body decays and
the interfering amplitudes of multi-body decays are both probed. Four-body decays and the
new field of baryon decays, allow the complementary studies of P -even and P -odd CP violation
contributions. Singly and doubly Cabibbo-suppressed decays are both studied and channels
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Figure 6.2: The predicted constraints on the indirect CP violation asymmetry in charm from
the decay channels indicated in the labels at the bottom of the columns. Predictions are shown
in LS2 (2020) from LHCb, LS3 (2025) from LHCb, at the end of Belle II (2025), and at the end
of the HL-LHC LHCb Upgrade II programme.
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Figure 6.3: The estimated constraints for LHCb Upgrade II on φ, |q/p| from the combination of
the analyses in the previous section (red) compared to the current world-average precision [25]
(light blue).
with new physics sensitive loop processes or those with exchange diagrams where larger SM
contributions are expected. The precision study of modes containing neutral particles will be
opened up by the proposed calorimeter of Upgrade II.
Direct CP violation effects in the charm system could be larger than those in indirect CP
violation, and Upgrade II will be able to characterise the direct CP sources. Alternatively CP
violation effects may be very small and Upgrade II will be needed to probe them. In either
scenario the experiment will have a strong programme in this field.
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Table 6.5: Extrapolated signal yields and statistical precision on direct CP violation observables for the
promptly produced samples.
Sample (L) Tag Yield Yield σ(∆ACP ) σ(ACP (hh))
D0 →K−K+ D0 →pi−pi+ [%] [%]
Run 1–2 (9 fb−1) Prompt 52M 17M 0.03 0.07
Run 1–3 (23 fb−1) Prompt 280M 94M 0.013 0.03
Run 1–4 (50 fb−1) Prompt 1G 305M 0.007 0.015
Run 1–5 (300 fb−1) Prompt 4.9G 1.6G 0.003 0.007
6.2.1 Measurement of ACP in D
0→ K+K− and D0→ pi+pi− and CP violation
in other two-body modes
The singly Cabibbo-suppressed D0 → K−K+ and D0 → pi−pi+ decays discussed in Sect. 6.1.4
for indirect CP violation studies, also play a critical role in the measurement of time-integrated
direct CP violation. The amount of CP violation in these decays is expected to be below the
percent level [241–248], but large theoretical uncertainties due to long-distance interactions
prevent precise SM predictions. In the presence of physics beyond the SM, the expected CP
asymmetries could be enhanced [249], although an observation near the current experimental
limits would be consistent with the SM expectation. The direct CP violation is associated with
the breaking of CP symmetry in the decay amplitude. It is measured through the time-integrated
CP asymmetry in the h−h+ decay rates
ACP (D
0 → h−h+) ≡ Γ(D
0 → h−h+)− Γ(D0 → h−h+)
Γ(D0 → h−h+) + Γ(D0 → h−h+) . (6.5)
The sensitivity to direct CP violation is enhanced through a measurement of the difference in CP
asymmetries betweenD0→K−K+ andD0→pi−pi+ decays, ∆ACP = ACP (K−K+)−ACP (pi−pi+),
in which detector asymmetries largely cancel.
The individual asymmetries ACP (K
−K+) and ACP (pi−pi+) can also be measured. A mea-
surement of the time-integrated CP asymmetry in D0 → K−K+ has been performed at LHCb
with 3 fb−1 collected at centre-of-mass energies of 7 and 8 TeV. The flavour of the charm meson
at production is determined from the charge of the pion in D∗+ → D0pi+ decays, or via the
charge of the muon in semileptonic b-hadron decays (B → D0µ−νµX). The analysis strategy
so far relies on the D+ → K−pi+pi−, D+ → K0spi+ and D∗+ → D0(→ K−pi+)pi+ decays as
control samples [250]. In this case, due to the weighting procedures aiming to fully cancel the
production and reconstruction asymmetries, the effective prompt signal yield for ACP (K
−K+)
is reduced. The expected signal yields and the corresponding statistical precision in Upgrade II
are summarised in Table 6.5.
The ∆ACP observable is robust against systematic uncertainties. The main sources of system-
atic uncertainties are inaccuracies in the fit model, the weighting procedure, the contamination
of the prompt sample with secondary D0 mesons and the presence of peaking backgrounds.
There are no systematic uncertainties which are expected to have irreducible contributions which
exceed the ultimate statistical precision. This channel is already entering the upper range of the
physically interesting sensitivities, and will likely continue to provide the world’s best sensitivity
to direct CP violation in charm in Upgrade II. The power of these two-body CP eigenstates at
LHCb Upgrade II is illustrated in Fig. 6.4, which shows the indirect (see Sect. 6.1.4) and direct
CP constraints that will come from these modes.
There are a significant number of other two-body modes of strong physics interest where
Upgrade II will also make important contributions. These include the decay modes D0 → K0SK0S
(0.28%), D0 → K0SK∗0 (0.6 × 10−4), D0 → K0SK∗0 (0.8 × 10−4), D+s → K0Spi+ (3.2 × 10−4),
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Figure 6.4: The estimated constraints for LHCb Upgrade II on indirect and direct charm CP
violation from the analysis of two-body CP eigenstates. The current world-average precision [25]
is ±2.6× 10−4 for indirect and ±18× 10−4 for direct CP violation and thus larger than the full
scale of this plot.
D+ → K0SK+ (1.2 × 10−4), D+ → φpi+ (6 × 10−5), D+ → η′pi+ (3.2 × 10−5), D+s → η′pi+
(3.2 × 10−4), where the projected statistical only CP asymmetry sensitivities are given in
parentheses. The first three modes mentioned are notable as they receive sizeable contributions
from exchange amplitudes at tree-level and could have a relatively enhanced contribution from
penguin annihilation diagrams which are sensitive to New Physics. Consequently some authors
have highlighted them as potential CP violation discovery channels [251,252].
6.2.2 Measurements with D+ → h+h−h+ and D+s → h+h−h+ decays
Searches for direct CP violation in the phase space of Cabibbo-suppressed (CS) D+ → h+1 h−2 h+3
decays, hereafter referred to as D → 3h, are complementary to that of D(0,+) → h1h2 (hi = pi,K).
In charged D systems, only CP violation in the decay is possible. The main observable is the
CP asymmetry, which, in the case of two-body decays, is a single number. In contrast, D → 3h,
decays allow the study of the distribution of the CP asymmetry across a two-dimensional phase
space (usually represented by the Dalitz plot).
The D → 3h decays proceed mostly through intermediate resonant states. With a relatively
small phase space, the resonances are spread over the entire Dalitz plot. The different resonant
amplitudes overlap and interfere, providing the strong phase difference needed for direct CP
violation to occur. This is a unique feature of multi-body decays. In some regions of the phase
space the difference in strong phase between the various resonant amplitudes is very large, which
may cause relatively large and localised CP asymmetries. The difference in strong phases often
change sign across the Dalitz plot, causing eventual CP asymmetries to change sign as well,
reducing the sensitivity of phase-space-integrated measurements.
The most appealing aspect of this study is that one does not need to rely on models for the
resonant structure of D → 3h decays. The CP violation may be observed in a direct, model-
independent comparison between D+ and D− Dalitz plots. In both K−K+pi+ and pi−pi+pi+
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Table 6.6: Extrapolated signal yields, in units of 106, of the Cabibbo-suppressed decays D+ →
K−K+pi+, D+ → pi−pi+pi+, and of the doubly Cabibbo-suppressed decays D+ → K−K+K+,
D+ → pi−K+pi+.
Sample (L) D+ → K−K+pi+ D+ → pi−pi+pi+ D+ → K−K+K+ D+ → pi−K+pi+
Run 1–2 (9 fb−1) 200 100 14 8
Run 1–4 (23 fb−1) 1,000 500 70 40
Run 1–4 (50 fb−1) 2,600 1,300 182 104
Run 1–6 (300 fb−1) 17,420 8,710 1,219 697
Table 6.7: Sensitivities to CP -violation scenarios for D+ → pi−pi+pi+ decays. Simulated D+
and D− Dalitz plots are generated with relative changes in the phase of the Rpi± amplitude,
R = ρ0(770), f0(500) or f2(1270). The values of the phase differences are given in degrees and
correspond to a 5σ CP -violation effect. Simulations are performed with 3 fb−1 and extrapolated
to the expected integrated luminosities.
resonant channel 9 fb−1 23 fb−1 50 fb−1 300 fb−1
f0(500)pi 0.30 0.13 0.083 0.032
ρ0(770pi 0.50 0.22 0.14 0.054
f2(1270)pi 1.0 0.45 0.28 0.11
spectra the D+s signals can be used as control channels to investigate possible phase-space-
dependent asymmetries in detection efficiency. This is the most sensitive technique for a first
observation of CP violation in charged D mesons.
In the SM, small CP asymmetries in charged D mesons are expected in CS decays, but are
highly suppressed in doubly-Cabibbo-suppressed (DCS) and Cabibbo-favoured decays. New
mechanisms of CP violation would require subleading amplitudes involving new particles — a
charged Higgs, for instance. This mechanism would generate CP violation in Cabibbo-favoured
decays as well, but the observation of the CP asymmetries would be obscured by the vastly
dominant SM amplitudes. In DCS decays, however, the SM amplitudes are suppressed by a
factor ∼ tan4 θ, increasing the possibility of an observation. Therefore, DCS decays, such as
D+ → K−K+K+ and D+ → pi−K+pi+, offer an unique opportunity to search for new sources
of CP violation in an almost “background free” environment.
The estimated signal yields in future upgrades are summarised in Table 6.6. The yields
are based on an extrapolation of the Run 2 yields per unit luminosity, made under the same
assumptions of Section 6.1. The estimated sensitivities to observation of CP violation, using the
decay D+ → pi−pi+pi+ as example, are presented in Table 6.7.
6.2.3 Measurements with D0→ h+h−h+h− decays
Standard-Model CP violation could be observed in the Cabibbo-suppressed D0→ pi+pi−pi+pi−
and D0→ K+K−pi+pi− decays, while New Physics is needed to justify any observation in the
doubly Cabibbo-suppressed D0→ K+pi−pi+pi− decays.
Many techniques can be adopted to search for CP violation, all of them exploiting the rich
resonant structure of the decays. Those that have been so far used at LHCb are based on T̂ -odd
asymmetries and the energy test, while studies are ongoing to measure model-dependent CP
asymmetries in the decay amplitudes.
The study of T̂ -odd asymmetries exploits potential P -odd CP violation from the interference
of the different amplitude structures in the decay, as described in Ref. [253]. This uses a triple
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Table 6.8: Extrapolated signal yields, and statistical precision on T̂ -odd CP -violation observables.
D0 → pi+pi−pi+pi− D0 → K+K−pi+pi−
Sample (L) Yield (×106) σ(aT̂ -oddCP ) Yield (×106) σ(aT̂ -oddCP )
Run 1–2 (9 fb−1) 13.5 2.4× 10−4 4.7 5.4× 10−4
Run 1–3 (23 fb−1) 69 1.1× 10−4 12 3.4× 10−4
Run 1–4 (50 fb−1) 150 7.5× 10−5 26 2.3× 10−4
Run 1–5 (300 fb−1) 900 2.9× 10−5 156 9.4× 10−5
product CT = ~pA · (~pB × ~pC) constructed from the momenta of three of the final state particles
~pA, ~pB, ~pC . LHCb has studied T̂ -odd asymmetries using data corresponding to 3 fb
−1 from the
Run 1 dataset, obtaining a sensitivity of 2.9×10−3 with very small systematic uncertainties [254].
The peculiarity of this measurement is the absence of instrumental asymmetries, since it is given
by the difference of two asymmetries measured separately on D0 and D0 decays,
AT =
(Γ(D0, CT > 0)− Γ(D0, CT < 0))
(Γ(D0, CT > 0) + Γ(D0, CT < 0))
A¯T =
(Γ(D0, C¯T > 0)− Γ(D0, C¯T < 0))
(Γ(D0, C¯T > 0) + Γ(D0, C¯T < 0))
(6.6)
and aCP = (AT − A¯T )/2. One can therefore expect the measurement to scale with luminosity to
reach a sensitivity down to 2.9× 10−5 (9.4× 10−5) for D0 → pi+pi−pi+pi− (D0 → K+K−pi+pi−)
decays, as detailed in Table 6.8.
The energy test method is an unbinned model-independent two-sample test that assesses
the p-value for the hypothesis that two distributions are sampled from the same underlying
distribution. Applied to the phase-space distribution of D and D decays, this gives a probability
for the hypothesis of CP symmetry. The energy test is described in detail in Ref. [255, 256] and
has been applied at LHCb to D0→ pi+pi−pi0 [199] and D0→ pi+pi−pi+pi− decays [224]. In the
latter, two variants were applied, one testing for P -even and the other for P -odd CP violation,
with the latter giving an intriguing 2.7σ deviation from the no-CP violation hypothesis.
The method is insensitive to global asymmetries; however, it is expected that it will be-
come sensitive to variations in phase space of production and detection asymmetries. These
can be controlled in data by application of the method to Cabibbo-favoured decays such as
D0→ K−pi+pi+pi−. Assuming scaling with the square-root of the ratio of sample sizes, the same
p-values can be expected for the CP asymmetries given in Table 6.9.
The increased sensitivity of the Upgrade II dataset is demonstrated in Fig. 6.5, where the
binned SCP test [255] is applied to data from a simplified simulation. Inserting CP violation
in the same resonances as indicated by the current 2.7σ anomaly, it is illustrated that in the
simulated scenario the Upgrade II dataset is required to observe and study the CP violation
contribution.
6.2.4 Prospects with neutral final states
Radiative charm decays are discussed in Sect. 7.4.4, with decays containing neutral hadrons
discussed here. Charm decays with neutrals in the final state can help to shed light on the
SM or beyond-SM origin of possible CP -violation signals by testing correlations between CP
asymmetries measured in various flavour-SU(3) related decays [241–243]. They are, however,
particularly challenging in hadronic collisions, where the calorimeter background for low energy
clusters is high, while the trigger retention rate needs to be kept low to allow for affordable rates.
Nevertheless, good performances are achieved when considering decays, such asD0→ pi+pi−pi0,
with at least two charged particles in the final states that can help to identify the displaced
decay vertex of the charm meson. In only 2 fb−1 of data collected during 2012, LHCb has
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Table 6.9: Overview of sensitivities to various CP -violation scenarios for D0→ pi+pi−pi+pi−
decays as extrapolated from Ref. [224]. The relative changes in magnitude and phase of the
amplitude of the resonance R to which sensitivity is expected are given in % and ◦, respectively.
The P -wave ρ0(770) is a P -odd component. The phase change in this resonance is tested with
the P -odd CP -violation test. Results for all other scenarios are given with the standard P -even
test.
R (partial wave) 9 fb−1 23 fb−1 50 fb−1 300 fb−1
a1→ ρ0pi (S) 1.4% 0.6% 0.4% 0.17%
a1→ ρ0pi (S) 0.8◦ 0.35◦ 0.24◦ 0.10◦
ρ0ρ0 (D) 1.4% 0.6% 0.4% 0.17%
ρ0ρ0 (P) 0.8◦ 0.35◦ 0.24◦ 0.10◦
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Figure 6.5: The binned SCP test [255] applied to simplified simulation for the D
0 → pi+pi−pi+pi−
decay. The left hand plot shows the significance of the (normalised) asymmetry in each bin for the
event yield expected following Runs 1 and 2, with the right hand plot using the expected event
yield corresponding to 300 fb−1. The contributions from the four main intermediate resonances
associated with the D0 meson decay (as determined using CLEO-c data [257]) are simulated;
CP -violation is introduced to the matter and anti-matter samples in the test by varying the
relative yield of the D0 → ρ0ρ0 contribution in the samples being compared by ±0.4%. Large
bin significances and a significant χ2 value are only observed in the dataset corresponding to
300 fb−1; in order to observe this CP -violation the Upgrade II dataset is required.
reconstructed about 660,000 D0→ pi+pi−pi0 decays [199], i.e. about five times larger than that
from the full BaBar data set [258], with comparable purity. Preliminary estimates for Run 2
data, give about 500 000 signal decays per fb−1, making future CP -violation searches in this
channel very promising. Similarly, large samples of D+(s)→ η(′)pi+ decays, with η(′)→ pi+pi−γ,
or D+→ pi+pi0 decays, with pi0→ e+e−γ, are already possible with the current detector. The
D+(s)→ η′pi+ mode, as an example, has been used by LHCb during Run 1 to perform the most
precise measurement of CP asymmetries in these channels to date, with uncertainties below the
1% level [259].
More challenging final states consisting only of neutral particles, such as pi0pi0 or ηη, can still
be reconstructed with pi0→ γγ or η→ γγ candidates made of photons which, after interacting
with the detector material, have converted into an e+e− pair. Such conversions must occur before
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the tracking system to have electron tracks reconstructed. Although the reconstruction efficiency
of these “early” converted photons in the current detector reaches only a few percent of the
calorimetric photon efficiency, their purity is much higher. This approach may become interesting
only with the large data sets that are expected to be collected by the end of Upgrade II. The η
decays can also be reconstructed through the pi+pi−γ final state.
Unlike the D0 decays which are usually tagged with a soft pion from D∗+ decays, there is no
easy tagging of the D+ modes, which thus often suffer from a high combinatorial background.
Employing a pi0 tag using D∗+→ D+pi0 decays could facilitate future studies of D+ decays, in
particular those with challenging and/or high multiplicity final states.
The study of these modes may be challenging in Upgrade I due to the cluster pile-up at
higher luminosities and radiation damage of the current calorimeter. A central element of the
Upgrade II detector is the proposed new calorimeter system (see Sect. 2.3.2). The proposed
increase in granularity would improve the efficiency for pi0→ γγ decays and, in particular, could
make the pi0 tag feasible.
6.2.5 Prospects with charmed baryons
The first charmed baryon, Λ+c , was discovered over 40 years ago, but its properties are still poorly
understood. Even less is known about the heavier states such as the Ξc and Ωc baryons. This is
due to a historical lack of large experimental datasets, which has in turn disfavoured theoretical
study [260]. Given the large Λ+c fiducial cross-section measured by LHCb at
√
s = 7 TeV [261],
and the recent discovery of the doubly charmed Ξ++cc baryon [262] there is now the experimental
possibility to execute a broad charmed baryon programme. Along with the evidence for CP
violation in beauty baryon decays [191], there is also theoretical interest in understanding if
similar behaviour exists in the charm sector.
In general, charmed baryon decays offer a rich laboratory within which to study matter-
antimatter asymmetries. The most easily accessible modes for LHCb are multibody decays
containing one proton and several kaons or pions, such as the Cabibbo-favoured Λ+c → pK−pi+
decay and the singly Cabibbo-suppressed Λ+c → pK−K+ and ppi−pi+ decays. Unlike the analogous
final states of the spinless neutral and charged D mesons, such charmed baryon final states have
at least five degrees of freedom, allowing for a complex variation of the strength of CP violation
across the phase space. A complete description of such a space is experimentally challenging.
This is compounded by the relatively short lifetime of the Λ+c baryon with respect to those of
the D mesons, which decreases the power of selections based on the displacement of the charm
vertex, increasing the prompt combinatorial background, which mainly comprises low-momentum
pions and kaons. Selections of charm baryons then heavily rely on good discrimination between
proton, kaon, and pion hypotheses in the reconstruction of charged tracks, and on a precise
secondary vertex reconstruction. The latter is also necessary when reconstructing charm baryons
originating from semileptonic b-hadron decays, which has the advantage of both a simple trigger
path (a high-pT, displaced muon) and a cleaner experimental signature due to the large b-hadron
lifetime. The presence of the proton in the final state, whilst a useful handle for selections,
poses experimental challenges for CP -violation measurements in addition to those present for
measurements with D mesons, as the proton-antiproton detection asymmetry must be accounted
for. This has not yet been measured at LHCb due to the lack of a suitable control mode.
The most precise measurement of CP violation in charm baryons was made recently by the
LHCb collaboration using Run 1 data, corresponding to 3 fb−1 of integrated luminosity [198]. The
difference between the phase-space-averaged CP asymmetries in Λ+c → pK−K+ and Λ+c → ppi−pi+
decays was found to be consistent with CP symmetry to a statistical precision of 0.9 %. This
difference is largely insensitive to the proton detection asymmetry, but masks like-sign CP
asymmetries between the two modes. Further studies must then gain a precise understanding of
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the proton detection asymmetry, in addition to measuring the variation of CP violation across
the decay phase space.
Although there is little literature on the subject, the magnitude of direct CP violation in
charm baryon decays is expected to be similar to that for charmed mesons [260], and so the
first step in furthering our understanding is to reach a precision of 0.5× 10−4, which can be met
given the 300 fb−1 of integrated luminosity collected by the end of Run 5. The acquisition of
more data is vital in enabling studies of states heavier than the Λ+c baryon, as their alternate
compositions may permit considerably different dynamics.
The Ξ++cc baryon was discovered using the Λ
+
c K
−pi+pi+ final state with data taken in 2016
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 1.7 fb−1. A signal yield of 313± 33 was determined,
which can be extrapolated to around 100, 000 such decays obtainable with data corresponding
to 300 fb−1. This will allow asymmetry measurements with a precision of 0.4 %.
Consequently the high statistics of Upgrade II offers the possibility to open up the detailed
study of this new research area.
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7 Rare decays
The precision on measurements with rare decays of beauty and charm hadrons, or τ leptons,
is dominated by the limited available data samples. This will still be the case after the
Upgrade I data taking period. For example, to reach a precision ∼ 10% on the ratio R =
B(B0→ µ+µ−)/B(B0s→ µ+µ−) will provide strong constraints (or evidence) for new flavour
structures beyond the SM. Moreover, the Upgrade II yields will allow meaningful measurements
of new observables, namely the effective lifetime (τ effµµ) and the time-dependent CP asymmetry
of B0s→ µ+µ− decays, and will allow for improved searches for other (semi-)leptonic B and D
decays. If the current indications of lepton non-universality NP contributions to b → s`+`−
processes are confirmed with more data, Upgrade II will be needed to be able to discriminate
between potential NP models, by increasing the precision, but more importantly, by expanding
the range of complementary decay modes studied (including the less abundant b → d`+`−
processes). In this case, a more performant calorimeter system with improved granularity, as
discussed in this document, should be able to improve the efficiency for bremsstrahlung recovery
in b→ se+e− and therefore provide a significant improvement in sensitivity. A better calorimeter
performance should also help to improve the precision of the Upgrade II in the measurements of
radiative beauty and charm decays. In the following sections a more detailed description of the
potential of the Upgrade II in rare and radiative decays is given.
7.1 Leptonic B decays
7.1.1 Measurements with B → µ+µ− decays
7.1.1.1 Branching fractions
The decay B0s→ µ+µ− represents one of the most theoretically clean and sensitive probes to
reveal effects of New Physics beyond the SM unreachable by direct searches. This decay is both
loop- and helicity-suppressed and is therefore very rare, with an expected branching fraction of
B(B0s→ µ+µ−) = (3.66± 0.23)× 10−9 in the SM [263]. The related mode B0→ µ+µ− is further
suppressed by the ratio of CKM matrix elements |Vtd|2/|Vts|2, resulting in a SM prediction
B(B0→ µ+µ−) = (1.06± 0.09)× 10−10 [263]. These decays are particularly sensitive probes for
new scalar or pseudoscalar contributions.
In 2017 the LHCb collaboration reported the first observation by a single experiment
of the decay B0s→ µ+µ− [264] and measured B(B0s→ µ+µ−) =
(
3.0± 0.6+0.3−0.2
) × 10−9 and
B(B0→ µ+µ−) = (1.5+1.2+0.2−1.0−0.1) × 10−10 using data collected in pp collisions corresponding to
a total integrated luminosity of 4.4 fb−1 (Fig. 7.1, left). Both measurements are compatible
with the SM predictions but affected by large statistical uncertainties. The analysis exploits
the excellent performance of the LHCb detector in terms of muon identification and vertex and
mass resolution. Compared to the previous analysis [8], the contamination of combinatorial and
B→ h+h′− backgrounds were reduced by more than a factor two thanks to the development of
improved isolation variables and the optimisation of the muon identification requirements. This
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Figure 7.1: (Left) A two-dimensional representation of the LHCb branching fraction measure-
ments for B0→ µ+µ− and B0s→ µ+µ−. The central values are indicated with the black plus
sign. The profile likelihood contours for 1,2,3. . .σ are shown as blue contours. The Standard
Model value is shown as the red cross labelled SM. (Right) Background-subtracted B0s→ µ+µ−
decay-time distribution with the fit result superimposed.
has led to a reduction of the statistical uncertainty of about 30% for B(B0s→ µ+µ−) for a given
integrated luminosity.
While the uncertainty of B(B0→ µ+µ−) will be dominated by the statistical uncertainty, the
projected uncertainty of B(B0s→ µ+µ−) with a 300 fb−1 dataset depends on the assumptions
made for the systematic uncertainties. The current systematic uncertainty is dominated by the
5.8% relative uncertainty associated with the b-quark fragmentation probability ratio (fs/fd) [265]
followed by approximately 3% from the branching fractions of the normalisation modes, 2%
from particle identification and 2% from track reconstruction. The projected relative statistical
uncertainty of the current analysis on a dataset of 300 fb−1 is 1.8%. At the end of the Upgrade II
data taking period, a conservative assumption for the systematic uncertainty on B(B0s→ µ+µ−)
is about 4%, which would imply an uncertainty of B(B0s→ µ+µ−) to be approximately 0.30×10−9
with 23 fb−1 and 0.16× 10−9 with 300 fb−1. The increased precision will be able to cover larger
part of the unconstrained parameter space of MSSM models. The ratio of branching fractions,
B(B0→ µ+µ−)/B(B0s→ µ+µ−), is a powerful observable to test minimal flavour violation. The
relative uncertainty of this ratio is expected to remain limited only by statistics and decrease
from 90% for the current measurement to about 34% with 23 fb−1 and 10% with 300 fb−1. All
estimates use the quoted SM predictions as central values for the branching ratios and similar
detector and analysis performance as in Ref. [264].
The estimated experimental uncertainties at 300 fb−1 are close to the uncertainty of the
current SM prediction from theory, which is dominated by the uncertainty of the B0s decay
constant, determined from lattice QCD calculations, and the CKM matrix elements. Both are
expected to improve in precision in the future.
7.1.1.2 Effective lifetime and CP violation
With a 300 fb−1 dataset, precise measurements of additional observables are possible, namely
the effective lifetime (τ effµµ) and the time-dependent CP asymmetry of B
0
s→ µ+µ− decays. Both
quantities are sensitive to possible new contributions from the scalar and pseudo-scalar sector in
a way complementary to the branching ratio measurement [266].
The effective lifetime is related to the mean B0s lifetime τBs through the relation
τ effµµ =
τBs
1− y2s
1 + 2Aµµ∆Γys + y
2
s
1 +Aµµ∆Γys
, (7.1)
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where ys = τBs∆Γs/2 and ∆Γs = ΓB0sL
− ΓB0sH . The parameter A
µµ
∆Γ is equal to 1 in the SM,
where only the heavy mass eigenstate decays to µ+µ−, but can take any value between −1 and
+1 in scenarios beyond the SM. LHCb has performed the first measurement of the B0s→ µ+µ−
effective lifetime by fitting the signal decay-time distribution using a dataset of 4.4 fb−1, resulting
in τ effµµ = 2.04± 0.44± 0.05 ps [264] (Fig. 7.1, right). The relative uncertainty on τ effµµ is expected
to decrease to approximately 8% with 23 fb−1 and 2% with 300 fb−1 of data. While the current
experimental uncertainty is larger than τB0sH
− τB0sL , a 2% uncertainty on τ
eff
µµ allow stringent
constraints to be set on Aµµ∆Γ and in particular would allow the degeneracy between any possible
contribution from new scalar and pseudoscalar mediators to be broken.
Assuming a tagging power of about 3.7% [44], a dataset of 300 fb−1 allows a pure sample of
more than 100 flavour-tagged B0s→ µ+µ− decays (effective yield) to be reconstructed and their
time-dependent CP asymmetry to be measured. From the relation
Γ(B0s (t)→ µ+µ−)− Γ(B¯0s → µ+µ−)
Γ(B0s (t)→ µ+µ−) + Γ(B¯0s → µ+µ−)
=
Sµµ sin(∆Mst)
cosh(yst/τBs) +A
µµ
∆Γ sinh(yst/τBs)
, (7.2)
where t is the signal proper time and ∆Ms is the mass difference of the heavy and light B
0
s mass
eigenstates, Sµµ can be measured with an uncertainty of about 0.2. On the other hand, the
signal yield expected in a 23 fb−1 dataset is too low to allow a meaningful constraint to be set
on Sµµ. A nonzero value for Sµµ would automatically indicate evidence of CP -violating phases
beyond the SM.
7.1.2 Search for B → τ+τ− decays
LHCb has performed a search for the B → τ+τ− decays using a data sample corresponding to
an integrated luminosity of 3 fb−1 [267]. Assuming no contribution from B0 → τ+τ− decays,
an upper limit is set on the B0s → τ+τ− branching fraction of 6.8× 10−3 at 95% CL. This is
the first direct limit on B(B0s → τ+τ−). If instead no contribution from B0s → τ+τ− decays is
assumed, the limit is B(B0 → τ+τ−) < 2.1× 10−3 at 95% CL. This is the world’s best limit on
B(B0 → τ+τ−) and constitutes a factor 2.6 improvement with respect to the BaBar result [268].
New Physics models proposed to explain the tensions currently observed in b → s`+`−
and b → c`+ν` transitions allow for a potential enhancement of the B → τ+τ− branching
fractions by several orders of magnitude [269–273] with respect to their SM predictions, B(B0 →
τ+τ−) = (2.22± 0.19)× 10−8 and B(B0s → τ+τ−) = (7.73± 0.49)× 10−7 [263]. With potential
enhancements of the branching fractions close to the current best upper limits it therefore
remains interesting to pursue a search for the B → τ+τ− decays, even though, based on the
current experimental precision, a measurement of the SM value will remain out of reach for
LHCb. Naively scaling our obtained limits with the collected luminosity, and taking into account
the factor two increase in the bb¯ cross-section when going from 7–8 TeV to 14 TeV we expect to
improve the limit on the B0s → τ+τ− branching fraction by a factor 5 to 1.3× 10−3 by the end
of Upgrade I and by another factor 2.6 to 5× 10−4 by the end of Upgrade II.
The understanding of the intermediate resonance structure of the τ− → pi−pi+pi−ντ decay,
which is exploited in the current analysis to define a region with enhanced signal sensitivity,
forms a potential systematic limitation in the B → τ+τ− searches. Here, we most likely will
have to rely on Belle II to provide improved input measurements.
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7.2 Lepton-flavour, lepton-number and baryon-number violating
decays
7.2.1 Search for B → e±µ∓ decays
The lepton-flavour-violating (LFV) process B→ e±µ∓ is forbidden within the SM, however
recent hints of lepton-flavour non-universality in B-meson decays [274,275] suggest the presence
of a mechanism at higher energies able to differentiate the flavour of charged leptons. In relation
to the anomalies observed, several models [272,276,277] have been developed where the branching
fractions of the B→ e±µ∓ can be as large as O(10−11).
The LHCb collaboration has recently published [278] the world’s best limits on the branching
fractions of the B0s→ e±µ∓ and B0→ e±µ∓ decays using the first 3 fb−1 collected in 2011 and
2012 at 7 and 8 TeV respectively. The decay-time acceptance of the B0s→ e±µ∓ decays can be
affected by the relative contribution of the two B0s mass eigenstates to the total decay amplitude,
due to their large lifetime difference. Therefore, the upper limit on the branching fraction of
B0s→ e±µ∓ decays is evaluated in two extreme hypotheses: where the amplitude is completely
dominated by the heavy eigenstate or by the light eigenstate. The results are B(B0s→ e±µ∓) <
6.3 (5.4)× 10−9 and B(B0s→ e±µ∓) < 7.2 (6.0)× 10−9 at 95% (90%) CL, respectively. The limit
for the branching fraction of the B0 mode is B(B0→ e±µ∓) < 1.3 (1.0)× 10−9 at 95% (90%) CL.
Assuming similar performances in background rejection and signal retention as in the current
analysis, at the end of the Upgrade I data taking period the LHCb experiment will be able to
probe branching fractions of B0s→ e±µ∓ and B0→ e±µ∓ decays down to 8×10−10 and 2×10−10,
respectively. The additional samples accumulated during the Upgrade II data taking period
will push down these limits to 3 × 10−10 and 9 × 10−11 respectively, close to the interesting
region where NP effects may appear. The improvement at Upgrade II over Upgrade I in electron
reconstruction will be very important in attaining, or exceeding, this goal.
7.2.2 Search for B → τ±µ∓ decays
A wide variety of Beyond Standard Model (BSM) scenarios predict the occurrence of lepton-
flavour violating B decays, with the highest rates where third generation leptons are involved,
such as B0(s)→ τ±µ∓. For different models, not excluded by the current experimental constraints,
the expected branching fraction for the LFV process B0s→ τ±µ∓ is in the range 10−9−10−4 [269,
270,273,279–288].
On the experimental side, an upper limit on the B0→ τ±µ∓ channel has been already set
by BaBar: B (B0→ τ±µ∓) < 2.2× 10−5 at 90% CL [289]. The first search on the B0s→ τ±µ∓
channel is in progress in LHCb and the results are expected soon on data recorded in 2011
and 2012 using the τ±→ pi±pi∓pi±ν and τ±→ pi±pi∓pi±pi0ν decay modes. Given the presence of
a neutrino that escapes detection this kind of analysis is much more complicated than those
investigating electron or muon final states. A specific reconstruction technique is used in order
to infer the energy of the ν, taking advantage of the known τ decay position given by the 3pi
reconstructed vertex. This way, the complete kinematics of the process can be solved up to a
two-fold ambiguity. LHCb expects to reach sensitivities of a few times 10−5 with the Run 1
and 2 data sets. Extrapolating the current measurements to the Upgrade II LHCb could reach
B (B0→ τ±µ∓) < 3 × 10−6 at 90% CL. The mass reconstruction technique depends heavily
on the resolution of the primary and the τ decay vertices, hence improvement in the tracking
system in Upgrade II, including a removal or reduction in material of the VELO RF foil, will be
very valuable.
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7.2.3 Search for B → Keµ and B → Kτµ decays
If New Physics allows for charged lepton-flavour violation then the branching fractions of
B → K``′ or Λ0b → Λ``
′
will be enhanced with respect to their purely leptonic counterparts, since
the helicity suppression is lower. Furthermore, if observed, they would allow the measurement of
more observables with respect to the lepton-flavour violating decays discussed in the previous
sections, thanks to their multi-body final states and, in the case of Λ0b , to the non-zero initial
spin.
In many generic new physics models with lepton flavour universality violation, charged
lepton-flavour violating decays of b-hadrons can be linked with the anomalies recently measured
in b → s`` decays [274, 275, 290]. The current limits set by the B Factories on the branching
fractions of B → Keµ and B → Kτµ decays are < 13× 10−8 [291] and < 4.8× 10−5 [292] at
90% confidence level, respectively.
At LHCb, searches for B+→ K+e±µ∓, B0→ K∗0τ±µ∓, B+→ K+τ±µ∓ and Λ0b→ Λe±µ∓
are ongoing. These searches are complementary, as charged lepton-flavour violation couplings
among different families are expected to be different. The analyses involving τ leptons reconstruct
candidates via the τ−→ pi−pi−pi+ντ channel, which allows the reconstruction of the τ decay
vertex.1 All these decays contain at least one muon, which is used to efficiently trigger on the
event. Usually, since these decays involve combinations of leptons that are not allowed in the
Standard Model, the backgrounds can be kept well under control, leaving very clean samples
only polluted by candidates formed by the random combinations of tracks. This combinatorial
effect is higher for the channel with a τ lepton in the final state decaying into three charged
pions. The other relevant background comes from chains of semileptonic decays, where two
or more neutrinos are emitted and therefore combinations of leptons of different flavours are
possible. These decays have typically a low reconstructed invariant mass, due to the energy
carried away by the neutrinos, and so they do not significantly pollute the signal region.
The expected upper limits at LHCb using the first 9 fb−1 of data taken are O(10−9) and
O(10−6) for the B+→ K+e±µ∓ and B0→ K∗0τ±µ∓ decays respectively, at the 90% confidence
level. The limit for B+→ K+τ±µ∓ is expected to be similar to B0→ K∗0τ±µ∓. The sensitivity
of these analyses scales almost linearly with integrated luminosity for B+→ K+e±µ∓, and with
the square root of the integrated luminosity for B0→ K∗0τ±µ∓. In both cases, the expected
limits using the Upgrade II data are in the region of interest of the models currently developed
for explaining the B anomalies, so they will provide strong constraints on the New Physics
scenarios with charged lepton-flavour violation.
7.2.4 Search for τ+ → µ+µ−µ+ decays
An important test of the SM is the search for the lepton-flavour-violating process τ±→ µ±µ+µ−.
Within the SM with zero neutrino masses this process is strictly forbidden. Depending on the
mechanism of neutrino mass generation, many theories [293–296] beyond the SM predict this
branching ratio to be in the region (10−9 − 10−8). The current experimental limit [297–299],
B(τ±→ µ±µ+µ−) < 1.2× 10−8, is a combination of the results from LHCb and the B Factories
and reaches the starting point of this range. Belle II will probe this interesting region of
sensitivity when accumulating up to 50 ab−1. The LHC proton collisions at 13 TeV produces
τ leptons, primarily in the decay of heavy flavour hadrons, with a cross-section five orders of
magnitude larger than at Belle II. This compensates for the higher background levels and lower
integrated luminosity, and means that during the Upgrade II LHCb would also be able to probe
down to O(10−9), and independently confirm any Belle II discovery or significantly improve the
1It should be noted that searches for B+→ K+τ±µ∓ from B∗s2 without τ reconstruction can give complementary
information.
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combined limit. In addition, the proposed improvements to the LHCb calorimeter during the
Upgrade II will be helpful in suppressing backgrounds such as D+s → η(→ µ+µ−γ)µ+νµ, enabling
LHCb to make best use of its statistical power.
7.2.5 Search for lepton-number and baryon-number violating decays
In the Standard Model, baryon and lepton number conservation are accidental, low-temperature
symmetries that can be violated through the Bell-Jackiw (chiral) anomaly [300]. Despite this,
neither baryon number violation (BNV) nor lepton number violation (LNV) has been observed
experimentally, with BNV in particular being constrained by stringent lower limits on the
mean lifetimes of protons and of bound neutrons [301]. Physics beyond the SM may introduce
additional sources of LNV and BNV, so that searches for these effects are sensitive to new
physics and can constrain—or potentially reveal—its presence.
Experimentally, since these are null searches, sensitivity is assumed to scale linearly with
integrated luminosity L when the background is negligible and as √L if the background is
significant. LHCb has already published searches in certain channels, and others are in progress:
• Searches for LNV in various B-meson decays of the form B → Xµ+µ+, where X is a
system of one or more hadrons. The principal motivation is the sensitivity to contributions
from Majorana neutrinos [302], which may be on-shell or off-shell, depending on the decay
mode. The published results consist of searches for B+→ K−µ+µ+, B+→ pi−µ+µ+ and
B+→ D+(s)µ−µ− [303–305]. A limit of B(B+ → pi−µ+µ+) < 4 × 10−9 is set at the 95%
confidence level, along with more detailed limits as a function of the Majorana neutrino
mass. Since the combinatorial background was found to be low but not negligible with the
Run 1 data, we estimate that the limit can be improved by a factor of ten with the full
Upgrade II dataset.
• Search for BNV in Ξ0b oscillations [306]. Six-fermion, flavour-diagonal operators, involving
two fermions from each generation, could give rise to BNV/LNV without violating the
nucleon stability limit [307,308]. Since the Ξ0b (bsd) baryon has one valence quark from
each generation, it could couple directly to such an operator and oscillate to a Ξ
0
b baryon.
The published search used the Run1 data and set a lower limit on the oscillation period of
80 ps. Since events are tagged by decays of the Ξ ′−b and Ξ
∗−
b resonances, with the former
being particularly clean, and since the analysis also uses the decay-time distribution of
events, the sensitivity is expected to scale linearly. Although the decay mode used in the
published analysis is hadronic (Ξ0b → Ξ+c pi−), future work could also benefit from the
lower-purity but higher-yield semileptonic mode Ξ0b → Ξ+c µ−νµ.
• Λ+c → pµ+µ+. This channel has previously been investigated at the e+e− B Factories.
The current upper limit, obtained by BaBar [309], is B(Λ+c → pµ+µ+) < 9.4× 10−6 at the
90% confidence level. With Run 1 and 2 data alone, it should be possible to reduce this to
1× 10−6. Further progress depends on the background level, but an additional factor of
5–10 with the full Upgrade II statistics is likely.
• Λ+c → µ+µ−µ+. Experimentally, this is a particularly promising decay mode: the final
state with three muons is very clean, and there are no known sources of peaking background.
This search could be added for little extra effort to the τ− → µ+µ−µ− search described in
the preceding section.
The discussion in this section is certainly not exhaustive; the list of possible few-body decay
modes that violate BNV or LNV is long. In order to make best use of the LHCb data, it will be
important to have input from theory to identify those modes that could best evade the bounds
from nucleon stability.
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Table 7.1: Benchmark NP scenarios. The first scenario is inspired by the present discrepancies
in the rare decays, including the angular distributions of the decay B0→ K∗0µ+µ− and the
measurements of the branching fraction ratios RK and RK∗ . The second scenario is inspired by
the possibility of explaining the rare decays discrepancies and those measured in the observables
R(D(∗)). The third and fourth scenarios assume a small right-handed chirality coupling. The
Wilson coefficients (Ci) are discussed in Sec. 7.3.2
scenario CNP9 C
NP
10 C
′
9 C
′
10
I −1.4 0 0 0
II −0.7 0.7 0 0
III 0 0 0.3 0.3
IV 0 0 0.3 −0.3
7.3 Flavour-changing b→ s`+`− and b→ d`+`− transitions
7.3.1 Introduction
Recent LHCb measurements of rare semileptonic decays show discrepancies with respect to SM
predictions. None of these deviations is by itself significant enough to be considered as evidence
for NP but global fits [310–312] show that they can be interpreted in a consistent picture, with
an O(1) NP contribution to the vector (and potentially axial-vector) coupling strength of the
decays. Regardless of whether these discrepancies are confirmed with additional data, the fact
that O(1) NP contributions are still allowed demonstrates the importance of making precise
measurements of b→ s`+`− and b→ d`+`− processes. The NP contribution can be associated
with new particles at mass scales well above the LHC energy reach, e.g. by a multi- TeV-scale Z ′
boson or a leptoquark. A precise determination of the effective couplings, through measurements
of different b→ s`+`− and b→ d`+`− processes, is therefore critical to understand or constrain
the structure of any NP model.
In the rest of this section, a number of benchmark NP scenarios are considered (see Table 7.1).
Scenarios I and II are inspired by the current discrepancies. The first scenario is that which
best explains the present rare semileptonic decay data. The second scenario best explains
the rare semileptonic measurements if a purely left-handed coupling to quarks and leptons is
required for NP. This requirement is theoretically well motivated and arises in models designed
to simultaneously explain the discrepancies seen in both tree-level semitauonic and loop-level
semileptonic decays. The third and fourth scenarios assume that the current discrepancies are
not confirmed but there is instead a small contribution from right-handed currents that would
not be visible with the current level of experimental precision. These scenarios will serve to
illustrate the power of the large Upgrade II data set to distinguish between different NP models.
This power relies critically on the ability to exploit multiple related decay channels.
7.3.2 Theoretical framework
Flavour-changing neutral-current decays involving b → s`+`− and b → d`+`− transitions are
suppressed by the GIM mechanism in the SM and are therefore promising places to search for
effects of NP. New particles that arise in extensions of the SM can contribute to the amplitude
of these decays with a similar strength to the SM processes. Feynman diagrams for SM and
possible NP extensions are shown in Fig. 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: Feynman diagrams representing (top) SM contributions to b→ sµ+µ− transitions and
(bottom) possible contributions in NP models. The bottom left diagram shows the contribution
of a Z ′ boson, while the bottom right shows that of a leptoquark.
The b→ s and b→ d FCNC processes are described by the effective Hamiltonian,
Heff = −4GF√
2
VtbV
∗
tq
[
αe
4pi
∑
i
Ci(µ)Oi(µ)
]
, (7.3)
where GF is the Fermi constant, Vij are elements of the CKM matrix and αe is the fine structure
constant [313]. The Ci coefficients are the so-called Wilson coefficients that encode short-distance
contributions to the decay amplitude at scales above µ. The Wilson coefficients are universal and
apply to both the b→ s and b→ d processes. Finally, the Oi are local operators with different
Lorentz structures. The most important operators for b→ s`+`− and b→ d`+`− decays are
O(′)7 =
mb
e
(
sσµνPR(L)b
)
Fµν ,
O(′)9 =
(
sPL(R)b
) (
`γµ`
)
,
O(′)10 =
(
sPL(R)b
) (
`γµγ5`
)
,
(7.4)
where mb is the b-quark mass and PL,R are the left- and right-handed projection operators.
The coefficients C9 and C10 correspond to the coupling to a vector and an axial-vector leptonic
current, respectively. The V–A structure of the weak interaction leads to the expectation that
C9 ≈ −C10 and C ′9,10 ≈ 0. Hadronic matrix elements are parametrised in terms of form factors
that can be determined with non-perturbative methods, such as QCD sum rules or lattice QCD.
Contributions from new particles can modify the Wilson coefficients, leading to observable effects
in the rate and angular distribution of the decays or introducing new sources of CP violation.
Different regions of dilepton mass squared (q2) and decays with different final-state hadrons
provide sensitivity to different combinations of the Wilson coefficients. New physics contributions
at energy scales above mb can modify the Wilson coefficients from their SM-values, or introduce
entirely new Lorentz structures. Decomposing possible NP contributions in terms of effective
operators with a well defined Lorentz structure allows the model-independent correlations
between different observables and decays to be exploited. The low-q2 region of the decay
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B0→ K∗0µ+µ− (and other vector meson final-states) is particularly sensitive to NP effects, due
to the large interference effects between C
(′)
7 and C
(′)
9 . The large number of different b→ s`+`−
and b→ d`+`− decay modes that will be accessible in Upgrade II will improve the sensitivity
to the Wilson coefficients and will allow the consistency between different measurements to be
tested comprehensively.
The interpretation of observables in terms of Wilson coefficients requires knowledge of QCD
matrix elements in the non-perturbative regime and these are difficult to calculate. For example,
long-distance contributions involving intermediate charm-loops have generated much debate
about the interpretation of global fits for the Wilson coefficients [314–316]. Fortunately, the
correlation with different observables allows theoretical uncertainties to be reduced to a significant
extent, either by constraining the matrix elements from the data, or by forming ratios where the
matrix elements cancel such as in lepton universality tests.
7.3.3 Branching fractions and angular observables in b→ s`+`− transitions
The branching fractions of a number of exclusive b→ s`+`− processes have been studied using
the LHCb Run 1 data set. The experimental measurements are systematically lower than their
corresponding SM predictions. The largest discrepancy appears for B(B0s→ φµ+µ−) which, in
the 1 < q2 < 6 GeV2/c4 region, is more than 3σ from the SM predictions [317]. For both the
Upgrade I and Upgrade II datasets, the precision of the measurement of the branching fractions
will be limited by the knowledge of the B→ J/ψX decay modes that are used to normalise the
observed signals. The knowledge of these branching fractions will be improved by the Belle II
collaboration but will inevitably limit the precision of the absolute branching fractions of rare
b→ s`+`− processes. The comparison between the predicted and measured branching fractions
will in any case be limited by the theoretical knowledge of the form factors, even if in the future
these are determined parameterically using the data. A better comparison between theory and
experiment can be achieved by studying isospin and CP asymmetries, which with the Upgrade II
data set will be experimentally probed with percent level precision. The Upgrade II data set
will also enable new decay modes to be studied, for example higher-spin K∗ states and modes
with larger numbers of decay products.
It is also possible to reduce theoretical and experimental uncertainties by comparing regions of
angular phase-space of b→ s`+`− decays. The angular distribution of B→ V `+`− decays, where
V is a vector meson, can be expressed in terms of eight q2-dependent angular coefficients that
depend on the Wilson coefficients and the form-factors. Measurements of angular observables in
B0→ K∗0µ+µ− decays show a discrepancy with respect to SM predictions [290,291,318–335].
This discrepancy is largest in the form-factor-independent observable P ′5 [290]. The decay
B0s→ φµ+µ− can also be described by the same angular formalism as the B0→ K∗0µ+µ− decay.
However, in this case the B0s and the B
0
s mesons decay to a common final state and it is not
possible to determine the full set of observables without tagging the initial flavour of the B0s .
This is discussed further in Sec. 7.3.6.
With the large data set that will be collected with Upgrade II, corresponding to around 440 000
fully reconstructed B0→ K∗0µ+µ− decays, it will be possible to make a precise determination
of the angular observables in narrow bins of q2 or using a q2-unbinned approach [336,337]. The
expected precision of an unbinned determination of P ′5 in the SM and in Scenarios I and II
is illustrated in Fig. 7.3. Upgrade II will enable these scenarios to be clearly separated from
the SM and from each other. By combining information from all of the angular observables in
the decay, it will also be possible to distinguish models with much smaller NP contributions.
Figure 7.4 shows the expected 3σ sensitivity for the Wilson coefficients for C ′9,10 for the SM,
Scenario III and Scenario IV. These scenarios are also clearly distinguishable with the precision
that will be available with the Upgrade II data set.
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Figure 7.3: Experimental sensitivity to the P ′5 angular observable in the SM, Scenarios I and
II for (left) the Runs 1–3 and (right) the Upgrade II data sets. The sensitivity is computed
assuming that the charm-loop contribution is determined from the data.
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Figure 7.4: Expected sensitivity for the Wilson coefficients C ′9 and C ′10 from the analysis of the
decay B0→ K∗0µ+µ−. The ellipses correspond to 3σ contours for the SM, Scenario III and
Scenario IV for (left) the Runs 1–3 and (right) the Upgrade II data sets.
The major challenge for B→ V `+`− decays is to disentangle NP effects from SM contributions.
With a large data set it will be possible to probe the SM contributions, under the premise
that a genuine NP contribution is expected to have no q2 dependence, while e.g. a charm
loop contribution is expected to grow approaching the pole of the charmonia resonances. A
measurement using Breit-Wigner functions to parametrise the resonances, and their interference
with the short-distance contributions to the decay, is proposed in Ref. [338]. A similar technique
has already been applied to the Run 1 data for the B+→ K+µ+µ− decay [339]. An alternative
approach using additional phenomenological inputs has also been proposed [340]. A precise
knowledge of the charm loop contribution and a parametric determination of the form factors,
will come from a combination of phenomenological and experimental methods and will allow C9
and C10 to be determined with great precision in b→ sµ+µ− transitions.
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7.3.4 Branching fractions and angular observables in b→ d`+`− transitions
The Upgrade II data set will provide a unique opportunity to make precise measurements of
b→ d`+`− processes. Using the Run 1 and 2 data sets, LHCb data have been used to observe
the decays B+→ pi+µ+µ− [341,342] and Λ0b→ ppi−µ+µ− [343] and find evidence for the decays
B0→ pi+pi−µ+µ− (in a pi+pi− mass region that is expected to be dominated by B0→ ρ0µ+µ−)
and B0s→ K∗0µ+µ− [344] with branching fractions at the O(10−8) level. The existing data
samples comprise O(10) decays in these decay modes. The Upgrade II will provide samples of
thousands, or tens of thousands of such decays. The ability to measure the properties of these
processes depends heavily on the PID performance of the LHCb subdetectors. In the case of the
B0s→ K∗0µ+µ− decay, excellent mass resolution is also critical to separate B0s and B0 decays.
The ratio of branching fractions between the CKM-suppressed b→ d`+`− transitions and
their CKM-favoured b → s`+`− counterparts, together with theoretical input on the ratio of
the relevant form factors, enables the ratio of CKM elements |Vtd|/|Vts| to be determined. The
precision on |Vtd|/|Vts| from such decays is presently dominated by the statistical uncertainty
on the experimental measurements of B+→ pi+µ+µ−, and is significantly worse than the
determination from mixing measurements. The theoretical uncertainty is at the level of 4% and
is expected to improve with further progress on the form-factors from lattice QCD. Around
17 000 B+→ pi+µ+µ− decays are expected in the full 300 fb−1 dataset, allowing an experimental
precision better than 2%.
The current set of measurements of b→ s`+`− processes have demonstrated the importance of
angular measurements in the precision determination of Wilson coefficients. With the Upgrade II
dataset, where a sample of 4300 B0s→ K∗0µ+µ− decays is expected, it will be possible to make
a full angular analysis of a b→ d`+`− transition. The B0s→ K∗0µ+µ− decay is both self-tagging
and has a final state involving only charged particles. The Upgrade II data set will allow
the angular observables in this decay to be measured with better precision than the existing
measurements of the B0→ K∗0µ+µ− angular distribution.
The Upgrade II dataset will also give substantial numbers of B0,+→ ρ0,+µ+µ− and
Λ0b→ Nµ+µ− decays. Although the B0→ ρ0µ+µ− decay does not give the flavour of the
initial B meson, untagged measurements will give sensitivity to a subset of the interesting
angular observables. Analysis of the Λ0b→ Nµ+µ− decay will require statistical separation of
overlapping N→ ppi− resonances with different JP by performing an amplitude analysis of the
final-state particles.
The combination of information from B(B0→ µ+µ−), the differential branching fraction of
the B+→ pi+µ+µ− decay, and angular measurements, notably of B0s→ K∗0µ+µ−, will indicate
whether NP effects are present in b → d transitions at the level of 20% of the SM amplitude
with more than 5σ significance.
7.3.5 Lepton-flavour universality tests
In the SM, the electroweak couplings of leptons are flavour independent, or lepton “universal”.
The ratios of branching fractions measured with different lepton families are therefore free from
hadronic corrections and such quantities can be precisely predicted. For example, the ratios
RX =
∫
dΓ(B→ Xµ+µ−)
dq2
dq2
/∫
dΓ(B→ Xe+e−)
dq2
dq2 , (7.5)
between B decays to final states with muons and electrons, where X is a hadron containing a s
or a d quark, are predicted to be very close to unity in the SM [345–347]. The uncertainties
from QED corrections are found to be at the percent level [348].
The Run 1 LHCb data have been used to perform the most precise measurements of RK
and RK∗ to-date [274, 275] (see Fig. 7.5). The measurements show some tension with the
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Figure 7.5: Projected sensitivity for the RK , RK∗ and Rφ measurements in different NP scenarios
with the Upgrade II data set. The existing Run 1 measurements of RK and RK∗ are shown for
comparison.
SM, all deviating from predictions at the level of 2.1–2.6 standard deviations. Assuming the
current detector performance, approximately 46 000 B+→ K+e+e− and 20 000 B0→ K∗0e+e−
candidates are expected in the range 1.1 < q2 < 6.0 GeV2/c4 in the Upgrade II data set. The
ultimate precision on RK and RK∗ will be better than 1%. The importance of the Upgrade II
data set in distinguishing between different NP scenarios is highlighted in Fig. 7.5. With this
data set all four NP scenarios could be distinguished at more than 5σ significance.
The Upgrade II data set will also enable the measurement of other RX ratios e.g. Rφ, RpK
and the ratios in CKM suppressed decays. For example, with 300 fb−1, it will be possible to
determine Rpi = B(B+→ pi+µ+µ−)/B(B+→ pi+e+e−) with a few percent statistical precision.
A summary of the expected performance for a number of different RX ratios is indicated in
Table 7.2.
In addition to improvements in the RX measurements, the enlarged Upgrade II data set will
give access to new observables. For example, the data will allow precise comparisons of the angular
distribution of dielectron and dimuon final-states. Differences between angular observables in
B→ Xµ+µ− and B→ Xe+e− decays are theoretically pristine [349, 350] and are sensitive to
different combinations of Wilson coefficients compared to the RX measurements. Figure 7.6 shows
that an upgraded LHCb detector will enable such decays to be used to discriminate between
different NP models, for example separating between Scenarios I and II [351]. Excellent NP
sensitivity can be achieved irrespective of the assumptions made about the hadronic contributions
to the decays.
In the present LHCb detector, electron modes have an approximately factor five lower
efficiency than the corresponding muon modes, owing to the tendency for the electrons to lose a
significant fraction of their energy through bremsstrahlung in the detector. This loss impacts
on the ability to reconstruct, trigger and select the electron modes. The precision with which
observables can be extracted therefore depends primarily on the electron modes and not the
muon modes. In order for RX measurements to benefit from the large Upgrade II data samples,
it will be necessary to reduce systematic uncertainties to the percent level. These uncertainties
can be controlled by taking a double ratio between RX and the decays B→ J/ψX, where the
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Table 7.2: Estimated yields of b→ se+e− and b→ de+e− processes and the statistical uncertainty
on RX in the range 1.1 < q
2 < 6.0 GeV2/c4 extrapolated from the Run 1 data. A linear
dependence of the bb production cross section on the pp centre-of-mass energy and unchanged
Run 1 detector performance are assumed. Where modes have yet to be observed, a scaled
estimate from the corresponding muon mode is used.
Yield Run 1 result 9 fb−1 23 fb−1 50 fb−1 300 fb−1
B+→ K+e+e− 254± 29 [274] 1 120 3 300 7 500 46 000
B0→ K∗0e+e− 111± 14 [275] 490 1 400 3 300 20 000
B0s→ φe+e− – 80 230 530 3 300
Λ0b→ pKe+e− – 120 360 820 5 000
B+→ pi+e+e− – 20 70 150 900
RX precision Run 1 result 9 fb
−1 23 fb−1 50 fb−1 300 fb−1
RK 0.745± 0.090± 0.036 [274] 0.043 0.025 0.017 0.007
RK∗0 0.69± 0.11± 0.05 [275] 0.052 0.031 0.020 0.008
Rφ – 0.130 0.076 0.050 0.020
RpK – 0.105 0.061 0.041 0.016
Rpi – 0.302 0.176 0.117 0.047
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Figure 7.6: Constraints on the difference in the C9 and C10 Wilson coefficients from electron
and muon modes with the Run 3 and Upgrade II data sets. The 3σ regions for the Run 3 data
sample are shown for the SM (solid blue), a vector-axial-vector new physics contribution (red
dotted) and for a purely vector new physics contribution (green dashed). The shaded regions
denote the corresponding constraints for the Upgrade II data set.
J/ψ decays to µ+µ− and e+e−. This approach is expected to work well, even with very large
data sets.
Other sources of systematic uncertainty can be mitigated through design choices for the
upgraded detector. The recovery of bremsstrahlung photons is inhibited by the ability to
find the relevant photons in the ECAL (over significant backgrounds) and by the energy
resolution. A reduced amount of material before the magnet would reduce the amount of
bremsstrahlung and hence would increase the electron reconstruction efficiency and improve the
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electron momentum resolution. Higher transverse granularity would aid signal selection and
help reduce the backgrounds. With a large number of primary pp collisions, the combinatorial
background will increase and will need to be controlled with the use of timing information.
However, the Run 1 data set indicates that it may be possible to tolerate a significant (i.e. larger
than a factor two) increase in combinatorial backgrounds without destroying the signal selection
ability.
7.3.6 Time-dependent analysis of B0s → φµ+µ− and B0 → ρ0µ+µ−
Time-dependent analyses of rare decays into CP eigenstates can deliver orthogonal experimental
information to time-integrated observables. So far, no time-dependent measurement of the
B0s→ φµ+µ− decay has been performed due to the limited signal yield of 432 ± 24 in the
Run 1 data sample [317]. However, the larger data samples available in Upgrade II will enable
time-dependent studies. The framework describing B and B → V `+`− transitions to a common
final-state is discussed in Ref. [352], where several observables are discussed that can be accessed
with and without flavour tagging. Two observables called s8 and s9, which are only accessible
through a time-dependent flavour-tagged analysis, are of particular interest. These observables
are proportional to the mixing term sin (∆mst) and provide information that is not available
through flavour specific decays. Assuming a time resolution of around 45 fs and an effective
tagging power of 5% results in an effective signal yield of 2000 decays for the Upgrade II data
set.
As a first step towards a full time-dependent analysis, the effective lifetime of the decay
B0s→ φµ+µ− can be studied. The untagged time-dependent decay rate is given by
dΓ
dt
∝ e−Γs
[
cosh
(
∆Γst
2
)
+A∆Γ sinh
(
∆Γst
2
)]
. (7.6)
The observable A∆Γ can be related to the angular observables FL and S3 via A
∆Γ = 2S3 − FL.
Due to the significant lifetime difference ∆Γs in the B
0
s system, even an untagged analysis can
probe right-handed currents. For the combined low- and high-q2 regions, preliminary studies
suggest a statistical sensitivity to A∆Γ of 0.05 can be achieved with a 300 fb−1 data set.
With the Upgrade II data set it will also be possible to perform a time-dependent angular
analysis of the b → d process B0→ ρ0µ+µ−. This process differs from B0s→ φµ+µ− in two
important regards: it is CKM suppressed and therefore has a smaller SM branching fraction;
and ∆Γd ≈ 0, removing sensitivity to A∆Γ. The uncertainties on the angular observables are
expected to be on the order of 0.1 for this case.
The time-dependent angular analyses will still be statistically limited even with 300 fb−1. It
will be important to maintain good decay-time resolution and the performance of the particle
identification will be crucial to control backgrounds, as well as to improve flavour tagging
performance.
7.4 Radiative beauty and charm decays
In the SM, W± bosons couple only left-handedly to quarks. As a consequence, photons emitted
in FCNC b→ sγ transitions are predominantly left handed, but several extensions of the SM, see
e.g. Ref. [353], predict that the photon can acquire a significant right-handed component through
a new heavy particle that couples right-handedly to quarks. Indirect constraints on right-handed
currents leave a large fraction of the space for non-SM right-handed currents unexplored. The
photon polarisation—the asymmetry between the right- and left-handed components of the
photon—as well as measurements of CP violation or the ratio between b→ sγ and b→ dγ decays
can be used to constrain these right-handed currents.
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Experimentally, the study of these transitions at LHCb is dominated by the limitations of
the electromagnetic calorimeter, which result in (a) a limited mass resolution that prevents good
separation of partially reconstructed backgrounds, (b) a limited ability to distinguish signal
from charmless backgrounds in which the photon is replaced by a pi0 meson decaying into two
photons, which are reconstructed as a single cluster in the ECAL, and (c) a degraded decay-time
resolution coming from the photon momentum resolution. The Upgrade II detector is expected
to improve the mass resolution for pi0 mesons thanks to a better spatial segmentation, which
would be crucial to match with the expected statistical precision of several of the measurements
discussed in this section.
A precise measurement of the photon polarisation has not been performed yet, but several
methods to achieve the result have been proposed:
• The time-dependent CP asymmetry of B0(s)→ fCPγ, where fCP is a CP eigenstate, discussed
in Sec. 7.4.1.
• The angular correlations among the three-body decay products of a kaonic resonance in
B+→ K+res(→ K+pi−pi+)γ, presented in Sec. 7.4.1.
• The transverse asymmetries of B0→ K∗0e+e−, highly sensitive to the b→ sγ process at
low dielectron invariant mass squared (q2), and which will be discussed in Sec. 7.4.2.
• The angular distributions of radiative b-baryon decays, detailed in Sec. 7.4.3.
Each of these measurements constrains right-handed currents differently [354] and they thus
give complementary constraints in global fits of Wilson coefficients.
7.4.1 Radiative B decays
The time dependent CP asymmetry of B0(s)→ fCPγ arises from the interference between decay
amplitudes with and without B0(s)−B0(s) mixing and is predicted to be small in the SM [355–357].
As a consequence, a large asymmetry due to interference between the B mixing and decay
diagrams can only be present if the two photon helicities contribute to both B and B decays.
From the time dependent decay rate
Γ(B0(s)(B
0
(s))→ fCPγ)(t) ∼ e−Γst
[
cosh
(
∆Γ(s)
2
)
−A∆ sinh
(
∆Γ(s)
2
)
±
± CCP cos
(
∆m(s)t
)∓ SCP sin (∆m(s)t) ], (7.7)
where A∆, CCP and SCP depend on the photon polarisation [358]. Two strategies can be devised:
one studying the decay rate independently of the flavour of the B meson, which allows A∆ to be
accessed, and one tagging the flavour of the B meson, which accesses SCP and CCP . The first
strategy has been exploited at LHCb to study the 4000 B0s→ φγ candidates collected in Run 1
to obtain A∆ = −0.98+0.46−0.52 (stat)+0.23−0.20 (syst) [359], compatible at two standard deviations with
the prediction of A∆SM = 0.047
+0.029
−0.025.
With ∼ 60k signal candidates expected with 50 fb−1, the full analysis, including flavour
tagging information, will improve the statistical uncertainty on A∆ to ∼ 0.07, and will need
a careful control of the systematic uncertainties. An analysis performed with ∼ 800k signal
decays expected with 300 fb−1, with a statistical uncertainty to ∼ 0.02, requires some of the
possible improvements in pi0 reconstruction of the Upgrade II detector to be able to use the full
statistical power of the data.
In addition to studying the B0s system, LHCb can study the time-dependent decay rate of
B0→ K0Spi+pi−γ decays, which permits access of the photon polarisation through the SCP term.
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With O(1000) signal events in Run 1, around 35k and 200k are expected at the end of Upgrade I
and Upgrade II, respectively (1.75k and 10k when considering the flavour tagging efficiency),
opening the doors to a very competitive measurement of SCP in the B0 system.
Another way to study the photon polarisation is through the angular correlations among
the three-body decay products of a kaonic resonance in B+→ K+res(→ K+pi−pi+)γ, which allows
the direct measurement of the photon polarisation parameter in the effective radiative weak
Hamiltonian [360]. As a first step towards the photon polarisation measurement, LHCb observed
nonzero photon polarisation for the first time by studying the photon angular distribution in
bins of K+pi−pi+ invariant mass [361], but the determination of the value of this polarisation
could not be performed due to the lack of knowledge of the hadronic system. To overcome
this problem, a method to measure the photon polarisation using a full amplitude analysis of
B+→ K+pi−pi+γ decays is currently under development, with an expected statistical sensitivity
on the photon polarisation parameter of ∼ 5% in the charged mode with the Run 1 dataset.
The extrapolation of the precision to 300 fb−1 results in a statistical precision better than 1%,
and hence control of the systematic uncertainties will be crucial.
7.4.2 Angular analysis with B0 → K∗0e+e− decays in the low-q2 region
The polarisation of the photon emitted in b→ sγ transitions can also be accessed via semileptonic
b→ s`` transitions, for example in the decay B0 → K∗0`+`−. Indeed, as mentioned in previous
sections, at very low q2 these decays are dominated by the electromagnetic dipole operator
O(′)7 . Namely, the longitudinal polarisation fraction (FL) is expected to be below 20% for
q2 < 0.2 GeV2/c4. In this q2 region, the angle φ between the planes defined by the dilepton
system and the K∗0 → K+pi− decay is sensitive to the b→ sγ photon helicity.
While the K∗0µ+µ− final state is experimentally easier to select and measure at LHCb, the
K∗0e+e− final state allows q2 values below 4m2µ to be probed, where the sensitivity to the photon
helicity is maximal. Compared to the radiative channels used for polarisation measurements,
the B0 → K∗0e+e− final state is fully charged and gives better mass resolution and therefore
better separation from partially reconstructed backgrounds.
The sensitivity of this decay channel at LHCb was demonstrated by an angular analysis
performed with Run 1 data [362]. The angular observables most sensitive to the photon
polarisation at low q2 are A
(2)
T and A
Im
T , as defined in Ref. [362]. Indeed, in the limit q
2 → 0,
these observables can be expressed by the following functions of C7,7′ (assuming NP contributions
to be much smaller than |CSM7 |):
A
(2)
T (q
2 → 0) ' 2Re(C
′∗
7 )
|C7| and A
Im
T (q
2 → 0) ' 2Im(C
′∗
7 )
|C7| . (7.8)
In order to maximise the sensitivity to the photon polarisation, the angular analysis should be
performed as close as possible to the low q2 endpoint. However, the events at extremely low q2
have worse φ resolution (because the two electrons are almost collinear) and are polluted by
B0 → K∗0γ decays with the γ converting in the VELO material. In the Run 1 analysis [362] the
minimum required m(e+e−) was set at 20 MeV/c2, but this should be reduced as the Upgrade II
VELO detector will have a significantly lower material budget (multiple scattering is the main
effect worsening the φ resolution). Similarly, the background from γ conversions will be reduced
with a lighter RF-foil or with the complete removal of it in Upgrade II [1].
Assuming the signal yields given in Table 7.2 leads to the following statistical sensitivities
to A
(2)
T and A
Im
T : 11% with 9 fb
−1, 7% with 23 fb−1 and 2% with 300 fb−1. The theoretical
uncertainty induced when this observable is translated into a photon polarisation measurement
is currently at the level of 2% but should improve by the time of the Upgrade II analyses. The
current measurements performed with Run 1 data have a systematic uncertainty of order 5%
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coming mainly from the modelling of the angular acceptance and from the uncertainty on the
angular shape of the combinatorial background. The acceptance is independent of φ at low q2
and its modelling can be improved with larger simulation samples and using the proxy channel
B0 → K∗0J/ψ (→ e+e−).
7.4.3 Radiative b-baryon decays
Weak radiative decays of b baryons are largely unexplored, with the best limits coming from
CDF: B(Λ0b→ Λγ) < 1.3× 10−3 at 90% CL [363]. They offer a unique sensitivity to the photon
polarisation through the study of their angular distributions, and will constitute one of the main
topics in the radiative decays programme in the LHCb Upgrade II.
With predicted branching fractions of O(10−5 − 10−6), the first challenge for LHCb will be
their observation, as the production of long-lived particles in their decay, in addition to the
photon, means in most cases that the b-baryon secondary vertex cannot be reconstructed. This
makes their separation from background considerably more difficult than in the case of regular
radiative b decays.
The most abundant of these decays is Λ0b→ Λ(→ ppi−)γ, which is sensitive to the photon
polarisation mainly2 through the distribution of the angle between the proton and the Λ
momentum in the rest frame of the Λ (θp),
d Γ
d cos θp
∝ 1− αγαp,1/2 cos θp, (7.9)
where αγ is the asymmetry between left- and right-handed amplitudes and αp,1/2 = 0.642 ±
0.013 [301] is the Λ→ ppi− decay parameter. Using specialised trigger lines for this mode
15− 150 signal events are expected using the Run 2 dataset. Preliminary studies show that a
statistical sensitivity to αγ of (20− 25)% is expected with these data, which would be reduced
to ∼ 15% with 23 fb−1 and below 4% with 300 fb−1. In the LHCb Upgrade II, the addition of
timing information in the calorimeter will be important to be able to study this combinatorial-
background dominated decay; additionally, improved downstream reconstruction would allow
the use of downstream Λ decays, which make up more than 2/3 of the total signal.
The Ξb→ Ξ−(→ Λ(→ ppi−)pi−)γ decay presents a richer angular distribution, with depen-
dence to the photon polarisation in both the Λ angle (θΛ) and proton angle (θp),
d Γ
d cos θΛ cos θp
∝ 1− αγαΞ cos θΛ + αp,1/2 cos θp (αΞ − αγ cos θΛ) , (7.10)
but the lower production cross-section for these baryons, combined with a lower reconstruction
efficiency due to the presence of one extra track, results in an order of magnitude fewer events
than in the Λ0b case, making the increase of statistics from the Upgrade II even more relevant.
With a similar sensitivity to the photon polarisation to that of Λ0b→ Λ(→ ppi−)γ, Ξb→ Ξ−γ
decays will allow this parameter to be probed with a precision of 40% and 10% with 23 and
300 fb−1, respectively.
7.4.4 Radiative D decays
Charm decays with a photon in the final state are complementary to radiative beauty and strange
decays, due to the different quark content of the underlying loop amplitudes. Radiative charm
decays, although rare (B ∼ 10−5) and overwhelmed by long-distance QCD effects, still offer
theoretically clean probes of the SM, like for instance the CP asymmetry or photon polarisation.
2In the following, we assume that the Λ0b (and any other beauty baryon) polarisation is zero [364], removing
part of the photon-polarisation dependence.
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The most promising channels are D0 → V γ, where V stands for a light vector meson, ρ0 or
φ. The SM predictions for CP violation in these decays is small at the order of a few 10−3,
however ACP could be enhanced by NP contributions to up to 10% [365]. The best sensitivities
so far achieved have been obtained with the full Belle data set and are limited by the statistical
uncertainty, reaching a precision of (7− 15)% [366]. No observation of photon polarisation has
yet been performed in charm decays.
Charm decays involve photons of significantly lower energies than their beauty counterparts
and thus suffer from higher combinatorial background and lower energy resolution. Moreover,
D0 → V γ decays are also subject to a significant, peaking and irreducible background from
the D0 → V pi0 decays, whose branching fractions exceed the radiative ones by two orders of
magnitude. In particular, merged pi0 mesons, where both photons form a single energy cluster,
are difficult to suppress. Nevertheless, a feasibility study performed for the D0 → φγ decay has
shown that LHCb will improve Belle sensitivities by factor 2− 3 using Run 2 data.
Having an improved pi0 reconstruction in the Upgrade II would certainly allow for background
reduction. This could allow studies of decays with more complicated topologies e.g. D+ → Kpipiγ.
Such four-body processes give a direct access to P -parity and the photon polarisation, which
can be measured through an up-down asymmetry of the photon direction relative to the Kpipi
decay plane. In the D0 → V γ decays the photon polarisation can be accessed indirectly, by
probing a pattern of the D0 − D0 oscillations and, thus, requires a time-dependent analysis.
Such measurements should become feasible with the Upgrade II data sample.
7.5 Rare (semi-)leptonic charm decays
The study of very rare FCNC charm decays is a unique probe for NP in the up-quark sector and
a relatively unexplored area of research, both theoretically and experimentally. Moreover, the
anomalies seen in the b-sector make progress on charm rare decays involving c→ u transitions
even more pressing.
7.5.1 Search for D0 → µ+µ− decays
The decay of a D meson to a dimuon pair is a key very rare charm decay. Within the Standard
Model two kinds of contributions to the D0 → µ+µ− decay are present: the long-distance (LD)
contribution due to long-range propagation of intermediate states, of non-perturbative nature,
and the short-distance (SD) contribution due to perturbatively calculable amplitudes. In the
down-type quark sector the GIM suppression is less effective than in the up-quark sector, due to
the presence of top-quarks running in the loops which leads to an effective decoupling with the
other diagrams, owing to the large top quark mass. In the charm sector FCNCs are instead
more effectively suppressed due to the absence of a large mass down-type quark and therefore,
within the SM, branching fractions of rare D decays have very small values. However, these
processes can be enhanced in New Physics scenarios by up to several orders of magnitude when
compared to the SM. Predictions for the SD to B(D0 → µ+µ−) are of O(10−18) while the LD
contribution from γγ recombination, based on the current limit for D0 → γγ [367], brings the
expected branching fraction up to 10−11.
The world’s best limit was obtained by LHCb with 0.9 fb−1 of 2011 data [368], resulting in
B(D0 → µ+µ−) < 6.2× 10−9 at 90% CL. (7.11)
Extrapolating the current detector performance, the expected limit is about 5.9× 10−10 with
23 fb−1 and 1.8 × 10−10 with 300 fb−1 of integrated luminosity, covering a large part of the
unambiguous space to search for NP without being affected by LD uncertainties in the SM
predictions.
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Figure 7.7: Differential branching fraction for the decay Λ+c → pµ+µ− as a function of q2 (left)
in the SM and (right) in a New Physics scenario with CNP9 = −0.6 and CNP10 = −0.6 [371]. The
current LHCb limit is marked with green. The extrapolated upper limit with the 23 and 300 fb−1
data sets is marked in red.
Figure 7.8: (Left) Differential branching fraction of D+ → pi+µ+µ− as a function of q2 in the
SM. The current LHCb limit is marked with a dashed black line. (Middle and right) Predictions
for ACP in a NP scenario with different strong phases δρ,φ [370].
7.5.2 Search for D → hµ+µ− and Λ+c → pµ+µ− decays
As already stated b→ s`+`− electroweak penguin transitions have proven to be powerful tools
to search for New Physics effects [310,311]. One can study the same New Physics effects in the
up-quark sector with the c→ u`+`− transitions. Until recently, limits on the branching fractions
of these types of decays were only set at the O(10−6) level [309]. Significant progress has also
been made in the SM predictions for c→ u FCNCs providing more robust calculations [369–371].
Particularly suited for experiments at hadron colliders is the study of decays with a pair
of leptons in the final state, such as D+(s)/Λ
+
c → h+`+`− and D0 → h+h−`+`−. The SD
contributions to branching fractions of these decays involves FCNC processes which are heavily
suppressed in the SM through the GIM mechanism and are at the level of 10−9 or below,
depending on the decay [370,371]. On the other hand, LD contributions dominate the branching
fraction via vector resonances (ρ/ω/φ) decaying into a dilepton pair. In some New Physics
scenarios the SD contributions can be enhanced by several orders of magnitude allowing NP to
manifest as an enhancement of the branching fraction. An example of such a model is shown in
Fig. 7.7. In the benchmark scenario, the modification of Wilson coefficients are: CNP9 = −0.6 and
CNP10 = 0.6. Outside of the resonance regions the SD contributions are enhanced to similar levels
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as the LD effects. This benchmark point is currently just below the current LHCb limit [372]
B(Λ+c → pµ+µ−) < 5.9× 10−8 at 90% CL (7.12)
In the Upgrade II era LHCb is expected to improve the limit to:
B(Λ+c → pµ+µ−) < 4.4× 10−9 at 90% CL. (7.13)
An order of magnitude improvement is expected for the limit on B(D+(s) → pi+µ+µ−) decays,
which currently is set at 7.3 × 10−8 at 90% CL [373]. The expected upper limits are about
1.3×10−8 with 23 fb−1 and 0.37×10−8 with 300 fb−1. In addition, LHCb will have the ability to
measure angular observables such as the forward-background asymmetry AFB or time integrated
ACP , which will provide additional handles to separate the LD from the SD and for which some
theoretical predictions in NP scenarios already exist [370], as shown in Fig. 7.8.
Last but not least with a sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1
LHCb will be able to perform searches for the LFV decays D+(s)/Λ
+
c → h+`+`′− and perform
tests of lepton universality via the ratios B(D+(s)/Λ+c → h+µ+µ−)/B(D+(s)/Λ+c → h+e+e−).
7.5.3 Measurements with D → h+h−`+`− decays
The decays D0 → h+h−`+`− have a richer dynamics compared to two- and three-body decays
allowing for a variety of differential distributions to be investigated. The SD contributions
to the branching fraction proceeds through FCNC processes, which are very suppressed in
the SM through the GIM mechanism at the level of 10−9 or below [374]. On the other hand,
LD contributions dominate with branching fractions up to O(10−6) via intermediate vector
resonances (ρ/ω/φ) decaying into a dilepton pair [374–376]. In some BSM scenarios the SD
contribution can be enhanced by several orders of magnitude allowing NP to manifest as an
enhancement of the branching fraction away from resonances or in asymmetries such as CP and
angular asymmetries [369,370,376–380].
Due to the huge charm production cross-section at the LHC, and LHCb’s ability to trig-
ger on low pT dimuons, LHCb has unique physics reach in studying these decays. In fact,
significant progress has already been made with the observation of the Cabibbo-favoured de-
cay D0→ K−pi+µ−µ+ (with the dimuon mass in the ρ/ω region) with a branching fraction
(4.17 ± 0.42) × 10−6 [381] and the singly Cabibbo-suppressed decays D0→ pi+pi−µ+µ− and
D0→ K+K−µ+µ− with branching fractions of (9.64± 1.20)× 10−7 and (1.54± 0.33)× 10−7,
respectively [382]. For the latter, also the differential branching fraction as a function of the
dimuon mass squared, q2, was measured. Furthermore, LHCb has performed a first measurement
of CP - and angular asymmetries in D0→ pi+pi−µ+µ− and D0→ K+K−µ+µ− decays using Run 2
data. This resulted in the first determination of the forward-backward asymmetry AFB, the
triple-product asymmetry A2φ and the CP -asymmetry ACP with uncertainties at the percent-
level [383]. Moreover, the implementation of triggers for dielectron modes opens the possibility
of measuring branching-fraction ratios between dimuon and dielectron modes. Since the main
limit for these studies comes from the available statistics, excellent prospects are foreseen for the
LHCb Upgrade I. Projected signal yields for the muonic modes of (104) will allow more sensitive
studies of angular asymmetry and first amplitude analyses to attempt to disentangle SD and LD
components. However, it is with the 300 fb−1 upgrade that the full potential for these decays
will be exploited. The enormous event yields and improved calorimetry of Upgrade II will allow
to perform studies of both the dimuon and dielectron modes with high precision.
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Figure 7.9: (Left) B(K0S → µ+µ−) vs B(K0L → µ+µ−) in an MSSM scenario, from Fig. 2 of
Ref. [390]. The cyan dots correspond to predictions using positive sign for the long distance
contribution to B(K0L → µ+µ−) (i.e. AµLγγ > 0) and the orange crosses to predictions using
AµLγγ < 0. The vertically hatched area corresponds to the SM prediction for A
µ
Lγγ > 0 and the
inclined hatched area corresponds to the SM prediction for AµLγγ < 0. (Right) Expected limit in
B(K0S → µ+µ−) from LHCb and upgrades, as a function of integrated luminosity times trigger
efficiency. LHCb Upgrade II will collect at least 300 fb−1. Thus, it can be seen that if the trigger
efficiency is high, as expected from a full software trigger, LHCb can exclude branching fractions
down to near the SM prediction
7.6 Rare strange decays
Rare strange decays can probe BSM physics that could escape all other experimental tests.
Indeed, if BSM physics is beyond the LHC direct searches reach and thus only accessible through
indirect measurements, searches for non-Minimal Flavour Violation BSM physics become more
relevant. In this context, s→ d transitions are of paramount importance, since they have the
strongest CKM suppression. Examples of these transitions are K0S → µ+µ− and K0S → pi0µ+µ−.
7.6.1 Rare kaon decays
In the SM, the K0S → µ+µ− decay is long-distance dominated, with subdominant short-distance
contributions. However, the long-distance contribution is still very small in absolute terms,
and the decay rate is very suppressed. For example, the SM prediction [384–386] B(K0S →
µ+µ−)SM = (5.18± 1.50LD ± 0.02SD)× 10−12 can be compared with the current experimental
upper limit [387] B(K0S → µ+µ−)Exp < 8 × 10−10 at 90% CL. Therefore, even small BSM
contributions and BSM–SM interferences can compete with the SM rate. This has been proven
to be the case in leptoquark models [388,389] as well as supersymmetric models [390]. In the
latter, B(K0S → µ+µ−) can have values anywhere in the range [0.78− 35]× 10−12 (see Fig. 7.9,
left) or even saturate the current experimental bound in certain narrow regions of the parameter
space [390]. The CP asymmetry of the K0 → µ+µ− decay is also sensitive to BSM contributions
and experimentally accessible by means of a tagged analysis.
The LHCb prospects for the search for K0S → µ+µ− decays are excellent. With 2011 data
the experiment overtook the previous world best upper limit by a factor of thirty [391], and has
recently gained another order of magnitude [387]. The right hand side of Fig. 7.9 shows the
expected upper limit for B(K0S → µ+µ−) as a function of the integrated luminosity multiplied
by the trigger efficiency. It can be seen that if the trigger efficiency is high, as expected from a
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full software trigger, LHCb can explore branching fractions down to near the SM prediction.
Currently, the only existing measurement of B(K0S → pi0µ+µ−) comes from the NA48
experiment [392]
B(K0S → pi0µ+µ−) = (2.9+1.5−1.2 ± 0.2)× 10−9.
In the Upgrade II LHCb can achieve a statistical precision of 0.11 × 10−9 with 300 fb−1 of
integrated luminosity, assuming a trigger efficiency of 100% [393]. Assuming a trigger efficiency
of 50% LHCb will still be able to significantly improve on the NA48 measurement. Apart
from the branching fraction, the differential decay rate in the dimuon mass contains interesting
information about the form factor parameters aS and bS [394]. The LHCb Upgrade II can reach
a 10% statistical precision on the form factor term |aS | with free bS [395].
Other kaon decays that can be studied at LHCb include K+ → piµµ (both with opposite-sign
and same-sign muon pairs), K0S → 4µ, or decays involving electrons in order to test Lepton
Universality [395]. The LHCb acceptance is such that it favours the sensitivity to K0S modes
over K0L modes by about a factor 1000 due to the longer K
0
L lifetime.
3
7.6.2 Rare hyperon decays
The large production of strange hadrons at LHCb, with at least one strange meson or baryon
per minimum bias event, gives rise to unprecedented datasets for the study of rare hyperon
decays. The full spectrum of hyperons will be available [395]. Studies of rare hyperon decays in
the Upgrade II would significantly profit from low momentum proton identification provided by
the TORCH detector.
7.6.2.1 Rare decays of Σ hyperons
LHCb has recently published a search for the Σ+ → pµ+µ− decay [396], with a strong evidence
for this decay with a significance of 4.0σ; a measurement of the branching fraction was reported
and a dimuon invariant mass distribution found to be consistent with SM predictions, challenging
the HyperCP anomaly [397].
This measurement will be improved in Run 2 with dedicated triggers [398, 399], leading
most probably to a first observation of this channel and detailed differential branching fraction
measurement. With the additional dataset of Upgrade II a full angular analysis will be possible,
probing complementary couplings to those probed by K+ → pi+µ−µ+ decays.
Assuming a similar sensitivity, a search for the lepton and baryon number violating decay
Σ+ → p¯µ+µ+ could be performed and it would be expected to reach a sensitivity of order
10−10 (10−9) on the upper limit of the correspondent branching fraction with 300 (50) fb−1 of
integrated luminosity. Similarly, a search for Σ+ → pe+e− decays will be possible with dedicated
triggers. The latter mode is similar to the Σ+ → pµ+µ− case, but owing to the lower mass
of the electrons receives a larger contribution from long distance photon contributions, for a
predicted branching fraction [400] of B(Σ+ → pe+e−) ∈ [9.1, 10.1]× 10−6. Experimentally only
an upper limit of 7 × 10−6 at 90% CL is reported [401]. It is expected to reach the SM level
already with the Upgrade I, but only with the statistics provided by the Upgrade II it would be
possible to perform a detailed study of the dielectron invariant mass distribution. Analogously,
the LFV decays Σ+ → pe±µ∓ could be searched for with similar sensitivity, where the SM rate
is negligible.
3However, it must be noted that the K0S–K
0
L interference component has an effective lifetime of ∼ 2τK0S , with
higher chances of decay inside LHCb tracking system. The interference component can be accessed in principle by
means of a tagged analysis.
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7.6.2.2 Rare decays of Λ hyperons
An interesting study in the domain of Λ hyperons would be to measure the radiative Λ→ ppi−γ
decay. The branching fraction of this decay is known only with an uncertainty of 16% (B =
(8.4± 1.4)× 10−4 [402]) and only for pion centre-of-mass momenta less than 95 MeV/c. LHCb
can improve this measurement significantly. In addition a first measurement of the FCNC decay
Λ→ ppie+e− will be possible.
Several baryon-number-violating Λ decays have been recently searched for by the CLAS
collaboration, as reported in Ref. [403]. Most of these are in the form Λ→ m` where m is a K+
or pi+ meson, and ` = e, µ leptons. Typically, these decays have strong indirect constraints from
the limits on nucleon decays, but direct experimental limits in an interesting range of sensitivity
were absent so far. The reported limits on the respective branching fractions are in the range
[10−7, 10−6]. The LHCb experiment can certainly improve most of these limits, reaching a single
event sensitivities of O(10−11) for an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1.
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8 Forward and high-pT physics
The unique forward spectrometer configuration of LHCb permits a rich programme of particle
production studies at high momentum, allowing precision measurements of Standard Model
physics, and direct and indirect searches for new phenomena. LHCb has excellent charged
particle reconstruction and muon identification, which can be exploited in muonic W and Z/γ∗
(denoted Z for brevity) decays. However, the current ability of LHCb to reconstruct electrons
with large transverse momenta is restricted, owing to the saturation of cells in the ECAL when
the transverse energy deposited is above ∼ 10 GeV. The yields for high-pT electron signatures, for
example Z → e+e− decays, are up to a factor of 3 smaller than can be achieved for the equivalent
muon channels. With an upgraded ECAL, we expect similar precision for muon and electron
reconstruction at high transverse momentum. In addition, the integrated luminosity offered
by Upgrade II also offers important new opportunities. A selection of the measurements made
possible with Upgrade II are discussed in this chapter, with the focus placed on the different
distinct areas within the forward high-pT programme of research at LHCb in turn.
Top quark production in the LHCb acceptance accesses larger Bjorken-x values, and enhanced
contributions from quark-initiated subprocesses, than at the central rapidities covered by ATLAS
and CMS. This results in a greater sensitivity to observables depending on the presence of
sizeable qq¯ amplitudes [404]. One such observable is the tt¯ charge asymmetry which, in the
Standard Model, rises from approximately 1% in the central region to as high as 8% within the
LHCb acceptance [405]. A number of new physics models [406] predicting extra contributions to
quark-initiated top production result in enhancements in both the tt¯ production cross-section
and charge asymmetry in the forward region. While measurements of the asymmetry at ATLAS
and CMS already provide limits on these models [407], high yield measurements in the forward
region have the potential to provide even stronger constraints. In addition, as the dominant
contribution to top pair production in the forward region still arises from gluon-gluon fusion,
precise measurements of the tt¯ cross-section at LHCb will place important constraints on the
poorly known gluon parton distribution function (PDF) at high-x values.
Measurements of gauge boson production at LHCb uniquely probe the PDFs at smaller and
larger values of Bjorken-x than are accessible by ATLAS and CMS [408]. The LHCb vector-boson
production measurements have been included within fits to data to determine PDFs [409–412].
Detailed studies of the LHCb data have shown that the measurements of gauge-boson production
have placed stringent constraints on the nonperturbative charm content of the proton and have
halved the uncertainties associated with the distribution of valence quarks at large values of
Bjorken-x (above 0.1) [413]. The physics of PDFs at large x is an important study within QCD,
but is also crucial to understand the production of any potential new high-mass states detected
at ATLAS and CMS.
Precision electroweak tests provide a powerful probe of new physics. Two parameters stand
out as demanding higher precision direct measurements, to better exploit the high precision of
their corresponding indirect determinations through global fits. Those are the effective leptonic
weak mixing angle, sin2θeffW , and the W boson mass, mW . The forward rapidity design of LHCb
presents several advantages with respect to the central detector experiments in measurements of
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Table 8.1: The number of tt¯ events reconstructed at LHCb per final state in current measurements
and obtained using extrapolations to datasets corresponding to integrated luminosities of 23, 50
and 300 fb−1. The mean value of Bjorken-x of the most energetic initiating parton is also shown
for each final state.
final state current 23 fb−1 50 fb−1 300 fb−1 < x >
`b 220 [414] 54k 117k 830k 0.295
`bb¯ 24 [415] 8k 17k 130k 0.368
µeb 38 [416] 1k 2k 12k 0.348
µebb¯ - 120 260 1.5k 0.415
these fundamental parameters of the SM.
Studies performed thus far on the Higgs boson are consistent with the particle predicted by
the Standard Model. The vector couplings of the Higgs are already reasonably well measured.
However, the fermion couplings are more challenging to access. New physics could easily be
hiding in the, currently unmeasurable, second-generation couplings. While no currently approved
experiment is capable of reaching sensitivity to the Higgs-charm coupling at the Standard Model
level, the unique charm-tagging capabilities of the LHCb detector mean that LHCb Upgrade II
has the potential to make the most stringent constraint at the HL-LHC.
LHCb’s excellent lepton and jet reconstruction, as well as the flexible trigger scheme, allow
direct searches for new physics phenomena associated with long lived particles, considering, for
example, dark photons or particles in hidden valley models. Existing searches at LHCb provide
unique sensitivity to many exotic signatures, with LHCb having published some of the most
sensitive searches in such models for new particles with masses below the electroweak scale.
Sensitivities in such searches following Upgrade II are therefore also explored in this chapter.
8.1 Top physics in the forward region
Three measurements of top production have been performed by LHCb during Runs 1 and 2 of the
LHC with a precision of (20–40)%, limited by the available data samples. The first observation
in the forward region was made in the µb final state, where the top quark is identified by the
presence of a muon and a b-jet, using 3 fb−1 of data collected in Run 1 [414]. This final state has
the highest signal yield, but suffers from the largest backgrounds, in particular from W boson
production in association with a b-jet. It is also impossible to separate single top and top pair
production, which both contribute to the final state. A measurement was also made in the `bb
final state [415] using 2 fb−1 of data, where a muon or electron (indicated by `), in addition to
two b-jets, is used to identify tt¯ events. The first measurement in Run 2 was made in the µeb
final state, where a muon and electron, together with a b-jet, were reconstructed [416]. This
final state has the highest purity, but the lowest yield and was only made possible in Run 2 due
to the increase of approximately a factor of ten, between
√
s = 13 TeV and
√
s = 8 TeV, in the
top pair cross-section within the LHCb acceptance.
While uncertainties on current measurements in the top sector at LHCb are dominated by
statistically uncertainties, the Upgrade II data will permit precision measurements of both the top
quark production cross-section and charge asymmetry. The expected number of top-pair events
reconstructed at LHCb are given in Table 8.1, where the yields are obtained by extrapolating
from current measurements, with increases of between 10 and 50% in total efficiency assumed due
to improvements in the b-tagging algorithm and selection criteria. In addition, both muons and
electrons are assumed to be employed for Upgrade II due to anticipated improvements in electron
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Figure 8.1: The predicted SM asymmetry at LHCb as a function of lepton pseudorapidity in
the `b final state at 14 TeV. The bands show the uncertainty on the theoretical predictions due
to scale variations (green) and due to combined scale, PDF and αs variations (yellow). The
expected statistical precision on measurements performed by LHCb using 23 and 300 fb−1 of
data is indicated by the uncertainty bars on the points.
performance. The cross-sections are calculated at next-to-leading order in perturbative QCD
using the aMC@NLO generator with the parton shower provided by Pythia 8, and electroweak
corrections are approximated as described in Ref. [405]. They indicate that fiducial cross-section
and asymmetry measurements will be made at subpercent statistical precision in the `b final
state, and at the percent level in the µeb final state. The large yields will also allow differential
measurements of the asymmetry to be made as a function of lepton pseudorapidity in the `b and
`bb¯ final states to achieve the greatest sensitivity, with the former shown in Fig. 8.1. A good
knowledge of the background contributions and their asymmetry will also be required to reach
the ultimate precision.
While the statistical precision of the µeb final state will be lower, the higher purity of the
sample, and the unambiguous identification of top pair events, presents the opportunity to make
the most precise cross-section measurement at LHCb with an overall precision at the level of a
few percent. An inclusive cross-section measurement at a precision of 4% will provide reductions
of over 20% on the gluon PDF at large-x [417], and more stringent constraints can be obtained
by performing total and normalised differential tt¯ production cross-section measurements, which
will be possible with the Upgrade II data.
8.2 Gauge-boson production and implications for PDFs
LHCb has made an important series of measurements of W and Z boson production in proton-
proton collisions at a range of energies [418–430]. These include measurements using leptonic
gauge boson decays (to final states including electrons, muons, or taus), and hadronic decays
of the Z boson. Both inclusive and associated production measurements have been performed.
These measurements rely on excellent luminosity determination (with the precision achieved
below 1.5% [431]), powerful particle identification and tracking, jet reconstruction, and efficient
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Figure 8.2: The regions probed in the x−Q2 plane with Z boson measurements at LHCb in
14 TeV proton-proton collisions. Integrated luminosities considered are (left) a dataset of 23 fb−1,
considering only dimuon final states and (right) 300 fb−1, considering both dimuon and dielectron
final states. Bins are only shown if the expected yield, determined using Pythia 8 [433], is
greater than 100 events. The solid red line shows the kinematic limit set by the collision energy;
the dashed lines show the values of x and Q2 associated with Z bosons with zero transverse
momentum, and rapidities of 0, 2, and 4.5.
jet-flavour identification [432]. In the most precise LHCb cross-section measurements to date
the knowledge of the luminosity determination is the dominant uncertainty, though this and
other uncertainties cancel in measurements of cross-section ratios. In the following we explore
the impressive reach of Upgrade II in this important area of physics.
The expected event yields and related information, are set out in Tables 8.2 and 8.3 for W
and Z boson production, including high mass Drell-Yan, where one region (m(``) > 200 GeV/c2)
is used to highlight typical quantities. Figure 8.2 also shows the regions probed in the x−Q2
plane for different integrated luminosities by measurements of (neutral) Drell-Yan production.
The Upgrade II dataset is needed in order to make double-differential measurements as a function
of the dilepton invariant mass and rapidity at high statistical precision if one wishes to maximise
sensitivity in the regions where the PDFs have Bjorken-x values close to 1, and to reach higher
values of Q2 than are currently accessible at high and low Bjorken-x. The same is also true for
triple-differential measurements that probe the boson transverse momentum or measurements
that probe high momentum jets. Differential measurements will also be made involving both W+
and W− boson production and the ratio of their cross-sections, providing further constraints on
PDFs. While such measurements of W boson production are already systematically limited,
the new large dataset will allow the study and reduction of these uncertainties. In addition,
following Upgrade II a significantly improved ECAL (without low energy saturation) will allow
better understanding of sample compositions in electron channels, further reducing systematic
uncertainties on the ratio of the W boson cross-section in electron and muon channels, allowing
a more precise test of lepton universality in W boson decays.
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Table 8.2: Expected yields in measurements at LHCb, and the higher of the two Bjorken-x values
probed. The yields for single boson processes are from NNLO calculations in pQCD, calculated
for Ref. [427]. The values of Bjorken-x probed are determined using Pythia8. Ref. [428] and
Pythia8 are also used to extrapolate these cross-sections to those in the jet final states. The
yields from electron and muon final states are summed for the 300 fb−1 yields (which assume
the data collected is at 14 TeV). For the yields up to 50 fb−1 only muons are considered, as the
current LHCb performance at high momentum is far superior for muons than it is for electrons.
Other reconstruction effects are neglected, since the efficiencies are O(1).
Process Additional Signal yields in 〈x〉
Criteria LHCb with 300 fb−1 for
√
s = 14 TeV
(50 fb−1,23 fb−1)
Z/γ∗ 60 < m(``) < 120 GeV ∼ 130 (9, 4)× 106 0.17
+jet pT(jet) > 20 GeV ∼ 16 (1, 0.5)× 106 0.24
pT(jet) > 100 GeV ∼ 500 (30, 14)× 103 0.38
High-mass DY m(``) > 200 GeV ∼ 120 (9, 4)× 103 0.32
W+ ∼ 1400 (109, 50)× 106 0.16
+jet pT(jet) > 20 GeV ∼ 170 (13, 6)× 106 0.24
pT(jet) > 100 GeV ∼ 4 (0.4, 0.2)× 106 0.35
W− ∼ 1000 (76, 35)× 106 0.11
+jet pT(jet) > 20 GeV ∼ 100 (6.5, 3)× 106 0.18
pT(jet) > 100 GeV ∼ 2 (0.13, 0.06)× 106 0.31
Table 8.3: This table contains similar information to Table 8.2, with the same dilepton invariant
mass cuts, but considers inclusive measurements made differentially as a function of the Z/γ∗
boson rapidity. Bjorken-x values probed in W boson events are similar to those shown here for
Drell-Yan events at the Z peak.
Process Rapidity Bin Signal yields in 〈x〉
LHCb with 300 fb−1
Z/γ∗ [2.0,2.5] ∼ 20× 106 0.08
[2.5,3.0] ∼ 40× 106 0.12
[3.0,3.5] ∼ 50× 106 0.18
[3.5,4.0] ∼ 20× 106 0.28
[4.0,4.5] ∼ 4× 106 0.42
High-mass DY [2.0,2.5] ∼ 30× 103 0.21
[2.5,3.0] ∼ 60× 103 0.30
[3.0,3.5] ∼ 30× 103 0.43
[3.5,4.0] ∼ 3× 103 0.61
[4.0,4.5] 101 0.84
Measurements of gauge boson production in association with high momentum jets can also
be used to place stringent constraints on the down-quark PDF at large-x, with a measurement
at the 1% level allowing a factor 3 reduction on the uncertainty [434]. Differential measurements
of such processes will give yet further sensitivity to higher values of x, possible with the high
yields expected following Upgrade Ib and Upgrade II.
Measurements of electroweak boson production in association with heavy-flavour jets (and
mesons) can similarly be made. Existing LHCb measurements of these cross-sections have been
performed, integrated over the full LHCb acceptance. With the larger sample sizes expected
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following the LHCb upgrades, differential measurements can be made in these final states that
probe the variation of strange PDFs with Bjorken-x. Measurements of Z +charm production
at LHCb will also be made differentially. The ratio of the cross-sections of Z +charm to Z
+jet events at LHCb varies between about 8% and 3% as a function of the Z boson rapidity;
measurements made using the Run 3 dataset will typically be sensitive to intrinsic charm with
a mean value of x greater than 0.3% (sea-like intrinsic charm) and 1% (valence-like intrinsic
charm) [435]. Improvements in sensitivity are expected following Upgrades Ib and II, since
the larger sample yields will enable double-differential measurements that probe higher pT jets
(placing constraints on higher x values) while binning in the Z boson rapidity. Such measurements
will allow the study of the x and Q2 dependence of the charm PDF and constrain the uncertainty
from intrinsic charm on the Higgs boson production cross-section at the LHC to below 1%.
Knowledge of the proton’s intrinsic charm content is also crucial for any measurement of the
coupling of the Higgs boson to charm quarks using the Higgs + charm final state [435].
With an improved ECAL following Upgrade II, final states containing high-ET photons also
become reconstructible at high precision. There are many such final states of interest, including
γ+HF production. This final state is sensitive to the intrinsic charm and beauty content of the
proton, with measurements at large-x considered particularly useful and important [435,436].
This measurement at high precision and high photon momentum will only be possible with the
upgraded detector. In addition, Upgrade II will bring increased yields for diboson production
within the LHCb acceptance. The cross-section for WW production in the LHCb acceptance
(with an electron-muon final state) is about 100 fb, with the cross-section for WZ and ZZ
production roughly 10− 100 times smaller (depending on selection requirements and the final
state considered). The full Upgrade II dataset is therefore needed to measure these rare processes
in the forward LHCb acceptance at high precision. Such measurements will rely on the improved
calorimetry in order to identify the electrons accurately and suppress the backgrounds from
misidentified hadrons.
8.3 Measurement of the effective weak mixing angle
The effective weak mixing angle, sin2θeffW , is a fundamental parameter of the Standard Model.
It defines the ratio of vector and axial-vector couplings of the Z boson to fermions, and can
be determined experimentally from a fit to the angular distribution (specifically the forward-
backward asymmetry) of Z boson final states. Determinations of the weak mixing angle have been
made by experiments at LEP, SLC, the Tevatron and LHC. The two most precise determinations
(from LEP and SLD) show an almost three standard deviation difference, which is important
to resolve. LHCb has two characteristics that benefit measurements of the weak mixing angle.
At the higher Z rapidities inside LHCb’s forward acceptance the forward-backward asymmetry
is larger and easier to measure than in the central region covered by the general purpose LHC
detectors. In this forward kinematic region Z boson production is also better constrained
theoretically, owing to the predominance of up and down quark initial states.
8.3.1 Current precision
LHCb has previously measured the forward-backward asymmetry of muon final states in 3
fb−1 of
√
s = 7 and 8 TeV data, and used this to determine a value for the effective weak
mixing angle [437]. The forward-backward asymmetry measured in data is unfolded to particle
level and fitted to a series of simulated templates generated at different values of effective
weak mixing angle. A χ2 value is obtained for each fit. The minimum χ2 value defines the
measured effective weak mixing angle. With the Run 1 dataset, the angle was determined to be
sin2θeffW = 0.23142± 0.00073± 0.00052± 0.00056, where the first uncertainty is statistical, the
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second systematic (predominately momentum scale, with smaller contributions from background
asymmetries, unfolding and simulated mass resolution), and the third theoretical (PDF, scale,
αs and FSR uncertainties). Both the systematic and theoretical uncertainties contain statistical
components, which will reduce when larger datasets are analysed. The total uncertainty
(100× 10−5) is over six times larger than that of the combined LEP and SLD results.
8.3.2 Future improvements
The Z boson production cross-section is approximately twice as large at Run 2 compared to
Run 1. If the current dimuon analysis is simply repeated, the statistical uncertainty on sin2θeffW
should reduce to about 13× 10−5 (5× 10−5) by the end of Run 4 (Run 5). With the addition of
dielectron final states (with which Z production has been measured [429] but no corresponding
LHCb sin2θeffW measurement has yet been made) the statistical uncertainty should be further
reduced, easily sufficient to probe the differences seen in the LEP and SLD determinations.
However, work must be done to reduce the systematic and theoretical uncertainties of the
current analysis. The largest systematic uncertainty arises from the momentum scale and
curvature biases, and its size reflects the statistical precision of the dataset used to control it.
It is expected that this uncertainty will reduce as larger datasets are analysed (although the
ultimate uncertainty is not yet known). The systematic uncertainty may reduce further if a
combined dimuon and dielectron measurement is made, given that systematic uncertainties will
be partially correlated between datasets. Studies are ongoing to quantify expected performance
gains.
The largest theoretical uncertainty is due to the underlying parton density functions. ATLAS
have studied in situ parton density constraining techniques to reduce the resulting uncertainty
in their measurement. Here the parton density function 68% uncertainty band is constrained
to that portion which is consistent with the ATLAS data. Similar studies by CMS imply that
parton density function uncertainty can be constrained to less than 10−4. Given that parton
uncertainties are smaller within LHCb’s acceptance, the same statement should apply if these
techniques are adopted. Studies are ongoing to quantify these effects for LHCb. Other sources
of theoretical uncertainty are small, and will reduce when larger samples of simulated data are
used to quantify them.
Finally, the analysis technique itself can be improved. Candidate events can be weighted,
to improve sensitivity to the weak mixing angle, and it may be possible to improve sensitivity
by binning and fitting events in rapidity as well as dilepton mass. The benefits of extending
the analysis acceptance (from η > 2 to > 1.9, and η < 4.5 to < 5) remain to be evaluated,
and the impact of slightly increased pile-up in the upgrade needs to be quantified before final
projections can be made. However, it is clear that the Upgrade II samples can enable an
impressive sensitivity to sin2θeffW .
8.4 Prospects for W -mass measurement
The current global EW fits yield an indirect determination of mW with an uncertainty of
8 MeV [438]. This is a factor of two more precise than the current world average of direct
measurements, mW = 80 385±15 MeV, which is dominated by measurements from the CDF [439]
and D0 [440, 441] experiments. This average does not yet include a recent first measurement
by ATLAS of mW = 80 370 ± 19 MeV [442]. The CDF and D0 results were still statistically
limited, being based on samples of O(106) leptonic W decays and O(105) leptonic Z decays. A
natural target for the ultimate precision on the average of mW measurements from the LHC
experiments is around 5 MeV [438]. The ATLAS and CMS experiments already have access to
signal samples that are more than two orders of magnitude larger than those of the Tevatron
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Figure 8.3: (left) From a b-jet and c-jet enriched data sample of Ref. [432], the 2-D SV-tagger
BDT response per-jet observed in data (annotation added here to show roughly where jets of
each type are found). (right) From Ref. [444], the SV-tagger BDT that separates b and c for the
sub-leading versus leading jet for V H(bb¯, cc¯) assuming SM-like Yukawa couplings.
experiments. Their measurements of the W mass are however limited by theoretical uncertainties
in the modelling of W and Z boson production in pp collisions.
In Ref. [443] it was pointed out that a measurement of the W mass with the LHCb experiment
would be highly desirable due to the complementary lepton acceptance 2 < η < 5, which implies
a partial anti-correlation between the PDF uncertainties as compared to the central-rapidity
ATLAS and CMS experiments. It was estimated that the O(107) W events of the Run 2 dataset
could yield a mW measurement with a statistical precision of around 10 MeV. A measurement at
forward rapidities presents several additional advantages. For example heavy-flavour annihilation
contributions to W and Z production are substantially smaller than at central rapidities. The
boson pT spectra tend to be softer which implies a more direct relation between mW and the
charged lepton pT spectrum. While the large rapidity W and Z bosons carry high intrinsic
physics value, they are produced with a smaller cross section compared to the central experiments.
The Upgrade II samples will permit a statistical precision of a few MeV and can impose
tight in situ constraints on the systematic uncertainties associated to the W production model.
The upgraded ECAL will allow a similarly precise measurement with orthogonal experimental
uncertainties using W → eν decays. These capabilities will be crucial in the realisation of the
ultimate precision on mW with the LHC.
8.5 Measurement of Higgs decays to cc¯
In Run 1, LHCb developed a powerful heavy-flavour jet-tagging procedure [432] that leveraged
the world-leading performance of the VELO. This method employed two Boosted Decision
Trees (BDTs): one to separate heavy-flavour jets from those initiated by light partons, and
one to separate beauty jets from charm jets. The efficiency for identifying b-jets and c-jets is
roughly 65% and 25%, respectively, with ≈ 0.3% probability for misidentifying a light-parton
jet as originating from heavy flavour. More importantly for H → cc¯ sensitivity, there is clear
separation between b-jets and c-jets in the 2-D BDT plane (see Fig. 8.3). This jet-tagging
algorithm was used to study Wb and Wc [426], Wbb¯ and Wcc¯ [415] production, and to make
the first observation of top-quark production in the forward region [414], all using Run 1 data,
and for a study of top-quark production using Run 2 data [416]. A similar measurement of Zc
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production at LHCb, proposed in Ref. [435] to study the large-x (intrinsic) charm content of the
proton, is currently in progress.
This jet-tagging method was also used to set upper limits on σ[pp → V H(bb¯, cc¯)], where
V ≡W or Z, using 2 fb−1 of 8 TeV Run 1 data that translate into upper limits on the Yukawa
couplings of yb < 7ybSM and y
c < 80ycSM, respectively [444]. The V H production cross section
increases by a factor of 7 within the LHCb acceptance going from 8 to 14 TeV; therefore, assuming
no improvements in the detector performance or analysis, LHCb could set an upper limit on
the charm Yukawa coupling of ≈ 7ycSM after collecting 300 fb−1 of data at 14 TeV. Ref. [444]
required that both c-jets satisfied a stringent tagging criterion, resulting in a di-c-jet tagging
efficiency of only about 2%. The improved VELO performance in LHCb Upgrade I is expected to
increase the c-tagging efficiency from 25% to 30% for the same b-jet and light-parton mistagging
probabilities. If the di-c-jet tagging strategy is altered to require that (at least) one c-jet satisfies
the standard tagging criteria, where the light-jet mistag probability is 0.3%, while the other
c-jet satisfies a looser tag, then the di-c-jet tagging efficiency can be dramatically increased to
≈ 30% with minimal impact on the background composition. Given that σ(Wcc¯) and σ(Wcj)
are of the same order of magnitude when the di-jet mass is Higgs-like, the use of a much looser
c-tag on one jet will not have a large impact on the total background yield. Furthermore, since
σ(Wbc) is small compared to σ(Wcc¯) and σ(Wbb¯), it is only necessary to discriminate b from
c for one jet. Using this jet-tagging strategy improves the predicted sensitivity to ≈ 4ycSM. If
the LHCb electron reconstruction performance can be improved in the upgrade such that it is
close to that achieved for muons, the expected sensitivity is ≈ 3ycSM. Finally, if the separation
between b and c jets can be further improved, such that only backgrounds consisting of c-jets
are important, the ultimate sensitivity is about ≈ 2ycSM. This could be achieved, e.g. by using
deep-learning algorithms and including more low-level information than was done in the Run 1
tagging algorithm. Large gains in performance have been achieved by ATLAS and CMS following
this strategy, and we expect that LHCb could achieve similar gains in performance in the future.
In summary, LHCb UII has the potential to place the most stringent constraint on yc from the
HL-LHC.
8.6 Searches for prompt and detached dark photons
A new U(1) dark force, analogous to the electromagnetic (EM) force, can be introduced into
the SM, where the dark photon, A′, is the corresponding force mediator which couples to dark
matter (or matter) carrying dark charge. However, the A′ can kinetically mix with the photon,
allowing the A′ to be observed in the spectra of final states produced by the EM current. Results
based on the A′ model can also be recast to any vector model [445], including B−L, leptophobic,
and protophobic currents.
The A′ model has two free parameters: the mixing term ε2 and the mass of the A′, mA′ , where
2 is the ratio of the dark force strength to the EM force strength. In Fig. 8.4 this parameter
space is plotted with current limits (grey fills), current LHCb limits (black bands) [446], and
possible LHCb future reach (coloured bands). The coloured light and dark bands correspond to
discovery reach assuming 50, and 300 fb−1 datasets, respectively.
LHCb can explore significant portions of unconstrained A′ parameter space. These searches
are based on two strategies: prompt and displaced resonance searches using D∗0 → D0e+e−
decays [447] (green bands); and inclusive dimuon production [448] (blue bands). In both cases
the lepton pair is produced from an EM current which kinetically mixes with the A′, producing
a sharp resonance at the A′ mass. These search strategies depend on three core capabilities of
LHCb: excellent secondary vertex resolution, particle identification, and real-time data-analysis.
Production of A′ bosons from light meson decays (arrows), pi0 → e+e−γ and η → e+e−γ, will
cover the gap between the two primary search strategies.
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Figure 8.4: Current limits (grey fills), current LHCb limits (black band), and proposed future
experimental reach (coloured bands) on A′ parameter space. The arrows indicate the available
mass range from light meson decays into e+e−γ.
A search for A′ bosons decaying into muon pairs was performed by the LHCb collaboration
[446] (black band), using a data sample corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 1.6 fb−1
from pp collisions taken at
√
s = 13 TeV. This search already produced world-best upper limits
in regions of ε2 −mA′ space and is the first simultaneous prompt and displaced A′ search. By
the end of Upgrade II, LHCb will either confirm or reject the presence of a dark photon for
nearly all relevant parameter space.
8.7 Searches for semileptonic and hadronic decays of long-lived
particles
Several NP scenarios predict the existence of long-lived particles (LLP) coupling to SM particles
via different mechanisms. One interesting type of mechanism is that which involves exotic
decays of the SM Higgs boson. In the context of this production mode, and depending on the
decay of the LLP itself, different signatures may be considered: LHCb has searched, using Run
1 data, for supersymmetric neutralinos decaying semileptonically into a high-pT muon and a
jet [449]; and for Hidden Valley [450,451] pions decaying hadronically into a pair of jets [452].
These analyses have shown the potential of the LHCb experiment to search for these kind of
signatures, especially in the low mass and low lifetime region, unexplored by other experiments
at the present moment. Conservative extrapolations of these results to the integrated luminosity
foreseen to be recorded by LHCb at the end of Run 5 are presented in Fig. 8.5. Excellent
reconstruction of displaced vertices and their associated tracks is crucial, as is the need to keep
under control the dominant background contributions and pile-up effects.
Most of these searches use tracks which traverse the full LHCb spectrometer. These tracks
have an excellent spatial and momentum resolution, and roughly correspond to LLP decaying
within the VELO region. However, for long-lived candidates decaying outside or close to the
boundaries of the VELO region, the tracks do not have hits in the VELO. Unfortunately, these so
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Figure 8.5: Projected sensitivities to a Hidden Valley model, extrapolated from Run 1 results
with the displaced di-jet final state [452], for luminosities of (left) 23 fb−1 and (right) 300 fb−1.
called “downstream” tracks have worse vertex and momentum resolution, limiting the capabilities
of LHCb for this displacement range. Efforts to develop new trigger lines to select downstream
tracks are summarised in Ref. [453]. Among with these track types, upstream tracks are also
considered useful for LLP searches: a proposal to add Magnet Stations (MS) inside the LHCb
magnet to improve low momentum resolution can be found in Ref.
The RF foil strongly affects the background composition of LLP searches in the LHCb
experiment. Namely, for LLP candidates decaying below 5 mm from the beam line, the main
source of background is due to heavy-flavour decays; while material interactions with the RF
foil compose the main background contribution for those LLP decaying above 5 mm from the
beam line. While the former is purely due to QCD processes and hence not reducible, the latter
is kept under control by the use of a very detailed veto map [446]. However, the removal of
the RF foil would further enhance the sensitivity to this kind of analyses, since it would both
significantly increase the impact parameter (IP) resolution and reduce the background due to
material interactions.
The impact of pile-up has to be studied in more detail (especially for those searches involving
jets in the final state). There are some ideas under consideration, for example the removal of
neutral particles, which are more pile-up sensitive than charged tracks, from the jet reconstruction.
Machine-learning pile-up mitigation methods are also being studied. The fast-timing capabilities
of the TORCH will be invaluable in suppressing combinatoric background.
The search for exotic massive long-lived particles decaying into a pair of jets suffers for low
efficiency in low-mass region, i.e. below 20 GeV/c2. At low masses the final state cannot always
be reconstructed as two resolved jets but as a single jet (merged jet). Reference [454] shows
that the substructure of such merged jets can be exploited to improve the selection efficiency.
More studies are needed, in particular for the development of new tagging algorithms for the
identification of merged jets over the multi-jet background. CMS already showed promising
results in this field [455] by employing machine learning techniques, in particular Boosted
Decision Trees (BDT) and Deep Neural Networks. We expect that for the Upgrade II similar
techniques will be used at LHCb. Ultimately Upgrade II should be able to probe much of the
currently unexplored parameter space.
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9 Exotic hadrons and spectroscopy
with heavy flavours
The particle zoo of 1960s led to the quark hypothesis, which brought the interpretation of
hadrons as colourless states with a minimal quark content of qq and qqq for mesons and baryons
respectively. A decade later, the discovery of charmonium, and later of bottomonium, states
solidified the quark model and reinforced the qq picture of mesons. The quark model [456,457]
conceived also of the existence of states made of four and five quarks — referred to as tetraquarks
and pentaquarks hereafter — collectively named exotic hadrons. Although the observed number
of light scalar mesons exceeds by far the expected qq states, it is still not proved which (or if any)
of them are indeed multiquark states. Pentaquarks states, such as Z0(1780) or Θ(1540)
+ baryons,
have been claimed in the light baryon sector but none of them has been firmly confirmed [458].
In 2003 the discoveries of two puzzling states, D∗s0(2317)+ [459] and X(3872) [460], renewed
the interest for exotic spectroscopy in the heavy quark sector. The following years have been
witness to a proliferation of new states with masses at and above the open heavy flavour
thresholds and with odd properties or explicit sign of four-quark content, QQqq (Q = c or b,
and q = u, d or s). The discovery of J/ψp structures by LHCb [10], with ccuud quark content,
broadened the crisis to baryon spectroscopy.
While the existence of hadrons with multi-quark content had been anticipated from the
early years of the quark model, an understanding of their dynamics is presently lacking. Many
states appear near the meson-antimeson (also meson-baryon) thresholds giving raise to molecular
interpretations [461–463], or models involving hadron rescattering (cusps or triangle singulari-
ties) [464,465]. However, some exotic hadron candidates cannot be explained in this manner.
Models binding many quarks in the same confining volume have also been proposed [466,467].
In fact, the structure of QCD suggests attractive forces in antisymmetric quark-quark colour-
antitriplet combinations, which can replace the simplest colour-antitriplet i.e. antiquark, as a
building block of hadrons. Similarly, an antiquark-antiquark pair with the right symmetry can
take the place of a quark. The diquarks can play important role in the internal structure of
ordinary baryons made of three quarks. They also naturally lead to emergence of tightly bound
diquark-antidiquark tetraquarks, diquark-diquark-antiquark pentaquarks or structures with even
more quarks in one confining volume. Due to the nonperturbative regime of QCD, it is difficult
to make first-principle predictions of excitation spectrum and widths of such multiquark states.
Therefore, it is essential for experimental results to inform QCD-motivated phenomenology.
Such studies may also impact upon the phenomenology of any strongly coupled extension of the
Standard Model, or our understanding of possible states of matter in the early universe or under
extreme gravitational conditions.
The LHCb experiment has already strongly contributed to the field by (e.g.) determining the
quantum numbers of the X(3872) meson [468,469] and observing two pentaquark candidates,
Pc(4380)
+ and Pc(4450)
+ [10]. The large data set collected in the Upgrade II era will boost
sensitivity in searches for heavy states with small production cross sections and/or suppressed
decay rates. For example the search for charmonium-like states decaying to the ηc meson will
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become attractive. If history is of any guide, we expect many more surprising observations,
which will challenge phenomenologists.
9.1 Measurements of tetraquark and pentaquark properties
Because the physics of exotic quarkonia-like states have not yet been understood [470], it is
difficult to make precise projections for what can be accomplished with the future large data set
from the upgraded LHCb detectors. Nevertheless, we can point out a number of measurements
on the known structures that will help clarify their dynamical nature.
9.1.1 The X(3872) meson
The X(3872) state1 is the best studied exotic meson candidate with a cc pair content. Some
properties, like the enhancement of isospin-violating J/ψρ0 decays, the mass right at the D0D∗0
threshold and the large fall-apart rate to D0D∗0 above this threshold find a natural explanation in
the loosely bound molecular model. However, its large prompt production rates at Tevatron [471]
and LHC [472–474] suggests a compact size. The double-differential production cross-section
(as function of pT and rapidity), which follows closely that of the ψ(2S) meson, as well as its
preference for phase-space suppressed γψ(2S) decays over γJ/ψ , match the expectation for the
χc1(2P ) state. Yet, the rate of isospin-violating J/ψρ
0 decays, as compared to the radiative
decays, is much too big for this state to be ordinary χc1(2P ) meson. Models suggesting mixing
between the χc1(2P ) and the D
0D∗0 molecule face the challenge of explaining how a compact
cc state can have a large mixing with a loosely bound molecule. Tetraquark or cc+glue hybrid
explanations have also been proposed [475].
To advance our understanding of this puzzling state, it will be very important to learn even
more about its decay pattern. In particular, if it really has a strong χc1(2P ) component, it
should have pi+pi− transitions to the χc1(1P ) state. Unfortunately at LHCb, the reconstruction
efficiency for the dominant χc1(1P ) decay to γJ/ψ decay is low, making this prediction hard to
test. The very large data set of Upgrade II will allow this problem to be overcome by detecting
or refuting the existence of such transitions. Studies of the X(3872) lineshape by a simultaneous
fit to all detected channels are important for pinning down the location of its resonant pole and
determining its natural width. Both are very important inputs in helping with the understanding
of the state but require excellent statistical precision and the reconstruction of X(3872) decays
to D0D∗0.
9.1.2 Measurements of exotic hadron production
Searching for prompt production of any known exotic hadron candidates at LHC remains an
important task, since its detection would signify a compact component, either conventional
quarkonium, or a tightly bound tetraquark or pentaquark. To date, the X(3872) state is
the only exotic hadron candidate with QQ content that has been confirmed to be produced
promptly. This anecdotally speaks against compact interpretations for the other states. However,
it will be important to quantify the upper limits in negative searches to allow more rigorous
phenomenological analysis.
9.1.3 Radiative decays and baryon magnetic moments
The prediction of magnetic moments for the light baryon states was a key success of the quark
model. As such these observables provide an additional handle on the structure of baryons and
1The X(3872) state is referred to as the χc1(3872) meson in the 2018 edition of the Review of Particle
Physics [301]. The former name is used in this document.
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can potentially be used to distinguish between several of the models that attempt to explain the
structure of the observed pentaquarks [476].
Experimentally the measurement of magnetic moments is challenging. Access can be gained
through radiative decays of pentaquark states. The observation of radiative decays involving
exotic baryons would thus provide a new window into the structure of the pentaquark candidates.
Interestingly, since the parity of the two observed states Pc(4380)
+ and Pc(4450)
+ have opposite
parities and their spins differ by one unit, the radiative transition between the two states
should be allowed and might be observable by performing an amplitude analysis of the J/ψpγK
decay. The proposed improved ECAL is crucial to the feasibility of such a measurement in a
high-luminosity environment.
To get an idea of the typical suppression of these decays with respect to hadronic decays we
can look at the measured branching fractions for ordinary baryons and for exotic mesons. The
X(3872)→ J/ψγ radiative decay is suppressed by about a factor 50 with respect to decays into
open charm and a factor of 5 with respect to the J/ψpi+pi− decay. Branching fractions of the
order of 1% (e.g. B(Λ(1520)→ Λγ) = 0.85± 0.15%) are common for radiative decays of baryons,
which again are around a factor 50 lower than the largest hadronic branching fraction.
9.1.4 Amplitude analyses of exotic hadrons
Many puzzling charged exotic meson candidates (e.g. Z(4430)+) decaying to J/ψ , ψ(2S) or
χc1 plus a charged pion have been observed in B decays. Some of them are broad, and
none can be satisfactorily explained by any of the available phenomenological models. The
hidden-charmed mesons, observed in the J/ψφ decay [477–479], also belong to this category.
The determination of their properties, or even claim for their existence, relies on amplitude
analyses, which allow the exotic contributions to be separated from the (typically) dominant
non-exotic components. Further investigation of these QQqq structures will require much
larger data samples and refinement of theoretical approaches to parametrisations of hadronic
amplitudes. Similar comments apply to improvements in the determination of the properties
of the pentaquark candidates Pc(4380)
+ and Pc(4450)
+ and to the spectroscopy of excited Λ
baryons in Λ0b→ J/ψpK decays. The large data set collected during the LHCb Upgrade II would
allow the resonant character of the Pc(4380)
+, Pc(4450)
+ and Z(4430)+ states to be tested
further (Fig. 9.1), while improvements in calorimetry would help in searching for new decay
modes (e.g. P+c → χc1,2(→ J/ψγ)p) by amplitude analyses of Λ0b→ χc1,2pK− decays [480,481].
9.2 Further tetraquark and pentaquark searches
9.2.1 Probing the SU3 multiplets of exotic hadrons
Although the true nature of the X(3872) meson is still unclear, both the molecular [483] and
tetraquark [484] models predict that a C-odd partner (X(3872)C−odd) and charged partners
(X(3872)±) may exist and decay to J/ψη/γχcJ and J/ψpi0pi± respectively.
Similarly the existence of the Pc(4380)
+ and Pc(4450)
+ pentaquark states raises the question
of whether there is a large pentaquark multiplet. The observed states have an isospin-3 component
of I3 = +
1
2 . They could be part of an isospin doublet with I =
1
2 or a quadruplet with I =
3
2 .
In both cases there should be a neutral I3 = −12 state decaying into J/ψn. However this final
state does not lend itself well to observation. Instead the search for the neutral pentaquark
candidate can be carried out using decays into pairs of open charm in particular in the process
Λ0b→ Λ+c D−K∗0, where the neutral pentaquark states would appear as resonances in the Λ+c D−
subsystem (Fig. 9.2, left). Such decays can be very well reconstructed but the total reconstruction
efficiency suffers from the large number of tracks and the small branching fractions of Λ+c and
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Figure 9.1: Argand diagram of the Z(4430)− amplitude (AZ(4430)−) in bins of m2ψ(2S)pi− from a
fit to the B0→ ψ(2S)K+pi− decays. The black points are the results based on Run 1 data [482]
while the blue points correspond to an extrapolation to an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1
expected at the LHCb Upgrade II. The red curve is the prediction from the Breit-Wigner
formula with a resonance mass (width) of 4475 (172) MeV. Units are arbitrary.
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(right) Xbbud→ B−D+pi− decays.
D− reconstructable final states; the total reconstruction efficiency is about a factor 50 smaller
than the efficiency for the Λ0b→ J/ψpK− channel. In the case of the existence of an isospin
quadruplet, there is the interesting possibility to find doubly charged pentaquarks decaying into
Σ++c D
0. Channels such as these require very large data sets to offset the low efficiency. The
Magnet Side Stations will also improve the reconstruction efficiency of such decay modes with
several tracks in the final states.
The relative coupling of the pentaquark states to their decays into the double open-charm
channels will depend on their internal structure and the spin structure of the respective decay. For
that reason it is important to study decays involving D∗+ resonances as well (e.g. P+c → D∗−Σ++c )
to investigate the internal structure of pentaquarks [485]. Since these decays require the
reconstruction of slow pions from the D∗+ decays, the proposed tracking stations inside the
magnet, enhancing the acceptance for low-momentum particles, will be highly beneficial for this
study.
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Invoking SU3 flavour symmetry, one would expect the existence of pentaquarks with
strangeness, which would decay into channels like J/ψΛ or Λ+c D
−
s . To explore the poten-
tial of the former case the decay Ξ−b → J/ψΛK− has been studied using Run 1 data. About 300
signal decays have been observed [486]. Complementary information can be also achieved by a
study of the Λ0b→ J/ψΛφ decays. An increase of the available integrated luminosity by a factor
of 100 would allow detailed amplitude analyses to be performed for these final states, with a
similar sensitivity as was the case for the pentaquark discovery channel.
9.2.2 Doubly charmed tetraquarks
The history of X(3872) studies illustrates well the difficulty of distinguishing between exotic
and conventional explanations for a hidden-charm state. Therefore it is appealing to search for
states with an uncontroversial exotic signature. A good candidate in this category would be a
Tcc doubly charmed tetraquark [466, 487–503], being a meson with constituent quark content
ccqq′, where the light quarks q and q′ could be u, d or s.
If the masses of the doubly charmed tetraquarks are below their corresponding open-charm
thresholds, they would manifest as weakly decaying hadrons with properties including masses,
lifetimes and decay modes not too different from the recently observed Ξ++cc baryons [262], and
as for the Ξcc baryons, the most promising searches are in prompt production.
If the masses of Tcc states are instead above the open-charm threshold and their widths are
broad, it will be very challenging to observe these states via prompt production. Instead, B+c
decays to open-charm mesons can offer unique opportunity to test for their existence. In Run 5
the B+c mesons will be copiously produced at the LHC, because of the large production cross-
sections of bb and cc pairs and of the enormous data sample. Similarly to the amplitude analysis
of the Λ0b→ J/ψpK− decay, which led to the observation of the P+c pentaquark candidates [10],
studying the angular distributions of the multi-body final states of the B+c meson has the
potential of indicating new states, e.g. Tcc, inaccessible through decays of lighter hadrons. It
also allows the spin-parity quantum numbers of any state to be determined. A good example is
to study the T +cc state in the decay mode B+c → D+s D0D0 (Fig. 9.2, middle) through the decay
chain B+c → T +ccD0 and T +cc → D+s D0, as discussed in Ref. [493].
The decay B+c → D+s D0D0 has not been observed with the Run 1 data, and predictions on
the branching fractions of B+c decays are subject to very large uncertainties. Estimates of the
integrated luminosity needed to perform a full amplitude analysis are therefore imprecise, and
can only be formulated through considerations of other decay modes such as B+c → J/ψD+s . The
signal yield of B+c → J/ψD+s (→ φpi+) decays observed in Run 1 data is 30± 6 [504]. Considering
the branching fraction of the decay of the additional charm hadron and the lower efficiency due
to the higher track multiplicity, the estimated number of signal of B+c → D+s D0D0 decays is
O(102) in a future dataset corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 collected with
O(100%) trigger efficiency [504]. Since the D0 and D+s mesons are pseudoscalars, the amplitude
analysis simplifies, and can provide conclusive results already with few hundreds decays.
Finally, strongly decaying doubly charmed tetraquarks with a narrow decay width as predicted
by pure tetraquark models with spin-parity quantum numbers of 0+, 1+ and 2+, can also be
searched for in prompt production. The expected yields can be estimated by the associated
production of open charm mesons measured with a fraction of the Run 1 data [505]. With a data
sample of 300 fb−1, the yield of D+D+ (D+D+s ) associated production is around 750k (150k),
which is a very promising sample in which to search for narrow Tcc states.
9.2.3 Beautiful tetraquarks and pentaquarks
If the coincidence of the χc1(2P ) charmonium state with the D
0D∗0 threshold is responsible for
the X(3872) state, there is likely no bottomonium analogue of it, since the χb1(3P ) state was
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detected well below the BB∗ threshold, and the χb1(4P ) state is predicted to be too far above it.
However, if molecular forces dominate its dynamics, there could be an isosinglet state just below
this threshold decaying to ωΥ (1S), where ω could be reconstructed via the decay to pi+pi−pi0.
Unfortunately its prompt production would likely be very small unless driven by tightly bound
tetraquark dynamics. The improved pi0 reconstruction in Upgrade II will help for these searches.
Prompt production at LHC remains the best hope for unambiguously establishing the
existence of stable, weakly decaying bbud tetraquark predicted by both lattice QCD and phe-
nomenological models, which accurately predicted the mass of the recently detected Ξ++cc
baryon [262]. However, the inclusive reconstruction efficiencies for such states are tiny due to
the small branching fractions of B and D mesons decays to low multiplicity final states (Fig. 9.2,
right).
Recently there have been several predictions for an exotic state with quark composition
bbbb [506–516] with a mass below, the 2mηb threshold, which implies that it can decay to
Υµ+µ−. However lattice QCD calculations do not find evidence for such a state in the hadron
spectrum [517]. Given the presence of four muons in the final state, LHCb will have good
sensitivity for observing the first exotic state composed of more than two heavy quarks [518].
Motivated by the discovery of the hidden-charm pentaquarks theorists have extended the
respective models for multiplet systems to include beauty quarks. In Ref. [519] QQqqq ground
states are investigated in an effective Hamiltonian framework assuming a colour-magnetic
interaction between colour-octet qqq and QQ subsystems. Several resonant states are predicted.
Such beautiful pentaquarks could be searched for in the Υp, ΥΛ, B±c p and B±c Λ mass spectra.
In analogy with the popular ΣcΛ
−
c molecular model, Refs. [520] and [521] investigate similar
dynamics in the hidden-bottom sector and predict a large number of exotic resonances. Indeed
in the hidden-beauty sector the theory calculations are found to be even more stable than
for the hidden charm, motivating searches for resonances close to the B∗Σb, BΣ∗b , B
∗Σ∗b and
BΛ∗0b , B
∗Λ0b thresholds.
Another possibility is the existence of pentaquarks with open beauty and quark contents
such as bduud, buudd, bduud and bsuud [522, 523]. If those states lie below the respective
baryon-meson threshold containing beauty, then they could be stable against strong decay and
would decay through a weak b→ ccs transition. A search using a data set corresponding to
3 fb−1 in four decay channels J/ψph+h− (h = K, pi) has been performed [524]. No signals have
been found and 90% confidence limits have been put on the production cross section times
branching fraction relative to the Λ0b in the J/ψpK
− mode. The obtained limits are of the order
of 10−3, which does not yet rule out the estimates for the production of such an object provided
in Ref. [522]. Similar searches in channels with open charm hadrons in the final state again
lead to large multiplicities and the respective small reconstruction efficiencies but could profit
from favoured branching fractions. Investigations of a large number of channels will maximise
sensitivity for weakly decaying exotic hadrons.
It has also been proposed to search for exotic Ω−b states [525] in analogy to the recently
discovered excited Ω0c states [526]. Such open-beauty exotic states could be searched for in
decays to a ΞbK final state.
9.3 Study of conventional doubly heavy baryons in charm and
beauty
The quark model of hadrons has been relatively successful in describing hadrons with one heavy
quark, using, for example, Heavy Quark Effective Theory [527–534], QCD sum rules [535–537],
or potential models. Baryons with two heavy quarks probe the QCD potential in a different
way than baryons with a single heavy quark [538–541]. With the recent discovery of the Ξ++cc
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baryon [262], quantitative comparisons can begin. However, there is a vast spectrum of additional
doubly heavy baryonic states that are yet to be observed, such as the Ω+cc, Ξ
0,+
bc , Ξ
−,0
bb baryons
and their excitations. Observations of these states and measurement of their properties will
provide valuable insights into the QCD potential. Moreover, searches for these conventional
states would also provide a fertile ground for the search of exotic hadrons [542–545].
9.3.1 Doubly charmed baryons: Ξcc and Ω
+
cc
The discovery of the Ξ++cc baryon has opened an exciting new line of research that LHCb is
avidly pursuing. Measurements of the lifetime and relative production cross-section of Ξ++cc ,
searches for additional decay modes, and searches for its isospin partner Ξ+cc and their strange
counterpart Ω+cc are underway.
A signal yield of 313 ± 33 Ξ++cc → Λ+c K−pi+pi+ decays was observed in 1.7 fb−1 of Run 2
data [262]. Improvements in the trigger for the upgraded LHCb detector are projected to increase
selection efficiencies by a factor two for most charm decays, with decays to high-multiplicity final
states, such as those from the cascade decays of doubly charmed baryons, potentially benefiting
much more [11, 546]. Thus the Run 5 sample will contain more than 90 000 decays of this mode.
The branching fractions for Ξ++cc → Λ+c K−pi+pi+ has been theoretically estimated to be up to
10% making it one of the most abundant nonleptonic decay modes, but several other lower
multiplicity modes with predicted branching fractions of O(1%) will yield samples of comparable
size [547–550].
The efficiency with which LHCb can disentangle weak decays of doubly charmed baryons from
prompt backgrounds depends on the lifetime of the baryon [551]. Although the predicted lifetimes
for the Ξ+cc, Ξ
++
cc , and Ω
+
cc baryons span almost an order of magnitude, the relative lifetimes
of Ξ+cc and Ω
+
cc are expected to be approximately 1/3 that of the Ξ
++
cc baryon [541, 552–558].
Assuming a relative efficiency of 0.25 with respect to Ξ++cc due to the shorter lifetimes and an
additional production suppression of σ(Ω+cc)/σ(Ξ
++
cc ) ∼ 0.2 for Ω+cc [552], LHCb will have Run 5
yields of around 25 000 for Ξ+cc and 4 500 for Ω
+
cc in each of several decay modes.
LHCb will be the primary experiment for studies of the physics of doubly charmed baryons
for the foreseeable future, and its potential will not be exhausted by the end of Run 5. With
the data collected in Run 2, LHCb should observe all three weakly decaying doubly charmed
baryons and characterise their physical properties. Run 5 will supply precision measurements of
doubly differential cross-sections that will provide insight into production mechanisms of doubly
heavy baryons. In addition Run 5 will allow the spectroscopy of excited states and bring studies
of the rich decay structure of doubly charmed hadrons into the domain of precision physics.
9.3.2 Baryons with beauty and charm quarks: Ξbc and Ω
0
bc
The production cross section of the Ξbc baryons within the LHCb acceptance is expected
to be about 77 nb [559]. This value is about 1/6 of the expected production cross-section
of a B+c meson [560, 561]. It should be noted that the relative Λ
0
b production rate is pT
dependent. In the typical pT range in the LHCb acceptance, a ratio of production rates,
σ(pp→ Λ0bX)/σ(pp→ B0X) ∼ 0.5 [562, 563] is measured. It is therefore conceivable that the
Ξbc production rates are also larger than predicted by the above calculations.
To observe and study Ξbc and Ω
0
bc baryons is quite challenging due to the low production rate,
the small product of branching fractions and the selection efficiency for reconstructing all of the
final-state particles. To collect a large sample of Ξbc baryons will require the higher integrated
luminosity and detector enhancements planned for in the Upgrade II. Using the notation that
Xc is a charmed baryon containing a single charm quark, some of the most promising decay
modes to detect Ξbc and Ω
0
bc baryons are:
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• J/ψXc modes: J/ψΞ+c , J/ψΞ0c , J/ψΛ+c , J/ψΛ+c K−;
• Ξcc modes: Ξccpi−;
• Doubly charmed modes: D0Λ+c , D0Λ+c pi−, D0D0p;
• Penguin topologies: Λ+c K−, Ξ+c pi−;
• Ξb , B0 or Λ0b modes: Ξbpi+, Λ0bpi+, B0p, using fully reconstructed or semileptonic B0, Λ0b
or Ξb decays [564];
• W -exchange between b-c quarks, which is not helicity suppressed. This can give rise to
final state with just one charmed particle, e.g. Λ+c K
−.
To put this in context, the LHCb collaboration observed 30 ± 6 B+c → J/ψD+s (→ φpi+)
decays with a 3 fb−1 data at 7 and 8 TeV [504]. With looser selections about 100 signal decays
can be obtained with reasonably good signal-to-background ratio. The Ξ+bc→ J/ψΞ+c decay is
kinematically very similar. A signal yield of about 600 Ξ+bc→ J/ψΞ+c signal decays in expected
in Run 5,2 albeit with sizeable uncertainties. Other modes could also provide sizeable signal
samples. It is likely LHCb will observe the Ξbc baryons in Run 3/4, and further probe the
spectrum of other doubly heavy baryons with the large samples accessible in the proposed
Upgrade II.
9.4 Precision measurements of conventional quarkonium states
Studies of the properties and production of quarkonia states at hadron colliders provide an
important testing ground for Quantum Chromodynamics [565]. According to the current theoret-
ical framework, nonrelativistic QCD (NRQCD) [566,567], the production of heavy quarkonium
factorises into two steps, separated by different time and energy scales, the creation of a heavy
quark-antiquark pair, QQ, and its subsequent nonperturbative evolution into a quarkonium
state. Calculations assuming an initial QQ colour-singlet (CS) state [568–570] show good
agreement [571–576] with the experimental data [565, 577–583] for production cross-sections
and the shapes of the transverse momentum spectra. However, this approach fails to describe
the spin-alignment (usually labelled as polarisation) of S-wave charmonium states, J/ψ and
ψ(2S) [584,585].
The correct interpretation of the experimental polarisation results for S-wave quarkonia
requires a rigorous analysis of the feed-down contributions from higher excited states [586,587].
The direct measurement of the polarisation for χc and χb states is necessary to decrease this
model dependence. Since P -wave states are practically free from the feed-down from higher
excited states, any χc and χb polarisation measurements could be interpreted in a robust manner
without additional model assumptions.
The recent discover of χc1,2→ J/ψµ+µ− decays [588] opens the possibility to perform a
detailed study of χc production, allowing almost background-free measurements even for very low
transverse momentum of χc candidates. Due to the excellent mass resolution, the vector state
χc1 and the tensor state χc2 are well separated, eliminating the possible systematic uncertainty
caused by the large overlap of these states in the χc(χb)→ J/ψ (Υ )γ decay [586,587,589–592].
An integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 will allow the high-multipole contributions to the
χc→ J/ψµ+µ− amplitude to be probed, namely the magnet-dipole contribution for χc1 decays
and the magnet-dipole and electrical-octupole contributions for χc2 decays.
2Assuming
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Use of Run 5 dataset is also necessary to measure the (pT, y) dependence of χc polarisation
parameters. In addition the effect of the form factor in the decays χc→ J/ψµ+µ− [593, 594]
could be probed with the precision of several percent from the shape of the m(µ+µ−) spectra.
9.4.1 Precise measurement of double quarkonia production
Studies of the double quarkonia production allows independent tests for the quarkonia production
mechanism, and in particular for the role of the colour-octet. So far the LHCb collaboration has
analysed double J/ψ production at 7 TeV and 13 TeV data with relatively small datasets [595,596].
Using 280 pb−1 of data collected at
√
s = 13 TeV, (1.05 ± 0.05) × 103 signal J/ψJ/ψ events
are observed. However, even with the larger sample of J/ψJ/ψ events now available, it is not
possible to distinguish between the different theory descriptions of the single-parton scattering
(SPS) mechanism [597–605] nor to separate the contributions from the SPS and double parton
scattering (DPS) mechanisms [606,607]. Although the larger samples collected during Upgrade I
will allow some progress on these questions, the measurement of the correlation of J/ψ polarisation
parameters will only be possible with the Upgrade II data set.
In addition, while it is likely that ΥΥ and J/ψΥ production will be observed in the near
future (assuming the dominance of the DPS mechanism), the determination of the relative SPS
and DPS contributions, as well as the discrimination between different SPS theory models, will
require precision measurements only possible with Run 5 data.
9.5 Summary
The Upgrade II detector will have a large impact on sensitivity in searches for heavy states:
the potential removal of the VELO RF foils, together with the improved particle identification
provide by the TORCH, will enhance the reconstruction efficiency for multibody B decays, such
as B+c → D+s D0D0; the selection of short-lived particles (e.g. B+c , Ξcc, Ω+cc, Ξbc, etc.) will also
benefit from an improved vertex resolution; the Magnet Side Stations will help in studying
dipion transitions such as X(3872)→ χc1pi+pi− or B∗∗+c → B+c pi+pi−; improved pi0 and η mass
resolutions will increase the sensitivity in searching for the C-odd and charged partners of
the X(3872) meson by X(3872)C−odd→ J/ψη and X(3872)±→ J/ψpi0pi±. These improvements,
together with the enormous sample sizes of Run 5, will ensure that LHCb maintains its position
at the forefront of spectroscopy studies, and will give it unique access to studies involving the
production of B+c , Λ
0
b , Ξb hadrons. A summary of the expected yields in certain important
modes, and a comparison with Belle II, is given in Table 9.1.
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Table 9.1: Expected data samples at LHCb Upgrade II and Belle II for key decay modes for
the spectroscopy of heavy flavoured hadrons. The expected yields at Belle II are estimated by
assuming similar efficiencies as at Belle.
LHCb Belle II
Decay mode 23 fb−1 50 fb−1 300 fb−1 50 ab−1
B+→ X(3872)(→ J/ψpi+pi−)K+ 14k 30k 180k 11k
B+→ X(3872)(→ ψ(2S)γ)K+ 500 1k 7k 4k
B0→ ψ(2S)K−pi+ 340k 700k 4M 140k
B+c → D+s D0D0 10 20 100 —
Λ0b→ J/ψpK− 340k 700k 4M —
Ξ−b → J/ψΛK− 4k 10k 55k —
Ξ++cc → Λ+c K−pi+pi+ 7k 15k 90k <6k
Ξ+bc→ J/ψΞ+c 50 100 600 —
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10 Summary and conclusions
10.1 Sensitivity to key observables and physics reach in flavour
The Upgrade II of LHCb will enable a very wide range of flavour observables to be determined
with unprecedented precision, which will give the experiment sensitivity to New Physics scales
several orders of magnitude above those accessible to direct searches. The expected uncertainties
for a few key measurements with 300 fb−1 are presented in Table 10.1. Also shown are the
current uncertainties, those expected from LHCb in 2025, which is just before the start of the
HL-LHC era, and for Belle II, which is due to complete operation around this time. In addition,
and where available, sensitivity estimates are given for ATLAS and CMS after their Phase-II
Upgrades and with 3000 fb−1 of data. A graphical representation of a subset of these entries is
shown in Fig. 10.1. The future LHCb estimates are all based on extrapolations from current
measurements, and take no account of detector improvements apart from an approximate factor
two increase in efficiency for hadronic modes, coming from the full software trigger that will be
deployed from Run 3 onward.
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Figure 10.1: Projected improvement in sensitivities for selected CP -violating observables (upper) and
for rare decays and lepton-universality tests (lower).
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It is not possible to predict now, at the end of LHC Run 2, what will be the most important
studies performed at Upgrade II. However, indicative examples can be given of measurements
that are certain to be of the highest scientific interest. These include:
• A comprehensive measurement programme of observables in a wide range of b→ s`+`−
and b→ d`+`− transitions, many not accessible in the current experiment or Upgrade I,
employing both muon and electron modes;
• Measurements of the CP -violating phases γ and φs with a precision of better than 0.35◦
and 3 mrad, respectively. There will also be decisive contributions to the determination
of other Unitarity Triangle parameters such as |Vub|/|Vcb| that will greatly improve our
knowledge of the ρ¯− η¯ plane;
• Measurement of R ≡ B(B0 → µ+µ−)/B(B0s → µ+µ−) with an uncertainty of 10%, and
the first precise measurements of associated B0s → µ+µ− observables;
• A wide-ranging set of lepton-universality tests in b → c`−ν¯l decays, exploiting the full
range of b hadrons;
• CP -violation studies in charm with 10−5 precision.
This list, though not exhaustive, illustrates well the two principal arguments that motivate
the Upgrade II of LHCb, and the full exploitation of the HL-LHC for flavour physics.
1. There is a host of measurements of theoretically clean observables, such as the CP -violating
phase γ, the lepton-universality ratios RK , RK∗ etc., or the ratio of branching fractions
R ≡ B(B0 → µ+µ−)/B(B0s → µ+µ−), where knowledge will still be statistically limited
after Upgrade I. The same conclusion applies for other observables such as φs and sin 2β,
where strategies exist to monitor and control possible Penguin pollution. The HL-LHC
and the capabilities of LHCb Upgrade II offer a unique opportunity to take another stride
forward in precision for these quantities. Advances in lattice-QCD calculations will also
motivate better measurements of other critical observables, e.g. |Vub|/|Vcb|.
The anticipated impact of the improved knowledge of Unitarity Triangle parameters
can be seen in Fig. 10.2, which shows the evolving constraints in the ρ¯ − η¯ plane from
LHCb inputs and lattice-QCD calculations, alone. The increased sensitivity will allow for
extremely precise tests of the CKM paradigm. In particular, it will permit the tree-level
observables, which provide Standard-Model benchmarks, to be assessed against those with
loop contributions, which are more susceptible to New Physics. In practice, this already
very powerful ensemble of constraints will be augmented by complementary measurements
from Belle II, particularly in the case of |Vub|/|Vcb|.
The increasing precision of observables from measurements of statistically-limited FCNC
processes will provide significant improvements in sensitivity to the scale of New Physics.
As an example, Table 10.2 and Fig. 10.3 show the expected improvement with integrated
luminosity in the knowledge of the Wilson coefficients C9 (vector current) and C
′
10 (right-
handed axial-vector current), and the corresponding 90% exclusion limits to the New
Physics scale ΛNP under various scenarios. These fit results take as input for C9 the
measurements in the low-q2 region of RK and RK∗ , and for C
′
10 angular observables from
the decay B0 → K∗0µ+µ−. The reach for generic New Physics at tree-level in Upgrade II
is found to exceed 100 TeV, and for the C9 study shows an approximate factor-of-two
gain in progressing from the 23 fb−1 to the 300 fb−1 data sets. The gain is slightly less for
C ′10, a difference that can be attributed to conservative assumptions on potential hadronic
charm-loop contributions. Information on how the fits are performed, and the assumptions
made, may be found in Appendix B.
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Table 10.2: Uncertainty on Wilson coefficients and 90% exclusion limits on New Physics scales for
different data samples. The C9 analysis is based on the ratio of branching fractions RK and RK∗ in
the range 1 < q2 < 6 GeV2/c4. The C ′10 analysis exploits the angular observables Si from the decay
B0 → K∗0µ+µ− in the ranges 1 < q2 < 6 GeV2/c4 and 15 < q2 < 19 GeV2/c4. The limits on the scale of
New Physics, ΛNP, are given for the following scenarios: tree-level generic, tree-level minimum flavour
violation, loop-level generic and loop-level minimum flavour violation. More information on the fits,
particularly concerning the assumptions on the theory uncertainties in the C ′10 study, may be found in
Appendix B
Integrated Luminosity 3 fb−1 23 fb−1 300 fb−1
RK and RK∗ measurements
σ(C9) 0.44 0.12 0.03
Λtree genericNP [ TeV] 40 80 155
Λtree MFVNP [ TeV] 8 16 31
Λloop genericNP [ TeV] 3 6 12
Λloop MFVNP [ TeV] 0.7 1.3 2.5
B0→ K∗0µ+µ− angular analysis
σstat(Si) 0.034–0.058 0.009–0.016 0.003–0.004
σ(C ′10) 0.31 0.15 0.06
Λtree genericNP [ TeV] 50 75 115
Λtree MFVNP [ TeV] 10 15 23
Λloop genericNP [ TeV] 4 6 9
Λloop MFVNP [ TeV] 0.8 1.2 1.9
2. It will be essential to widen the set of observables under study beyond those accessible at the
current experiment and at Upgrade I, e.g. by including additional important measurements
involving b → s/d`+`− and b → c`−ν¯l decays. Improving our knowledge of the flavour
sector both through better measurements and through new observables will be essential in
searching for, and then characterising, New Physics in the HL-LHC era.
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Figure 10.2: Evolving constraints in the ρ¯− η¯ plane from LHCb measurements and lattice QCD calcula-
tions, alone, with current inputs (2018), and the anticipated improvements from the data accumulated by
2025 (23 fb−1) and 2035 (300 fb−1), taking the values given in Table 10.1. The hadronic parameter ξ is
a necessary input in the determination of the side opposite γ and is assumed to be calculated with a
precision of 0.6% and 0.3%, in 2025 and 2035, respectively [614]. In the future projections the central
values of the inputs have been adjusted to provide internal consistency.
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Figure 10.3: Left, uncertainty on Wilson coefficients and, right, 90% exclusion limits as a function of
integrated luminosity. The top plots present the C9 analysis and use the ratio of branching fractions
RK and RK∗ in the range 1 < q
2 < 6 GeV2/c4. The bottom plots show the C ′10 study and use
the angular observables Si from the decay B
0 → K∗0µ+µ− in the ranges 1 < q2 < 6 GeV2/c4 and
15 < q2 < 19 GeV2/c4. The limits on the scale of New Physics, ΛNP, are given for the following scenarios:
tree-level generic, tree-level minimum flavour violation, loop-level generic and loop-level minimum flavour
violation. Numerical results can be found in Table 10.2. More information on the fits, particularly
concerning the assumptions on the theory uncertainties in the C ′10 study, may be found in Appendix B.
10.2 Comparison with Belle II and Phase-II ATLAS and CMS
Belle II will build on the success of the first generation B-factory experiments and allow e+e−
analyses to join LHCb at the frontier of precision flavour measurements. The complementarity
of the two experiments will be essential in exploring this territory, and making sense of any
anomalies that emerge. Belle II has certain capabilities that are unique, such as the ability
to perform inclusive measurements and make precise studies of decay modes involving several
neutral particles. It will also attain similar sensitivity to Upgrade I for certain important
measurements where LHCb is currently world-leading, for example that of the Unitarity Triangle
angle γ. However, as is clear from Table 10.1, the performance of Upgrade II will significantly
exceed that of Belle II for the majority of observables of interest. This is true not only for B
decays to charged final states involving hadrons and dimuons, and charm physics, but also for
decays involving electrons, single neutrals, and semi-leptonic modes. In addition, Upgrade II will
allow LHCb to continue its exciting programme of studies in the B0s sector, where opportunities
are very limited at Belle II, and in the B+c and b-baryon systems, which are uniquely accessible
to the LHC.
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The B-physics capabilities of ATLAS and CMS will be enhanced by their Phase II Upgrades.
These improvements, together with the very large data sets that are foreseen, will allow for
precise measurements to be performed, in particular for final states including dimuons. However,
the sensitivities of these experiments will be lower than for those of LHCb Upgrade II, which
will also have a very much wider programme of flavour physics.
10.3 Comparison with Upgrade I
The improvement in physics reach between Upgrade I and Upgrade II will be greater than the
simple factor of six in integrated luminosity would indicate (or factor 13, when integrating
from Run 4 onward). The intention to operate a flavour-physics experiment at luminosities
of 1034 cm−2s−1 is already an ambitious one, but the planned improvements to the detector’s
capabilities will extend the physics gains still further. These gains are not included in Table 10.1
as full simulations have not yet been performed, but the expected benefits are summarised below.
• A high granularity, radiation-hard ECAL with fast-timing capabilities will be an essential
component of the Upgrade-II experiment. The conservative assumption is that this new
subsystem will restore the capabilities of LHCb with electrons, photons and pi0 mesons to
those of the existing detector in Run-1/-2 conditions, and improve upon the performance
of this detector at Upgrade-I luminosities, which lie beyond its design specifications.
Depending on the exact technological solution adopted, further physics gains may arise
from improved pi0 mass resolution and longitudinal segmentation.
• Improvements to the tracking system will bring higher efficiencies for certain channels.
Most significant will be the installation of the Magnet Side Stations, which will be beneficial
for multibody final states, decays involving ‘slow tracks’, and for flavour tagging.
• The hadron identification capabilities of the experiment will be enhanced. Positive kaon
and proton identification will be enabled below 10 GeV/c through the installation of the
TORCH detector. Improved Cherenkov angle resolution in the two RICH counters will
increase pi −K separation at higher momenta.
• Initial investigations yield several promising options for reducing, or even eliminating,
the material before the first measured point in the VELO detector. Such a development
would bring great benefits for many flavour studies, in particular the reconstruction of
semileptonic decays.
As previously discussed, it is intended to take first steps towards some of these detector
enhancements already in LS3, before the start of the HL-LHC , thereby improving the performance
of the Upgrade-I experiment, and laying the foundations for Upgrade II.
Finally, it must be emphasised that the raw gain in sample sizes during the HL-LHC era
will have great consequences for the physics reach, irrespective of any detector improvements.
The energy scale probed by virtual loops in flavour observables will rise by a factor of up to 1.9
with respect to the pre-HL-LHC era, with a corresponding gain in discovery potential that is
similar to what will apply for direct searches if the beam energy is doubled, as proposed for the
HE-LHC.
10.4 Opportunities beyond flavour
LHCb has emphatically demonstrated its ability to make discoveries and perform unique
measurements in topics beyond flavour physics. Significant examples include high-impact results
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in spectroscopy, such as the discovery of pentaquarks, precise measurements in electroweak
physics, and highly sensitive searches for dark photons. These achievements have been enabled
by the forward acceptance of the spectrometer, and the specialised instrumentation and trigger
of the experiment. Upgrade II will provide the essential opportunity for this programme to
continue with much larger data sets and ensure that the HL-LHC is exploited fully for the
widest set of physics goals. Table 10.3 recapitulates some of the main non-flavour topics that
will be explored at Upgrade II. Other exciting possibilities in physics beyond flavour, including
AA and pA collisions, fixed-target physics and searches for long-lived particles, are discussed in
Appendix A.
Table 10.3: Opportunities beyond flavour at Upgrade II.
Topic Comment
Spectroscopy Enormous yields in gold-plated final states
e.g. 4M Λ0b → JψpK− decays (‘pentaquark’ mode)
Higgs Measure Higgs-charm Yukawa within factor 2 to 3 of SM value
sin2 θW Uncertainty < 10
−4, better than LEP/SLD
Proton structure Precision probes at extremely low and high Bjorken-x values,
with Q2 > 105 GeV2
Hidden sector Sensitivity to most of relevant parameter space for dark-photon models
10.5 Summary
The principal goal of the HL-LHC is to search for, and then characterise, New Physics beyond
the Standard Model. The flavour programme proposed at Upgrade II of the LHCb experiment
has exactly this focus, and will allow the facility to be fully exploited for the precise measurement
of observables that are sensitive to extremely high mass scales. The detector will also have
great capabilities in the areas of spectroscopy, electroweak measurements and dark-sector
searches, building on the successes of the current experiment. LHCb Upgrade II is a well
motivated, ambitious, but achievable project, with outstanding discovery potential, and an
assured programme of important and necessary measurements.
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A Further opportunities
LHCb has very successfully expanded its physics program to topics beyond flavour physics
exploiting its unique forward geometry. A very rich heavy ion physics programme has been
developed, with prominent results in proton-ion and ion-ion collision modes. In addition, LHCb
has successfully demonstrated its ability to take data in configurations like fixed target or
combined fixed target and collider mode that are unique in the landscape of experiments at
colliders. These results have stimulated a number of proposals to exploit LHCb to develop
physics topics that, although not being part of the baseline HL-LHC operational plan or requiring
additional detector systems that are not part of the core Upgrade II detector, represent very
exciting physics opportunities.
This appendix describes these proposals. The topics discussed are heavy-ion physics
(Sect. A.1.1), fixed target physics with gaseous targets (Sect. A.1.2), measurement of mag-
netic and electric dipole moments of baryons (Sect. A.1.3) and extending the programme for
long-lived particle searches (Sect. A.2).
A.1 Prospects with heavy-ion and fixed-target physics
A.1.1 Physics with pA and AA collisions
Although there are no current plans for ion running beyond LS4, this possibility cannot be
excluded if interesting results emerge in Runs 3 and 4. Therefore we present here a selection of
strong capabilities Upgrade II would have in this domain.
The LHCb Upgrade II with improved granularity and resolutions is inherently attractive
for heavy-ion collision measurements. It offers the opportunity of a general purpose heavy-ion
experiment suited from pA up to most central AA collisions at forward rapidity. The forward
acceptance allows low-pT scales to be reached, with typical particle momenta of 3− 100 GeV/c
in the laboratory frame. The LHCb Upgrade II therefore allows the study of the physics of
nonperturbative scales. The experimental set-up is unprecedented and unmatched by any current
or planned detector for studies in heavy-ion collisions, thus representing a unique opportunity in
this domain..
At Upgrade II luminosity, the number of tracks in pp collisions will be close to that observed in
central nucleus-nucleus collisions. Therefore, the LHCb Upgrade II, with its increased granularity,
will provide sufficient tracking and calorimeter performance for precise measurements for a
large range of observables in heavy ions collisions. Occupancy estimates for the most critical
LHCb tracking detectors are given in Table A.1. In asymmetric pPb and Pbp collisions, the
charged particle densities per primary vertex are about 3−6 times larger than in pp in the LHCb
acceptance. Hence, taking into account the lower pile-up at ion running luminosities, pPb and
Pbp events will have drastically lower occupancies than is the case for standard pp collisions.
Therefore, thanks to the LHCb acceptance and instrumentation, these events will provide
the best way to precisely measure the low-x regime of QCD, beyond the reach of the proposed
electron-ion collider [615].
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Table A.1: Estimated occupancies in different tracking detectors after Upgrade I and Upgrade II.
Detector Maximum occupancy in most central
PbPb at
√
sNN = 5 TeV
VELO (Upgrade I) 4 %
VELO upgrade (Upgrade II) 1 %
SciFi (Upgrade II) 25%
In the following, a selection of LHCb Upgrade II opportunities beyond the LHC Run 3 and
4 heavy-ion programme is given, highlighting areas that will benefit from the improved strength
of the LHCb set-up, based on available experience.
A.1.1.1 Quarkonium and open heavy flavour
Heavy quarks are produced at early stages in ion collisions and experience the full system
dynamics until hadronisation. Heavy quarkonia and open heavy-flavour hadrons are therefore
ideally suited to study deconfinement at finite temperature [616,617].
Precise prompt production and flow coefficient measurements of the charmonium vector
state J/ψ are planned in Run 3 and 4 by ALICE. High-pT prompt and nonprompt J/ψ nuclear
modification measurements by ATLAS and CMS will probe energy loss with different quarks and
J/ψ fragmentation in QCD matter [618, 619]. Charm mesons and baryons will be reconstructed
in the mid- and high-pT range in nucleus-nucleus collisions.
However, in Run 3 and 4, ψ(2S) yield measurements at low pT will remain statistically limited,
with low signal over noise ratio. The statistical uncertainties of kinematic-integrated yields
are projected to be at a 3%(10%) level at forward rapidity (mid rapidity) in 10% most-central
collisions at ALICE [620]. This precision will not allow precise differential measurements as a
function of pT and rapidity y as in the J/ψ case [620]. Fully reconstructed open heavy-flavour
hadrons will be available only at mid rapidity in ALICE, CMS and ATLAS. Finally, P -wave states
like e.g. the χc states, which are particularly interesting to study colour charges in deconfined
matter [621], will remain out of reach at ALICE [622] at low pT.
In the bottomonium sector, the CMS measurements of the Υ -states will become precise
measurements. However, the measurements by ALICE or CMS at forward rapidity for the excited
states will be limited by the experimental resolutions. The natural normalisation to understand
bb bound states in heavy-ion collisions is the integrated total bb cross-section. The measurements
with fully reconstructed open beauty hadrons including Λ0b will remain challenging down to
low-pT [618–620]. More precise normalisations will rely on assumptions on the fragmentation
patterns and the usage of nonprompt J/ψ [623].
In this panorama, LHCb Upgrade II with its resolution and ion-ion capability offers unique
opportunities. Precise ψ(2S) and Υ production measurements will allow kinematic dependencies
to be studied at forward rapidity down to pT = 0 with suitable open-charm and beauty
normalisation channels. The LHCb Upgrade II is the only LHC detector with access to P -wave
states at low pT. In particular, the decay channel discovered by LHCb χc → J/ψ + µ+µ− [588]
may become accessible, although this will require higher integrated luminosities than currently
foreseen for the PbPb collision runs.
The boost at forward rapidity and the vertex reconstruction performance will allow open
charm and open beauty mesons to be accessed down to pT = 0 in a low-background environment
as proven in pPb and Pbp collisions by LHCb [624,625]. The study of baryonic heavy-quark states
is of primary importance to understand hadronisation in ion-ion collisions. In addition, these
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states can be used to determine the total charm and beauty cross sections as a necessary reference
for quarkonium studies. The baryon measurements profit similarly from the longitudinal boost
in LHCb, enabling high signal-to-background measurements down to low-pT as demonstrated in
the pPb and Pbp measurement by LHCb [626]. In particular, these heavy-ion measurements
based on the reconstruction of small life-times and low-q decays as those of the Λ+c baryon, will
naturally profit from the improved vertex performance.
A.1.1.2 Low-mass dileptons and photons
The measurement of low-mass dilepton resonance production and their line-shape is sensitive to
chiral symmetry restoration in the QGP phase at finite temperature [627] and to the thermal
radiation of the QGP. Measurements at SPS and RHIC [628–632], in particular the NA60
measurement of the ρ spectral function, show a prominent modification compatible with partial
chiral restoration [627] and with thermal radiation emission at higher masses. The ALICE mid
rapidity upgrade in Runs 3–4 aims at a measurement of low-mass dielectrons. In addition, at
the LHC the baryochemical potential µB is compatible with zero and contact can be be made to
first principle lattice QCD calculations [633].
However, the measurement of thermal radiation in the mass region between the φ and J/ψ
mesons will remain systematically limited by the subtraction of the heavy-flavour background
from semileptonic decays.
LHCb Upgrade II offers the unique potential to measure precisely dilepton production in the
dimuon channel at the LHC. The measurement profits from the boost to remove the background
muons from heavy-flavour semileptonic decays at forward rapidity, as successfully demonstrated
in the context of dark-photon searches [446] in pp collisions (see Fig. A.1). An extension of
dilepton continuum measurements in ion-ion collisions with LHCb Upgrade II down to the
momentum cut-off of 3 GeV/c (corresponding to pT thresholds between 200− 400 MeV/c within
the pseudorapidity range 2.5 < η < 4.0) is doable. Therefore, LHCb Upgrade II has the potential
for a textbook measurement in the ρ-mass region to probe chiral restoration.
In addition, thermal radiation can be measured in the real photon channel. The boosted
configuration of LHCb allows low-pT converted photons to be measured at moderate track
momenta. The momentum cut-off of the spectrometer amounts to around 2 GeV/c. This cut-off
will be further reduced with the magnet stations on the side of the dipole magnet.
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A.1.1.3 Drell-Yan, photons, cc and bb in pA collisions in view of nuclear PDFs and
saturation
The performance of LHCb is already near-optimal for pA collisions. Moreover, the capability of
precise cross-section measurements of weak gauge bosons [427] and unique low-mass Drell-Yan
measurements down to the charmonium mass range [634] in pp collisions show the potential
for high-luminosity running in pA collisions. Similar or better performance for the same signal
yields in pPb collisions can be expected with LHCb Upgrade II. Currently, the low-x regime of
nuclear parton distribution functions is largely unconstrained due to a lack of clean experimental
data. Because of the higher gluon density in the Lorentz-contracted nucleus compared to the
proton, the low-x regime of the nucleus is a good place to search for gluon saturation [635].
LHCb can perform measurements inaccessible even to the planned electron-ion collider.
In the LHCb forward acceptance and at hard momentum scales between 3 and 100 GeV/c
it is possible to probe the nucleus in the Bjorken-x range 10−3 − 10−6. This range is largely
inaccessible at hard scales for the electron-ion collider that has a centre-of-mass energy of 140
GeV in its high-energy option. Hence, LHCb is a very good place to look for the break-down of
linear parton evolution equations and, finally, probe gluon saturation within a large kinematic
range.
In particular, precise low mass Drell-Yan (below masses of 10 GeV/c2) or low-pT below
10 GeV/c2 photon measurements are world-leading unique opportunities. For the Drell-Yan
measurement, the precision of the VELO and the forward acceptance allow the background from
semileptonic heavy-flavour decays to be controlled. For precise measurements, large luminosities
will be required. An assessment of the possibilities for Run 3 and Run 4 will be given in the in
the forthcoming HL-LHC report. Given the experience from pp collisions, the measurement will
strongly profit from yet larger accumulated luminosities. Photon measurements will benefit from
improved calorimeter performances at high charged track multiplicity. In addition, associated
productions of γ+jet or correlation measurements will profit from the magnet stations.
Furthermore, the already pioneered cc and bb production measurements in pPb collisions,
will be complemented with correlation measurements. There are unique possibilities to exploit
specific features of the theory in kinematic limits as the appearance of new transverse momentum
dependent parton distribution functions in the back-to-back configuration that only appear for
massive quarks [636]. In particular, correlations in the bb sector will only become available with
increased luminosities in the range of 10 pb−1 of pPb collisions.
A.1.2 Prospects with fixed-target physics
The LHCb experiment has pioneered the use of LHC beams in fixed target mode since Run 2,
using an internal gas target. In this configuration, for which the forward geometry of the detector
is particularly well suited, collisions at an energy scale
√
sNN ∼ 100 GeV can be studied using
targets of different nuclear size (currently He, Ne or Ar), with unique coverage of the high-x
regime in the target nucleon. The samples collected during Run 2, corresponding to integrated
luminosities up to about 100 nb−1, allow for studies of particle production in the soft QCD
regime, of particular relevance to cosmic ray physics [637], and to collect unprecedented samples
of charmed mesons in fixed-target collisions at this energy scale [638]. These data provide
a unique test bench to discriminate cold nuclear matter effects in heavy-flavour production
from the effect of deconfinement, and to study nuclear PDFs at large x. The physics reach of
heavy-flavour studies is presently limited by the size of these samples.
The LHCb collaboration is presently considering several proposals to develop this programme
with improved target systems. In the current setup, the gas target is injected directly inside the
beam pipe surrounding the vertex detector, with a gas pressure limited to a few 10−7 mbar by
beam safety considerations. The density can be increased by at least one order of magnitude by
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containing the injected gas inside a storage cell, which is being designed and could be operational
already during Run 3. The new setup would also allow other gases to be injected, notably
hydrogen and deuterium, providing pp collisions in fixed-target mode as a reference for all pA
collision samples, and extending the physics case to the study of the three-dimensional structure
functions of the nucleon through spin-independent observables [639].
More ambitious projects have also been proposed for a possible installation in LHCb on the
time scale of HL-LHC. These are beyond the baseline Upgrade II detector considered in this
document. A polarised gas target similar to that used in HERMES [640], installed upstream of
the LHCb vertex detector, would make LHCb a key contributor to spin physics. This would
enable a rich programme in spin physics in a unique kinematic range for a variety of final states,
including unique measurements with quarkonium and Drell-Yan lepton pairs [641]. The study
of collisions of Pb beams on heavy nuclei, that could also be possible with the gas target (e.g.
using Xenon), are presently limited by the detector tracking capabilities and would greatly profit
from the higher granularity and better coverage of the low-momentum region offered by the
Upgrade II detector.
Assuming that about 10% of the beam intensity can be exploited for fixed-target physics,
either in synergy with pp data taking, using the beam bunches not colliding in LHCb, or through
dedicated runs, data corresponding to integrated luminosities of order 0.1 fb−1 per year could be
collected using the proposed targets, also profiting from the increased beam intensity provided
by the HL-LHC. Samples of this size would allow copious production of Drell-Yan and heavy
flavour states, including bb mesons, opening many novel possibilities, which have been studied
in the last years, notably by the AFTER initiative [642,643]. Substantial advancements in the
understanding of parton distributions for gluons, antiquark and heavy-quarks at x > 0.5, where
PDFs are now essentially unconstrained, can be expected. These studies can clarify the extent
of the intrinsic heavy quark distributions in the nucleon, and of the modifications of the nuclear
PDFs (anti-shadowing, EMC effect, Fermi motion), which are relevant to the understanding
of initial state effects in heavy-ion collisions. Signatures of deconfinement, such as sequential
suppression of J/ψ , ψ(2S) and χc production, can be investigated at an energy scale between
the SPS and RHIC/LHC, complementing the studies in AA collisions discussed in Sect. A.1.1.1.
This programme would be unrivalled in terms of achievable energy and signal yields in fixed
target configuration.
A.1.3 Magnetic and electric dipole moments of heavy and strange baryons
The magnetic (MDM) and electric (EDM) dipole moments are important static properties of
elementary particles. To date, these properties have not been accessible experimentally for heavy
(charm and beauty) baryons, and τ leptons, due to their short lifetime, ∼ 10−13 − 10−12 s, with
decay lengths of few cm for TeV energies. For strange baryons from the baryon octet JP = 12
+
,
with lifetimes about three orders of magnitude higher, the MDMs have been measured with
accuracies at the percent level or slightly better [301]. Direct upper bounds for the EDM of
strange baryons only exist for the case of the Λ hyperon, 1.5× 10−16 e cm [644,645].
Measurements of the MDM of heavy baryons, would provide valuable information for low-
energy QCD calculations, and if a percent-level accuracy is achieved, they could be used to
discriminate between different models [646, 647], improving the current understanding of the
internal structure of hadrons. Searches for EDM, arising from flavour-diagonal CP violation and
strongly suppressed within the SM, provide a very clean tool to search for BSM physics. From
general considerations, a precision at 10−17 − 10−18 e cm level would be required to access the
electroweak scale (1–10 TeV) [648,649]. Current indirect bounds are set from different experi-
mental measurements, e.g. neutron and electron EDM, and span several orders of magnitude,
∼ 10−15−10−17 e cm [650–654] for charm (∼ 10−12−10−17 e cm [652–655] for beauty), depending
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Figure A.2: (Top) Sketch of a Ξ0c → Λ[ppi−]K−pi+ charm baryon decay. The spin precession
induced by the LHCb magnetic field is indicated by the rotation of the red arrow. (Bottom)
Layout of the fixed-target setup shown in side view with down- and up-bending crystals. The
zoom in shows the baryon trajectory and spin precession in the down-bending crystal for
channelled Λ+c baryons induced by the MDM (black arrow) and EDM (red arrows).
on the different models and assumptions. Indirect bounds on strange EDM based on neutron
EDM are much more stringent, ∼ 10−23 e cm [656,657].
The possibility to access the MDM and EDM of heavy and strange baryons at the LHC has
been explored in recent years [658–666]. The experimental approach to measure the electric
and magnetic dipole moments of unstable baryons relies on the spin precession in external
electromagnetic fields. For long-lived Λ baryons produced longitudinally polarised from weak
charm-baryon decays, the magnetic field of the LHCb dipole magnet can be exploited to induce
spin precession, as illustrated in Fig. A.2 (top). For short-lived charm and beauty baryons,
i.e. Λ+c , Ξ
+
c , Ξ
+
b and Ω
+
b , the intense electromagnetic field between the atomic planes of bent
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crystals is necessary to induce spin precession. For this purpose, a fixed-target experiment has
been proposed to produce and channel charged heavy baryons in bent crystals positioned in
front of the LHCb detector, as sketched in Fig. A.2 (bottom).
Details on the feasibility of this proposal and on detailed simulation studies are given in
Refs. [660, 663,664]. More studies and R&D are ongoing to assess the compatibility with the
LHC machine, the operation mode (synergetic vs. dedicated) and attainable proton flux, along
with the feasibility of the 15 mrad bent crystal and double-crystal scheme [667,668]. A potential
installation of the proposed device is studied for the first winter shut-down during Run 3.
Potential data taking schemes, compatible with the mainstream LHCb running conditions in
Run 3 and Run 4 have been studied, leading to MDM (EDM) sensitivities at 10−3, 10−1 and
10−3 µN (10−17, 10−14 and 10−16 e cm) level [663], for charm, beauty and strange baryons,
respectively (µN is the nuclear magneton). An increase of the proton flux in Run 5, combined
with detector improvements would give better sensitivities by about one order of magnitude. For
the long-lived Λ baryon, a two orders of magnitude improved precision on the EDM compared
to current measurements is expected by the end of Run 4, i.e. ∼ 10−18 e cm [662]. With Λ
and Λ baryons produced in approximately equal amounts from charm baryon decays, a test of
CPT symmetry similar to that performed at the BASE experiment [669,670] can be performed
at 10−4 level by measuring separately the MDMs of both states. By profiting from detector
improvements and luminosity increases, these accuracies could be improved further by about
one order of magnitude by the end of Run 5.
A.2 The CODEX-b way to long-lived particle searches at LHCb
Analogously to long-lived SM particles such as the K0 meson, BSM theories generically predict
the existence of metastable states, also known as long-lived particles (LLPs). LLPs with
lifetimes up to the sub-second regime are broadly consistent with cosmological bounds, and have
been studied in a wide variety of BSM theories. Because the range of possible LLP lifetimes
and masses is very large, many different existing and future experiments have searched for or
proposed to search for LLPs, including ATLAS and CMS, Belle II, SHiP [671], FASER [672],
MATHUSLA [673], and DUNE [674]. The CODEX-b detector, described more fully in Ref. [675],
has been proposed to augment LHCb’s ability to search for LLPs. This is an additional detector
system which is not part of the baseline LHCb Upgrade II programme. Its key features are a
relatively compact detector volume, simple shielding to ensure a zero-background environment,
and the ability to integrate into LHCb’s triggerless DAQ and potentially tag or characterise
observed LLP candidates based on activity within LHCb.
The CODEX-b geometry and the reach of CODEX-b for one particular class of LLPs
produced in the B → φXs decay (where φ is the LLP) is shown in Fig. A.3. The reuse of
the DELPHI cavern, following the move of LHCb’s DAQ to the surface, gives access to an
already shielded decay volume with readily available infrastructure for powering and reading
out the CODEX-b detector. Additional shielding is placed between LHCb and CODEX-b in
order to reduce the flux of backgrounds, in particular neutrons and K0 mesons; an instrumented
shield layer is used to veto secondary production of neutral particles inside the shield itself.
GEANT-based simulations have been used to validate that this design should reduce backgrounds
to a negligible level, and data-driven measurements of background levels in the DELPHI cavern
are underway to validate this simulation.
In order to maintain a high efficiency across the full range of LLP masses and decay modes,
all six sides of the decay volume are instrumented with tracking layers, with the sides closest to
LHCb also serving as vetoes against residual charged backgrounds such as muons penetrating
into the decay volume. The reach shown in Fig. A.3 is representative of the typical CODEX-b
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Figure A.3: (Left) Layout of the LHCb experimental cavern UX85 at point 8 of the LHC,
overlaid with the CODEX-b apparatus. Reproduced from Ref. [675]. (Right) CODEX-b reach
for B → φXs in the s2θ–mφ plane, assuming 100% tracking efficiency and 300 fb−1.
reach, compared to other experiments, over a broad range of other LLP models. As can be
seen, CODEX-b significantly extends LHCb’s existing reach and gives access to longer LLP
lifetimes, making LHCb’s overall reach very competitive with any other experiment. Due to its
low-rapidity coverage, CODEX-b would also extend the reach of the LHC programme for LLPs
produced through high mass portals, like exotic Higgs decays.
A particular benefit of CODEX-b’s compact size and low-radiation operating environment
is the possibility to cheaply instrument the decay volume with more sophisticated detector
technologies. The most basic CODEX-b design adds tracking stations inside the decay volume
itself, improving the resolution on the reconstructed LLP decay vertex and enabling the LLP
boost to be measured. A more sophisticated detector design would include timing layers in the
tracker, enabling the LLP momentum and therefore mass to be reconstructed using time-of-flight
information. Potentially achievable resolutions are shown in Fig. A.4, assuming 50 ps tracker
timing resolution. It may even be desirable to fully instrument the CODEX-b detector volume
as a tracking calorimeter, for example using the NOVA experiment modules. This would further
extend the reach of the experiment to light axion-like particles decaying two photons.
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B Fits to Wilson coefficients and de-
termination of New Physics reach
To determine the exclusion limits for New Physics presented in Fig. 10.3 the expected uncertainties
for the angular observables in the decay B0→ K∗0µ+µ−, and the uncertainties on RK and RK∗
are translated into uncertainties on single Wilson coefficients using the flavio software [676].
The uncertainties on the Wilson coefficients (here C9 and C
′
10) are then used to determine lower
limits on the New Physics scale ΛNP at the 90% confidence level.
The study is performed by using the effective Hamiltonian
Heff = −4GF√
2
VtbV
∗
ts
e2
16pi2
∑
i
CiOi + ∆HNP (B.1)
∆HNP = κ
Λ2NP
Oi, (B.2)
where Ci are the Wilson coefficients, Oi are the local operators, ΛNP the New Physics scale,
and κ the flavour violating coupling. There are several common choices for κ depending on
the suppression of New Physics. For generic tree-level New Physics we have κ = 1, a tree-level
Minimum Flavour Violating (MFV) coupling gives κ = VtbV
∗
ts, loop-level generic coupling results
in κ = 1/(16pi2), and loop-level MFV yields κ = VtbV
∗
ts/(16pi
2). The corresponding New Physics
scale (assuming New Physics contributes to the Wilson coefficients C
(′)
9,10) is then given by
4GF√
2
VtbV
∗
tsσ(C
(′)
9,10)
α
4pi
=
κ
Λ2NP
(B.3)
→ ΛNP =
√√√√κ √2
4GF
4pi
αVtbV
∗
tsσ(C
(′)
9,10)
, (B.4)
depending on κ and the uncertainty on the Wilson coefficients σ(C
(′)
9,10). The 90% exclusion
limits (double sided) are given by
Λ90%NP =
√√√√κ √2
4GF
4pi
αVtbV
∗
ts × 1.64485× σ(C(′)9,10)
(B.5)
When determining the uncertainty on a Wilson coefficient, the simple fit method in flavio is
used and only one Wilson coefficient is varied. The B0→ K∗0µ+µ− form-factor uncertainties are
assumed to reduce by a factor 0.25 by the Upgrade-II era. The reduction in uncertainty of the
theory nuisance parameters is assumed to scale linearly with integrated luminosity. Other theory
uncertainties, for example those concerned with charm loops, are conservatively assumed to stay
at the current level. All studies assume Standard Model central values for the experimental
observables.
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